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SUMMARY OF THESIS

CHAPTER 1

A review of the evidence supporting the

'restorative' theory of sleep is presented. Various

avenues of research which may provide further

support (or contradictory results) to this theory are

suggested. Brief mention is made of the clinical

implications of basic sleep research. The mutual

interaction of basic and clinical sciences in the

advancement of the understanding of sleep processes

and mechanisms is emphasised.

CHAPTER 2

A historial survey of studies relating to energy

metabolism in general and oxygen consumption in

particular is presented. Despite varying

limitations in the different studies, most authors

have concluded that oxygen consumption is lower

during sleep than during wakefulness. The few

studies which consider the effect of different sleep

stages on oxygen consumption yield completely

contradictory results.
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CHAPTER 3

The experimental requirements for heat

production measurements during sleep are laid out.

The pertinent variables influencing heat production

are discussed. Various systems for performing

measurements of heat production are described

together with their merits and demerits.

CHAPTER 4

A study of heat production during sleep is

described. Heat production (HP) tends to fall over

the first few hours of sleep. When comparing heat

production during different stages of sleep there

appears to be a graduated decline through stages 2,

3 and 4. HP is similar in stage 2 and REM sleep.

Core temperature appears to fall steadily through

slow wave sleep (SWS).

CHAPTER 5

The literature relating to the effect of

exercise on sleep is reviewed. Although apparently

conflicting results are described a unified

perspective can be seen in most studies showing a

'positive' quantitative or qualitative change in

sleep after exercise. The prediction of increased

SWS in fit subjects is stated. This is based on the

increased metabolic turnover in fit subjects.



CHAPTER 6

The effects of an eighteen-week training

programme were studied in a group of army recruits.

Fitness measures and sleep recordings were made on

three occasions. With increasing fitness there was

an increase in the proportion of sleep occupied by

£WS and sleep efficiency improved. As a result of

this study a new method of describing the change in

fitness is presented (in Appendix I). 2,3-

Diphosphoglyceric acid (2,3-DPG) influences the

oxygen dissociation curve. The results of 2,3- DPG

measures in this study, suggest that resting 2,3-DPG

levels are higher in fit subjects but increase to a

greater extent in unfit subjects performing short

bursts of maximal exercise (Appendix 2).

CHAPTER 7

The literature pertaining to nocturnal release

of growth hormone (GH) and prolactin (PRL) is

reviewed with emphasis on the relevance of these

hormones to restorative theories of sleep. The

triggering effect of SWS on GH release appears to be

clearly established and GK secretion is maximal at

night. Prolactin release is sleep related but the

influence of sleep stage is not clear.
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CHAPTER 8

A case study of GH release after sleep

deprivation and exercise showed an increase in SWS

and GH after a record-breaking walking marathon. A

systematic comparison of sleep release of GH and PRL

on baseline and post-sleep deprivation nights was

made. An increased release in these anabolic

hormones was found after sleep deprivation.

CHAPTER 9

Three separate studies in which it was possible

to record both lean body mass and sleep patterns are

described. The prediction that lean body mass would

be correlated with slow wave sleep was not borne out

but in all three studies lean body mass was found to

be significantly correlated with non-REM sleep.

CHAPTER 10

The synthesis of these studies provide much

supportive evidence that sleep serves a restorative

function and that SWS may be particularly prominent

in this aspect of sleep.
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FOREWORD

Following work I "had previously carried out

(largely on the effect of exercise on sleep), I had

become interested in the scientific observations

supporting the restorative theory of sleep. Although

many recognise this aspect of sleep in the context

of subjective experience and in widely held cultural

mythology, the scientific demonstration and

explanation is more subtle. In the first three

studies described, I have pursued very different

aspects of human physiology to test predictions that

could be made stemming from the restorative theory.

These studies have allowed me to become familiar

with a range of experimental techniques used in

sleep research. I have also acquired a basic

knowledge of a range of skills involved in carrying

out research.
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I Introduction

Since the description of rapid eye movement (REM)

sleep in the current era of sleep research (Aserinsky

and Kleitman 1953, Dement and Kleitman 1957) most

research interest in sleep has focussed on dreaming

sleep. These observations were predated (but not

verified) by Griesinger (1868). Sleep is mainly

comprised of non- REM (NREM) sleep and any attempt to

elucidate the function of sleep should take cognisance

of this component of sleep and the factors influencing

it. The old idea that sleep is some form of nutritive

or recovery process has recently come to the fore

again. Oswald (1962) alluded to NREM being

restorative. A few years later in 1965, Fisher

suggested that sleep was a reparative process re¬

quired for energy build up and Roffwarg et al (1966)

suggested that NREM was proportional to fatigue.

II Experimental limitations

Before attempting to put the experimental

evidence for the restorative theory of sleep into

perspective, there are three points that should be

noted. Firstly, the best quantifiable measure

available for assessing sleep character is the

electroencephalograph (EEG). Most of the influences

that are measured and believed to be effects on sleep

are in fact only alterations of the EEG pattern and



one may be ignoring some other dimension (i.e.

aspects of sleep not reflected on the EEG recording).

Secondly, one cannot assume that any factor known to

alter sleep, for example exercise, has an

unidirectional effect on sleep patterns. It is quite

possible that moderate amounts of exercise may

increase sleep, whereas very severe exercise may

induce other effects (for example stress) which may in

turn lead to a decrease in the total sleep time. An

example of this is given in the recent subjective

survey by Porter and Home (1981). Another example of

a 'U' shaped curve is that provided by the study by

Hart et al (1962) who found metabolic rate during

sleep to be lowest at thermoneutral temperatures (see

Chapter 2). The increase in basal metabolic rate

(BMR) at lower and higher temperatures may be

appropriate thermoregulatory adaptation but' may

negatively influence the quality of sleep (see Chapter

4). Furthermore, the same stress may have different

effects on different individuals. The influence of a

migraine headache on sleep is a case in point. Most

patients (70%) with migraine find that a migraine

attack prevents them from falling asleep, whereas

twenty per cent of migranous patients find that an

attack is conducive to falling asleep and ten percent

find no change in the ability to fall asleep while

having an attack (Shapiro and Bachmeyer, in

preparation). The third point is that one cannot



assume that a single sleep stage has only one

function.

Most systems of the body appear to be multi¬

functional, that is, having several 'operations' to

perform and it seems reasonable to expect the same of

sleep. It would seem quite possible that sleep is

subserving several processes simultaneously and when

one is studying a single facet, the changes in sleep

patterns one observes may be being dampened by the

other (unaffected) inputs that normally comprise the

'summated' pattern seen in EEG sleep records. An

example of this may be the state of mind which may

alter sleep patterns in subjects being assessed for

effect of weight change on sleep (Crisp et al, 1971).

Ill Increased metabolism and increased SWS

There are many publications which when considered

from the perspective of energy expenditure and sleep,

present a picture of increased metabolism leading to

an increase of slow-wave sleep (SWS - stages three and

four of NREM sleep). Most of the studies cited below

have not specifically investigated the effect of

metabolism on sleep, but do provide supportive

evidence for this thesis. Some of the studies cited

yield conflicting evidence. In this review an attempt

will be made to give a balanced perspective of the

relevant available information.
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a) Age, activity and weight

The duration of SWS is highest in young

individuals who are most active (Kales et al, 1967;

Feinberg, 1967; Webb and Agnew, 1971; Feinberg and

Carlton, 1968 and Feinberg 1974). Feinberg et al,

1978, have more recently shown that amplitude in stage

4 sleep is negatively correlated with age. Smith ^t

al (1977) showed that with increasing age there is a

slowing of delta frequency (in the 0.5 to 3.0 c/sec

range) but that the average peak amplitude of delta

waves over 5 mV also decreases with age (as does the

incidence of waves greater than 20 mV). The latter

suggests a greater intensity of SWS in young subjects

(see below). Church et al (1975) showed a similar

pattern of decreased delta 'intensity' over the

successive SWS periods in a single night and even

within single SWS epochs. Older individuals report

having sleep which is subjectively lighter and less

variable than that of younger subjects (Baekeland and

Hartmann, 1971). These observations suggest that SWS

is longer and more intense in younger subjects who are

in general more active and who would have need of

greater anabolic activity during sleep.

The anabolic state that occurs when refeeding

commences in patients who have anorexia nervosa leads

to an increase in SWS (Crisp et al, 1971 and Lacey et

al, 1976). In starvation there is also an increase in

SWS (Parker et al, 1972a, MacFadyen et al, 1973;



Karacan et al, 1973, see also Crisp et al, 1973).

This at first appears paradoxical but when one

considers the increased metabolic turnover associated

with the catabolism that accompanies starvation, then

the increase in SWS during starvation can be seen as

part of a SWS-metabolic link. Other interpretations of

this association can be put forward.

b) Exercise

An increase in SWS after exercise in athletes and

in animal studies has been repeatedly observed

(Baekeland and Lasky, 1966; Hobson, 1968; Matsumoto et

al, 1968; Baekeland, 1970; Boland and Dewsbury, 1971;

Zloty et al, 1973; Buguet et al, 1980; Bittel et al,

1978; Shapiro and Verschoor, 1979) and Shapiro et al.

(1975) showed a graded increase in SWS following a

graded and measured increase in exercise level, a

finding that would strongly support a SWS - metabolism

relationship. In the reverse situation of decreased

activity due to quadraplegia following a cervical

lesion, there has been reported to be a decrease in

SWS (Adey et al, 1968) unlike the situation for

hemiplegics who have a normal SWS level. There is

also a decrease in SWS in blind people (Krieger and

Click, 1971) who lead a more sedentary way of life.

There are, however, several authors who have not

found an increase in SWS after exercise. Some of the

reasons for this discrepancy may be the amount of

- 6 -



exercise performed (Shapiro, 1978), the time at which

the exercise is performed (Home and Porter, 1976) and

the fitness of the subjects performing the exercise

(Griffin and Trinder, 1978). In several studies which

did not find an increase in SWS following exercise

(Hauri, 1968; Zir et al , 1971; Adamson et al, 1974;

Desjardings et al, 1 974; and Home and Porter, 1975)

there is evidence of a non-significant increase in

either NREM or SWS. Home and Porter (1976) found an

indication of an increase in stage 3 sleep after

exercise. Moses et al (1977a), showed that exercise

alters the effect of sleep loss on recovery sleep but

did not find an effect of exercise on specific sleep

stag es.

Walker et al (1978) did not identify an increase

in SWS after exercise. These authors did observe that

NREM duration was longer in athletes. This was also

shown by Griffin and Trinder (1978) who found a

further increase in SWS in fit subjects following

exercise, but not in unfit subjects. Subsequent

studies by the same group, (personal communication)

have shown a fit-unfit difference in SWS. These

authors did not show an effect of exercise on

subsequent sleep in one of their studies (Montgomery

et al., in preparation). This has led to the

suggestion that body composition may be an important

determinant of sleep pattern. This subject is dis¬

cussed further in chapter 9. The amount of energy ex-

- 7 -



pended and chronicity of exercise needs to be further

considered. Griffin and Trinder found a decrease

in sleep onset latency in fit subjects. Recently I

found that in a general population survey, 40% of a

randomly selected sample (n = 400) felt that daytime

exercise positively affects their sleep. Thus one may

expect that following exercise there is a decreased

sleep onset latency. Considering the presleep

activities of light exercise and relaxation, Hauri

(1969) found no significant difference in sleep

latency, Whereas Browman and Tepas (1976) found

relaxation to be associated with a shorter sleep onset

latency. The interval between exercise and retiring

to bed may be an important factor in the sleep onset

latency and this has not been fully considered. One

may predict, on the basis of the hypothesis of

relating metabolism to SWS, that during pregnancy

there would be an increase in SWS. However, in one

study that addressed this problem, Bonnet-Cadihak et

al (1975) found this not to be the case.

c) Endocrine studies

A correlation between growth hormone release and

SWS has been shown by several authors ( Takahashi £t

al, 1968; Sassin et al, 1969a and Parker et al, 1969)

and it is now realised that over 70% of daily GH

release occurs in the first two hours of sleep

(Mendelson et al, 1977). The evidence in support of



the idea that GH release during sleep contributes to

the restorative function of SWS has recently been

reviewed (Shapiro, 1981a). It is particularly notable

that growth hormone may be active only above a

threshold level in which case the nocturnal peaks of

GH release assume greater significance. If GH release

is an important component of the restorative aspect of

SWS one may expect that after exercise the increased

SWS would be associated with an increase in GH

release. Zir et al (1971) did not find this to be the

case but the methodologically more sound experiments

by Adamson et al (1974) showed higher levels of GH

during sleep following exercise. The case study

described in Chapter 8 (and see Shapiro et al, 1981a)

has suggested an increase in GH release during sleep,

after sleep deprivation - further supporting a

restorative association.

The increase of SWS in hyperthyroid patients

(Ross et al, 1968; Oswald et al, 1972 and Dunleavy et

al, 1974) and the absence of SWS in hypothyroidism and

its reappearance with treatment as shown by Kales et

al (1967) indicates an association between metabolic

rate and SWS. I have made a similar observation in a

patient with Sheehan's syndrome. This patient had

almost no SWS and subjective difficulty in falling

asleep pre- treatment and an increase in sleep

continuity following treatment (Shapiro, 1980).

- 9 -



d) Sleep cycle alteration

Experiments involving manipulation of the sleep

cycle show that sleep interruption leads to longer

duration of sleep and increased SWS following the

interruption (Beck et al, 1975). In a cogently argued

paper, Webb and Agnew (1971) have shown that the

length of prior wakefulness is related to an increase

in SWS, whereas the length of prior sleep is related

to a decrease in the amount of SWS to follow.

Feinberg et al (1980) found that an increase in sleep

on one day resulted in a decrease in stage four sleep

on the following day. If one considers sequential

thirds of nights' sleep, there is a progressive

decrease in the amount of SWS (Williams et al, 1964).

This has been interpreted to suggest that SWS is the

prime and therefore initial component of sleep. This

is further supported by the findings of SWS precedence

in limited sleep regimes (Dement and Greenberg, 1966)

and in natural short sleepers (Jones and Oswald,

1968). The frequency of sleep interruptions required

in SWS deprivation is greater than that in REM sleep

deprivation (Agnew et al 1967) possibly suggesting a

greater stage four requirement.

The absolute need for SWS is shown by several

lines of research. Sleep deprivation or limitation

leads to a SWS rebound or increase when sleep occurs

(Berger and Oswald, 1962; Agnew et al, 1964; Agnew et

al, 1967; Williams et al, 1964b and Webb and Agnew,

- 10 -



1977). Borbely and Neuhaus (1979) described an

1 ultra-SWS' in rats after sleep deprivation that is

not merely an attempt at a pro-ratio recovery of SWS

time, but an 'intensification' of the process to

'make- up' the lost SWS. More recently, by means of

spectral analysis, a similar phenomenon has been shown

in humans (Borbely et al, 1981). This technique has

emphasized that there is an increase in low frequency

waves during both NREM and REM sleep following sleep

deprivation. There is a consistent minimum of SWS in

long and short sleepers, suggesting a basic need for

SWS (Hartman et al, 1971; Jones and Oswald, 1968 and

Webb and Agnew, 1970). Parenthetically, there may be

a maximum level of SWS in a single night as most

studies showing an elevated SWS following selective

SWS deprivation or following exercise do not achieve

levels of SWS greater than 40% of total nights' sleep

(Shapiro and Verschoor, 1979). An exception to this

rule is the finding of Williams et al (1964b) of 69%

of a nights' sleep occupied by SWS following 4 days of

SWS deprivation. The initial sleep after over 130h

awake and 330 miles walked described in the case study

in Chapter 8 also exceeds this limit.

e) Metabolism

Considering the metabolic concomitants of sleep

one again finds support for the notion that sleep is a

recovery process of some form. There is a general
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increase in cell division during sleep (reviewed by

Oswald, 1976 and Adam, 1980). Zepelin and

Rechtschaffen (1974) have shown in an extensive

phylogenetic study that metabolic rate correlates with

total sleep time. The implication of this observation

is that animals with a higher metabolic rate require

more sleep when net anabolic metabolism occurs.

f) Summary

Most situations of raised metabolic activity are

associated with an increase in SWS (for example, post

exercise, with weight gain, hyperthyroid patients,

athletically fit and young subjects). In contrast,

circumstances related to chronically decreased

activity and metabolism (quadriplegic, blind and

hypothyroid patients) have decreased levels of SWS.

The weight of the evidence is in my opinion in

favour of the hypothesis that sleep and particularly

SWS provide optimal conditions for an active recovery

process after the net catabolism during the day. Seme

authors may disagree (Home, 1980) and there are

several facets of the above studies which are still in

dispute. An example of the latter is the precise

effect of exercise and fitness on sleep.

The reasons for some of the discrepant results

described above may be that besides the usual

quantitative changes of SWS which are measured, there

may be qualitative changes contributing an intensity



component to SWS. Indications of variable intensity

in SWS include both EEG observations (Smith et al,

1977 and Borbely et al, 1981) and metabolic changes

(Goll and Shapiro, 1981; Shapiro, 1981a; Shapiro et

al. , 1984a) .

In conclusion, it would seem that in the light of

presently available evidence, the most tenable

hypothesis as to the function of SWS is that it

constitutes a metabolic recovery period and process.

It would appear that certain authors previously

opposed to this theory have changed their opinions,

for example, "for active mammals, sleep may be an

enforced immobiliser facilitating this restitution"

(Home, 1980) . REM sleep may be considered a separate

physiological state (Shapiro, 1974) and probably has

other, possibly related, functions.

IV Approach to studying the restorative theory of

sleep

As can be seen from the above review, studies

using a wide variety of techniques have been cited in

support of the restorative theory of sleep. These

studies have raised a number of questions which have a

bearing on establishing the function of sleep. It is

of interest to know if changes in metabolic rate

during sleep occur and to establish whether there are

differences in metabolic rate in the different sleep



s t ag e s .

Although most studies appear to indicate there is

an increase in sleep quality following daytime

performance of exercise, there is as yet no definitive

study on the effect of fitness per se on sleep

patterns. This question is considered in chapters 5

and 6 .

The effect of sleep deprivation on the release of

catabolic and anabolic hormones during subsequent

sleep is discussed in chapters 7 and 8. The

experiments described in chapter 8 were designed to

establish whether endocrine changes consistent with

greater anabolic activity occur at times of presumed

greater 'restorative need'.

The study described in chapter 9 considers the

relation between lean body mass and sleep patterns.

These studies were selected for inclusion in- this

thesis because of their bearing on the theme of the

restorative function of sleep and their relation to

metabolism (in its wider sense) during sleep.

V Sleep patterns and sleep scoring

The techniques used in recording sleep patterns

in the various experiments of this thesis have been

uniform. Electrodes are applied for electromyogram

(EMG), electro-occulargram (EOG) and electoencephelo-

graph (EEG) recordings.

It may be considered desirable to show the raw
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data of the sleep recordings. Unfortunately, however,

the studies involved in this thesis required well in

excess of 1000 hours of EEG recordings and well over

100 miles of paper tracings. I have therefore shown

illustrative examples of the sleep tracings in figures

1.1-1.5. A table of the key features of each sleep

stage is given (table 1.1). This information is based

on the standard sleep scoring manual that has been

used in all the studies in this thesis (Rechtschaffen

and Kales, 1968).
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Figure 1.1

Sleep recording using 5 channels. The channels are: 2 for recording
eye movements (electro-oculargram, EOG), 2 for recording brain activity
(electroencephalogram, EEG), and 1 for recording muscle activity
(electromyogram, EMG). This figure depicts a segment of stage one sleep.
The regular marks above the title on the figure indicate one second
intervals.

EOG

STAGE 1 Wave-form of Higher Amplitude & Lower
Frequency than Alpha Waves

RoHingEyeMovement
EOG

EEG

EMG
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Figure 1.2

Stage 2 sleep. The characteristic sleep spindles are seen in the
EEG and EOG channels.

STAGE 2
EOG

EEG

\f*Y ^ v-'K
K Complex Spind le (14-16 cps)

s\K"

EEG
/a .
v

EMG
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Figure 1.3

Stage 3 sleep. Delta waves are seen in the EOG channels in
this tracing. Amplitude of delta waves is often greater in young
subjects (in addition to being more extensive (temporally) in the
record.
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Figure 1.14

The characteristic picture of stage k sleep.

STAGE 4 Epoch comprises at least 50%DeltaWaves



Figure 1.£

The saw-tooth waves in this figure prompt the expectation of
REM episode about to occur. Clear rapid eye movements were seen
50 seconds later in the record.
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Figure 1.6

The characteristic picture of REM sleep. Subjects woken at this
point will often report dreams. Note the large amplitude waves in
the EOG channel but not in the EEG channel.

EEG
Low Amplitude, Fast Frequency

EEG
Tonic Low Muscle Tone Phasic Muscle Twitches
. i i |% .f i ■ i i f t > i ■ ■ i 11 ji i i
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Figure 1 .7

This figure is included to contrast the EEG pattern seen in
wakefulness to that shown in the preceding six figures.

—Wakefulness hMovement

Alpha Rhythm
812cps



Table 1.1

Brief description of EEG criteria

for scoring sleep records*

STAGE 1 Relatively low voltage, mixed frequency EEG

with prominence of activity in the 2-7 cps

range. Usually short in duration. No K

complexes or slep spindles. Often

accompanied by slow (only) eye movements.

Compared to wakefulness there is slowing of

the EEG and a decline in tonic EMG levels.

Alpha activity occupies less than 50% of the

epoch.

STAGE 2 Sleep spindles (at least 0.5 sec. in duration

with at least 6 waves) and/or K complexes

(well marked) are present, negative sharp

wave followed by a positive wave). Slow wave

activity occupies less than 20% of the epoch.

This is usually the predominant sleep stage

in a recording.

STAGE 3 20-50% of the scored epoch consists of waves

</= 2 cps. Wave amplitude is usually > 75

V. These are referred to as 'slow waves'.

Sleep spindles may be present.

STAGE 4 Over 50% of the epoch consits of slow waves.

Stage 3 and stage 4 are referred to jointly

as 'slow wave sleep'.
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REM This stage is characterised by the appe

of mixed frequency EEG activity and continual

(episodic) rapid eye movements on the EOG .

The EEG pattern is imilar to that of stage 1

but vertex sharp waves are not prominent.

Saw-tooth waves often occur and alpha

activity is more frequent. There are no

sleep spindles or K complexes. Muscle tone

is usually further reduced.

★

This table is based on the manual by

Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968).
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CHAPTER TWO

Historical review of oxygen consumption studies dealing

with sleep.
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a) Introduction

The historical development of studies on oxygen

consumption and particularly oxygen consumption during

sleep can be sketched by the following arbitrary

characterization of periods. The first scientific

attempt to measure oxygen consumption during sleep

dates back to approximately 1870 and there were a

dozen or so studies between then and 1930. Within

this period Benedict, working in the USA, carried out

extensive studies on metabolic requirement. He

published papers on methodology and the relevance of

basal metabolism (Benedict, 1924, 1925). Subsequent

reviews, for example that of Passmore and Durnin from

Glasgow (1955), extensively quote the work of

Benedict. A good deal of Benedict's early work is

contained in a monograph by Benedict and Carpenter

published in 1910 entitled "Metabolism and energy

transformations of healthy men during rest". At the

end of this period, an article by Mason and Benedict,

published in 1934, summarises briefly (and well) many

of the studies to that point. They state that, "The

average of all these previous experiments indicate a

decrease of about 7%" (in oxygen consumption during

sleep). They go on to say, "Although its data on

sleep as such have never been assembled for

publication, it is the experience of the Nutrition

Laboratory that sleep lowers the metabolism about
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10%". For some inexplicable reason they have excluded

two reports published by Benedict (1927 and 1928) on a

study of oxygen consumption during sleep. Prior to

this summary assessment by Mason and Benedict, a

review published by Deighton in Physiological Reviews

(1933) emphasised the influence of physical factors on

heat production. These papers lead to studies in the

1930's and the 1940's which aimed at greater accuracy

and a summary of considerations that should be applied

for sleep studies was outlined by Mason and Benedict

(1934). These included an appropriate type of

apparatus; comparable conditions for sleeping and

waking studies with regard to circadian influences and

the post absorbative state; that the subject should be

familiar with the apparatus and that studies should be

preferably performed in duplicate. There were some

conflicting results published at that time (Grollman,

1930). Over the next 10-20 years the rule of thumb of

a decrease in metabolic rate during sleep of 10%

entered most standard physiological texts.

In the 1950s and early 1960s the study of heat

production turned to the effects of temperature on

heat production and oxygen consumption. Many studies

were orientated towards the effect of cold environment

on heat production. Physiologists concerned

themselves with the adaptation of the individual

frequently exposed to cold stress. The sleeping

period was often treated merely as a 'circadian low1



or a period when temperatures would be lowest and

therefore an interesting period to study.

The most recent phase in the study of oxygen

consumption during sleep covers the last 15 years in

which the effect of sleep per se and the influence of

different stages of sleep has been of paramount

interest. These studies were initiated by Brebbia and

Altschuler (1965) but there remains less than a

handful of such studies.

Over the latter half of this historical period

there has been an interest in two areas of relevance.

The first was the effect of hypnosis on oxygen

consumption. This was partly because oxygen

consumption was thought possibly to give an indication

of whether the hypnotic state was closer to a waking

or sleeping state. The other area of interest has

been in neonatal and paediatric oxygen consumption

measures and the recognition, seemingly independent of

that of those who worked with adults, of the influence

of sleep and wakefulness on oxygen consumption. The

following review attempts to discuss in detail each of

the areas mentioned above.

b) Early Studies

The early studies on oxygen consumption during

sleep emanated from Europe and produced contradictory

results. The earliest reference I have found to the

subject is that by Loewy (1891) who found no
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difference in waking and sleeping levels of oxygen

consumption but a few years later Magnus-Levy (1894)

suggested that the night level of oxygen consumption

represented the lowest level achieved. A few years

later Johansson produced two long articles (both 60

pages) which showed seemingly contradictory results.

In the first article (Johansson et al,, 1896-97) a

description of oxygen consumption fall is given, but

in the second article (Johansson, 1898) the claim of

little difference between waking and sleeping levels

in oxygen consumption is made.

Benedict's first set of studies ended in 1906 and

culminated in a monograph published in 1910, which

included much of the material quoted in subsequent

studies and on which their later studies were

modelled. A major advance by Benedict was the use of

a respiration calorimeter which, for the first time,

allowed the simultaneous measurement of oxygen

consumption and carbon-dioxide (c°2) production

The figures in Benedict's publications (1 927) provide

an insight into the variety of apparatus he had built

for calorimetry studies.

Benedict and Carpenter (1910) quote some early

studies showing a decrease in carbon-dioxide

production during sleep and in particular the study by

Leibermerster (1870), that reported a decrease of

18% in CC>2 production during sleep, in a single

subject. A 20% drop in sleeping production of
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CC>2 f with a minimum between 1.00a.m. and 3.00a.m.,
was reported by Likhatscheff and Avroroff in a report

to the Imperial Military Academy, St Petersburg in

1902. Benedict (1915a and 1915b) observed an increase

in oxygen consumption of 12% in fasting man while

awake as compared to sleeping levels.

In the 1920's it was recognized that the depth of

sleep influences the metabolic rate during sleep.

Pickworth (1927) stated, "the effect of sleep needs

further correlation with the depth of sleep". In his

studies Pickworth found resting metabolic rates while

awake to be lower than previously described, but he

found an approximate 14% further decrease during

sleep. However, within sleep he found that even small

movements caused a 10% increase in metabolism and

emphasised the proportion of the "sleeping period"

that was spent asleep and that any associated movement

strongly influenced his results. In his metabolic

chamber with a size of approximately seven foot by six

foot by nine foot, he had other problems. One of

these was that the sealed container trapped air, and

an increase in temperature of three degrees would lift

the lead roof due to the expansion of air, while a

drop in temperature of three degrees would visibly

raise the lead floor. One can only speculate as to

the influence of this on the patients he studied.

Some compensations did exist for Pickworth: the

cost of his chamber was only one hundred pounds. A
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little earlier, Delcourt-Bernard and Mayer (1925) had

studied five subjects and found a decrease in BMR in

three when they went to sleep. One subject increased

his BMR and in one subject there was no change. The

authors noted that posture during sleep may be

relevant.

One of the themes in heat production research has

been the study of ethnic groups and their differences

in metabolism. Necheles in his early reports in

America and Thailand (Necheles, 1929 and Necheles and

Loo, 1932) reported that there was a smaller decrease

in heat production during sleep in Orientals compared

with Westerners. This, however, depended largely on

the initial metabolic rate in the Orientals and of his

8 subjects, it was said that the mean drop during

sleep was 3.3% in 6 subjects, but 16.0% in two

subjects, whereas the three Westerners had an average

drop of 19%in metabolic rate during sleep. Similarly

Mason and Benedict (1934) wondered if the low resting

values in metabolism that they found in South Indian

wcmen was because of their relaxation during the

wakeful period and tested this theory by comparing

their wakeful metabolism to sleeping metabolism. The

criteria of sleep they used was based on the pattern

of respiration and in seven watien known to have low

resting metabolic rates during wakefulness, they found

an average drop in BMR of 9.8% during sleep. One of

the more original approaches used by Necheles was to



use a hypnotic drug "Samnifen" to induce sleep. This

approach was later used in sedating psychiatric

patients to measure metabolic rate (Dally, 1958, see

below). In a study much later, Irving et al (1960)

claimed that Indian men were more adept at sleeping

than Caucasians and that the Indians had much lower

metabolic rates at this time.

c) Effects of environmental temperature on

oxygen consumption during the night

In studies of thermal adaptation to cold, sleep

was of secondary interest. Night-time (the period

usual for sleep) is the time at which the

environmental temperatures are usually lowest and it

was therefore the time chosen for the metabolic

studies. Sometimes there was the recognition that a

sleeping metabolic level would possibly be a more

consistant reference point for comparing different

groups. Kreider et al (1958) studied 9 males aged 18

to 25 on 32 nights. They observed that "on average

oxygen consumption decreased gradually during the

night and reached a low value at 5.1 hours after

retiring". They also observed a decrease in rectal

temperature of on average 1.2oc during the night with

a low point 5.6 hours after retiring. These findings

illustrate the relationship between oxygen consumption

and temperature during the sleeping period. The

subjects had no food after 5.30p.m. and were kept at

rest and at ambient temperatures for one and a half to
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two and a half hours before retiring. Owing perhaps to

the rigour in their research, the lowest level of

oxygen consumption recorded every 6 minutes was 18%

lower than that predicted from basal metabolic rate

tables. The average decrease in metabolic rate

through the night was 9% compared to standard tables.

In the following year, Hammel et al (1959)

studied a group of Australian aborigines who were

exposed to cold by allowing them to sleep in a

refrigerated meat van. They collected gas samples in

10 mins of every 15 mins and measured one in four

samples for carbon dioxide. The Australian aborigines

showed a continuous downward trend in oxygen

consumption throughout the night, unlike the Caucasian

controls, who showed periodic bursts of increased

metabolic rate due to activity - particularly

in the second half of the night. These bursts of

activity and the resulting increase in metabolic

rate briefly raised metabolism up to 100%. The

authors point out that, initially, cold interrupts

sleep by causing shivering, but subjects quickly

acclimatize and can shiver during sleep. Subjects

chronically adapted to cold are less likely to shiver.

In a study primarily focused on responsivity to carbon

dioxide, Robin et al (1958) showed that during sleep

higher levels of CO^ are tolerated. They also

found a significantly lower oxygen consumption during

sleep in their 8 subjects. From data published in the



report by Robin et al. (1958), I have calculated the

decrease in oxygen consumption to be 22%.

In a study on Arctic Indian men, Irving et al

(1960) in the following year, using an EEG monitor,

reported that Indian men slept more (51% of the time)

than controls, who slept only 21% of the time, at

freezing environmental temperatures. The EEG

monitoring was for only 10 to 30 sees in each 5 min

period. The marked fluctuation between one recording

of oxygen consumption and the next emphasised the need

for closer EEG sampling.

In the same year Anderson et al (1960), studying

a group of nomadic Lapps a 100 miles north of the

Arctic Circle, showed that this group of subjects were

able to sleep even with 40 litres of "fresh" outdoor

air at below freezing (0°C) temperatures, blowing

over them each minute. The 14 male subjects allowed

their core temperature as well as skin temperature to

drop. The figures in the publication allow one to

conclude that ambient temperature was not directly

related to metabolic rate. Anderson et al concluded

that the responses in the nomadic Lapps were similar

to those of the aborigines.

A couple of years later Hart et al (1962) studied

a group of Eskimos and used an EEG sampling procedure

to assess grades of sleep. They stated that sleeping

in a warm environment increased basal metabolic rate

by 20% but sleeping in a cold environment increased
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basal metabolic rate by over 40%. The total time

spent awake was increased on both warm and cold nights

when compared to thermoneutral nights. Hart et al

(1962) concluded that "Whites", unlike 5 different

groups of "Natives" often exposed to cold, did not

show any lowering of rectal temperature during the

night but rather raised energy expenditure. However,

Wyndham and Morrison (1958), in a study of Bushmen in

the Kalahari desert, observed that at the coldest time

of the night man produces a microclimate (e.g. by the

use of fires) which allows for sleeping in

thermoneutral zone. The authors conclude that

adaptation is intellectual rather than physiological.

In a study on thermobalance at various

temperatures, Anderson and Hellstrom (1960) studied 3

males on each of 4 nights, and used 60 minute sampling

periods. They found that oxygen intake varied

little during the night when men slept at 25°c and

although one of these authors (Anderson, 1960), had

previously seen a decline in oxygen consumption during

the night, this was not observed in the study with

H e 11 s t rom.

In a somewhat different approach, Scholander et

al (1958a) allowed 8 Norwegian students, dressed only

in light clothing, to roam above the tree line in the

middle of winter for 6 weeks. They observed that the

men, when allowed to bicycle naked in the cold at a

rate just sufficient to maintain rectal temperature,



used as much oxygen as control subjects who had not

been through the cold adaptation. The authors noted

the progressive improvement in subjective quality of

sleep during prolonged cold exposure and a difference

in metabolic rate during sleep was seen in the cold

when comparing adapted to the non-adapted subjects. At

an environmental temperature of 3°c no decline in

metabolic rate occurred through the night. One

can presume that the level of metabolic rate at this

temperature was to maintain rectal temperature.

Furthermore, the cold-dapted subjects had an in¬

crease in metabolic rate of over 50% whereas that of

the control subjects was only over 30% when exposed to

cold during the sleeping period. Presumably the

control subjects had occasional bursts of activity

(possibly due to wakeful periods) which gave a total

energy expenditure during the night similar to that of

the adapted subjects. Scholander et al conclude that

"the human species when kept below its critical

temperature is capable of developing a moderate degree

of metabolic response which may keep a man warm during

rest and sleep". In another study by Scholander et al

(1958b) on aborigines they note that man and animals

are only fully adapted to their thermal environment

provided that they can rest and sleep in it. This

study emphasises problems with temperature orientated

studies in that an open system was used and gas

collected into a 400 litre portable spirometer. The
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nature of the system used is unclear, as it is

subsequently described as being sealed. The subjects

lay nude on the ground in 0°c temperatures and

"the hard ground and the need for frequent (11-14

times during a night) stoking of the fire made an

uncomfortable night and interrupted sleep". The

experimenters observed sweating and goose pimples on

the subjects in rapid succession and were somewhat

surprised that amongst the aborigines there were long

motionless periods and frequent bouts of snoring

suggesting that sleep did occur 1

In another study Kreider and Buskirk (1957 )

considered the effect of supplemental feeding on sleep

and temperature regulation in the cold and reported

that during the night there was a "reduced number of

periods of wakefulness and the subjective discomfort

associated with cold was less after supplementary

calorie ingestion during the evening." They also point

out that with subjects aware that they will be asleep

in the cold "a portion of each day was spent in

organised activity to ensure a certain degree of

tiredness by bedtime". The latter statement is a good

example of the folk-lore appreciation of exercise

causing fatigue and sleepiness and is of relevance to

the study described in Chapter Six.

The influence of temperature on metabolic rate

during sleep is further discussed in section (f) below.
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d) Sleep pattern and environmental temperature

There are several studies on the effect of

environmental temperature on sleep patterns. Included

amongst these are a series of experiments in extreme

environmental temperatures, e.g. carried out in

Antartica. These studies included those by Natani et

al, 1970; Paterson, 1975; Weitzman et al, 1975 and

most recently by Araki , 1980. In general these

studies have found a decrease in slow wave sleep in

cold environments. Unfortunately some of these

studies do not include measurements of body

temperature, so although the environment is cold and

one may expect a change in daily energy expenditure,

without a measure of body temperature it is difficult

to consider any possible relationship between

environmental temperature and energy expenditure and

sleep patterns. In his study on 5 subjects, Araki

(1980) found that the proportion of REM sleep and the

sleep cycle length varied in relation to changes in

energy expenditure. He based his measurements on

activities performed and the duration of each activity

but did not consider the effect of cold on energy

expenditure. Having made this observation he

concludes, "From the stand points of starvation

(McFadyen et al, 1973), nutrition (Lacey et al, 1975),

body weight (Adam, 1977a,b) and the metabolic rate

(Hartmann, 1968), it has been suggested that REM sleep
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and REM cycle length are closely linked to general

body metabolism. The present results support this

suggestion and further give more clear evidence of a

connection among REM sleep, REM cycle length and

metabolism". Trinder et al, (1982) reported that

sleep cycle length was shorter in fit subjects than in

matched controls who were not fit. These authors did

not find any effect of exercise on sleep cycle and

concluded that " sleep cycle length is responsive to

relatively long term variations in energy expenditure,

but not to day to day changes".

e) Hypnotics

There are few studies of the effect of hypnotics

or sedatives on basal metabolism. Where these have

been used, it has been for the purpose of establishing

a basal or "sleeping" level quickly and easily, either

to ensure that there is no associated anxiety during

the measurement, which would cause an increase in

metabolic rate, or because the patient is difficult to

control. Children and psychiatric patients have been

particularly singled out for such procedures. The

earliest mention of the use of hypnosis is that of

Wang and Kern (1928), but Bartels in 1949 used a

throat spray of 10% cocaine and then administered

pentothal anaesthesia, subsequent to which a mouth

piece was inserted into the subject's mouth and

strapped into place. This approach, while not being
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feasible in ordinary sleep studies (see below) was

carried out in many patients and 18 normals. Bartels

related his measurement of metabolic rate to standard

tables and found that in the normals there was a

change from +4% to -9% after the induction of

anaesthesia. He states, "this drop of 13% in the

metabolic rate obtained under anaesthesia compares

favourably with that reported to follow normal sleep

when the decrease is from 7% to 12%". He further

observed that in patients with hyperthyroidism, there

was little decrease in metabolic rate under

anaesthesia and that they needed more pentothal to

induce anaesthesia. He also points to the possibility

of diagnosing "psychogenetic nervousness" by a fall of

basal metabolic rate from supra-normal to normal

levels with the induction of anaesthesia. Rapport eh;

al (1951) found that with anaesthesia there was a

decrease of 15% in the average level of metabolic rate

in 74 euthyroid subjects but that in a hyperthyroid

group this reduction was 13%.

Fraser and Norden (1955) studied 73 patients

using pentobarbitone anaesthesia. They found that

hyperthyroid and hypothyroid patients did not have

much change in metabolic rate during sedated sleep.

Dally (1958) used an intravenous dose of nembutal of

200-300ml and recorded oxygen consumption during 10

mins in 81 patients. He computed that sleeping

metabolic rate under these conditions was no different
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from basal or sleeping measurements. However, when he

considered 35 patients within the normal range (normal

being defined as +14% of predicted basal metabolic

rate) then the average basal metabolic rate was +5%

(related to standard tables) and that the SMR

(sleeping metabolic rate) was -1%, i.e. a difference

of 6%. He then found reason to exclude 2 of the

patients in this group of 35 and observed that the

change was then frcm +5% to +0.7% i.e. a change of

4.7%. Although Dally tended to disregard this change,

when seen in the context of other studies of the

effect of sleep on metabolic rate, it is not outwith

the range of expected changes and adds further support

to the decrease generally seen. One possible reason

for Daily's minimising of this result is the more

interesting (to him) results in which 28 anxious

patients showed a drop in metabolic rate of 23%.

It would appear that most studies using a

hypnotic agent have shown a fall in metabolic rate

when compared to basal metabolic rates or predicted

metabolic rates. This is consistant with most of the

studies on sleeping metabolic rate and with the

results described in Chapter 4. In the context of the

restorative function of sleep outlined in Chapter 1

and reviewed (Adam, 1980) the quality of sleep may be

different with or without the use of modern hypnotics

(e.g. the benzodiazepines). The effect of currently

used hypnotics on metabolic rate has not been studied.
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f) Recent studies of oxygen consumption during sleep

Modern experiments on oxygen consumption during

sleep originated with the study by Brebbia and

Altschuler in 1965, in which simultaneous oxygen

consumption and EEG sleep stages were recorded. There

were, however, studies subsequent to this which

unfortunately did not record sleep stage or in any way

record the proportion of time spent asleep. An

example is the paper by Milan and Evonuk (1967) who

studied 6 male Eskimos on a total of 14 nights. They

observed a decline in metabolic rate from 51kcal per

metre per hour at 2230h to 39kcal metre per hour at

0600 while rectal temperature fell from 37 .0o c to

35.4°C . They concluded that the level of

metabolic activity was directly related to the

calculated mean body temperature. While body

temperature is obviously an important factor in

metabolic rate, as is shown below, it is not the only

influence during sleep. The 25% decrease in heat

production shown in Milan and Evonuk's study is quite

remarkable. A problem is that samples were only taken

during 10 min in each 30 min period. One interesting

observation to emerge was that the decrease in

metabolic rate over the night was initially rapid and

then reached a steady level through the latter part of

the night. A variety of explanations can be put

forward. One could suggest that temperature would
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initially fall rapidly and that the metabolic rate is

changing in response to a circadian change in

temperature. A second alternative is that the initial

part of the night is occupied by a greater proportion

of sleep and that this may influence the decline in

metabolic rate. A third alternative is that one may

consider metabolic rate in this study to have been

slightly raised prior to sleep onset as a result of

the activity of actually getting into or going to bed

and hence most of the decline in the early part of the

night as a return to more representative basal levels.

In a study a couple of years later Mazess et al (1969)

showed in Andesian natives at high altitude a

nocturnal fall in metabolic rate frcm 51.0 to 40.1

kcal per metre per hour - a fall of over 20% . They

then somewhat puzzlingly state that the lowest levels

during the night were approximately 8-10% below basal

level. Mazess et al recognised that values later in

the night were lower than those early in the night and

although they underplay this observation as being

relatively small it does in fact amount to

approximately 7%.

One of the factors not often considered in the

discussion of oxygen consumption during sleep is

environmental temperature. Since the observations of

Parmeggiani and Rabini (1970) in animals it has been

known that environmental temperature influences sleep

pattern (and see section d) of this chapter). In two
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papers reporting the same study Schmidt-Kessen and

Kendel (1973) and Kendel and Schmidt-Kessen (1973)

showed that, in 10 males aged 20-27 years recorded at

temperatures of 27°, 31° and 36°C, at the higher temp¬

erature there was an increase in waking and an in¬

crease in movement time. On the colder nights

there was more REM sleep and deep sleep. They also

emphasised that at 36°C no subject felt "refreshed"

after sleep, whereas at 27°C six of eight subjects

reported feeling refreshed. At 27°C there is a

greater loss of body warmth (a mean of 42cal per

square metre in their experiment). What these research¬

ers failed to point out was that at 27°C one is con¬

sidering a thermoneutral environment. The possibility

of an association between a loss of heat, more slow

wave sleep, and a decline of core temperature all be¬

ing connected with a more refreshing sleep is some¬

thing that would appear to warrant further investiga¬

tion .

Karacan et al (1978) studied 10 males on 4

nights. These were adaptation, baseline, high

temperature and recovery nights. He found that on the

high temperature night there was a decrease in total

sleep time, increased wakefulness, decreased REM and

decreased slow wave sleep and an increased latency to

slow wave sleep onset. This supported previous

findings and was extended by Haskell et al (1978) who

studied 6 subjects at 5 different temperatures being

21°C and 24°C, 29QC, 34^0, and 37°C.
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They found REM sleep and slow wave sleep to be

maximal at thermoneutral temperatures and that REM

sleep was more suppressed by lower temperatures and

slow wave sleep more suppressed by high temperatures.

Somewhat unexpectedly they found sleep onset latency

to be less at extremes of temperature. This is

contrary to studies previously mentioned which had

less rigorous definitions of sleep onset latency. Not

surprisingly, Haskell et al (1981a and b) found oxygen

consumption to be higher on the warm and cold nights

as compared to thermoneutral nights. The reason for

this is the increased energy expenditure associated

with thermoregulation. As a possible test of the

suggestion that man may not thermoregulate during REM

sleep (Shapiro et al, 1974) they state "examination of

the last two REM periods of each night together with

the preceding and following non REM periods failed to

reveal the decreases in the elevated oxygen

consumption levels which would be indicative of a loss

of thermoregulatory ability during REM sleep". Two

replies can be made. Firstly it would be necessary to

consider the effect of rectal temperature rather than

ambient temperature in considering such a change in

oxygen consumption and secondly, metabolic rate is an

indirect measure of thermoregulatory function.

Further study of their paper suggests that rectal

temperature does increase during REM sleep when

ambient temperature is low and it could be argued that



this is a maladaptive response. They also note that

one subject at an ambient temperature of 21°C did drop

his rectal temperature to 35.5°C and his oxygen

consumption fell to levels normally seen in the sub¬

ject only at 29°c . In this subject oxygen consumption

was 20% lower than during preceding sleep and 30-35%

lower than levels in the same subject at an ambient

temperature and awake. The reason for this unusual

response is not clear.

The effect of food consumption on metabolic rate

has been well demonstrated by Dauncey (1980). She

noted that at a high level of energy intake that "the

effects of over eating were greatest at night and the

resting metabolic rate remained elevated by 12% 14

hours after the last meal". Furthermore the subjects

subjectively felt warmer during high energy intake and

cooler during low energy intake. Using less accurate

measures of heat production Garlick et al (1980) have

noted a fall in heat production of approximately

twenty percent during the night. During the day their

subjects were being fed and therefore there are no

measures of BMR in their study. A useful addition to

previous studies would be to study heat production

throughout twenty-four hours with constant nasogastric

f eeding.

There are only three studies on males that I am

aware of which have measured heat production by direct

calorimetry. None of these studies had EEG recordings
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of sleep. The systems of calorimetry used in these

studies were very different. Webb (1971) used a water

cooled undergarment system and concluded that, "at

night both subjects showed surprisingly low levels of

heat production" with levels during sleep being

markedly lower than those when the subject was awake

but still. The study of Dauncey (1980) was directed

towards the effect of energy intake on metabolism.

The whole body calorimeter used allowed the subjects,

for example, to cycle in the calorimeter. Therefore,

the best ccmparison, in her study, to the sleeping

period is the one hour recording of the subjects on

awakening and while resting in bed, i.e. standardized

metabolic rate (SMR). Dauncey points out that if one

uses the SMR (taken between 0830 and 0930h) to

calculate heat production for the period OOOOh to

0800h then "night- time heat production was over¬

estimated on average by 3 and 6% for the medium and

the low (food) intakes respectively". This difference

exists despite the absence of body movement during the

SMR recording as compared to the considerable body

movement which occurs during sleep (Hobson et al,

1978).

The third circadian recording of heat transfer

(Shapiro and Moore, 1981) showed a decrease in heat

production during sleep at three different

environmental temperatures using an accurate total

body calorimeter (Visser and Hodgson, 1960). The only
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study of direct calorimetry during sleep with EEG

control (Shapiro et al, 1974) did not include

calorimetric measures during waking periods to allow

sleep-waking comparisons to be made. All the studies

of circadian calorimetry suggest a decrease in heat

transfer during sleep but suffer frcm not having

concomitant EEG recordings.

There are four studies on adults relating to

oxygen consumption and heat production during sleep

(i.e. using indirect calorimetric systems) that do

have EEG sleep recordings allowing for a comparison of

heat production during the different sleep stages and

a comparison of sleep and waking recordings.

Unfortunately none of these studies takes sufficient

cognisance of other factors which may affect heat

production during sleep. In particular none of these

studies controlled food intake or activity prior to

sleep recordings, although one study (Webb and

Hiestand, 1 975) recorded food intake information in a

questionnaire but the information is not reported in

their publication. Another study (Duron et al, 1968)

suggested that these factors should be considered but

they did not do so. In order to compare heat

production in different sleep stages it seems

desirable that motor activity be limited for at least

one hour prior to the sleep recordings and that the

subject should have normal thyroid function. Also,
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the sleep stages occurring predominantly early in the

night ( SMS) should not be influenced by food intake

prior to sleep onset.

Of the four adult studies recording oxygen

consumption during different sleep stages using EEG

control, Brebbia and Altschuler, in both preliminary

and more detailed accounts in 1965 and 1968a

respectively, conclude that oxygen consumption is

highest in REM sleep and lowest in SWS and

intermediate in stage 2 sleep. Webb and Hiestand

(1975) subsequently found no evidence to support this

finding and the remaining study (Duron et al, 1968)

does not comment.

The most recent publication on this subject has

shown oxygen consumption at several ambient

temperatures to be higher during REM sleep than during

non-REM sleep (Haskell et al, 1981a). These authors

further showed that oxygen consumption during Stage 2

sleep was higher than oxygen consumption during slow

wave sleep but the difference was significant at only

one (of five) ambient temperature.

Thornton (1981) in a study involving two subjects

found a decline in oxygen consumption (vo2) over

the night and an increase in respiratory quotients

over the night. The latter can be explained on the

basis of a possible greater utilization of

carbohydrate in the later part of the night. The

slopes calculated for these changes were 0.000281 for
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R and -0.0865 for VC>2 . This study emphasised the
effect of body movement on oxygen consumption during

sleep with oxygen consumption fluctuating from -15% to

+20% of mean oxygen consumption dependent on body

movement through the night. These fluctuations were

not sleep stage dependent but the most pronounced

falls in oxygen consumption were related to periods of

stage 4 sleep. A limitation of the study is that the

subjects were not well adapted and were sleeping on an

uncomfortable laboratory bench. A further observation

in this study which agrees with other data was that of

more variable oxygen consumption during REM sleep. A

single observation of lower oxygen consumption during

a night following a day of manual work was described

by the author as paradoxical but can in fact be seen

to fit with observations of increased slow wave sleep

following exercise and lowered oxygen consumption

levels during slow wave sleep (see Chapter 4) and the

idea that lowered oxygen consumption levels would be

appropriate at times of maximal restoration which may

well occur during slow wave sleep. This study was

somewhat unique in that it, for the first time,

studied the effect of arousal without body movement

both during and at the end of the sleeping period and

the effect of such arousal on oxygen consumption

levels. Although only 5 of 8 such arousals were

useful and reliable in their pattern, there was an

observed increase to 125 + 18% of sleeping values of
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oxygen consumption within 2 minutes following arousal.

It is possible that this dramatic increase in oxygen

consumption level following arousal although without

any specific body movement may be related to increased

muscle tone during the waking state.

g) Paediatric Studies

In sections c) and f) above the effect of ambient

temperature has been mentioned. This influence has

been emphasised in paediatric studies and in

particular the study by Stothers and Warner (1978) who

carried out a most systematic and accurate study.

They studied 34 full term infants in the first week of

life. They found that at a thermoneutral temperature

(31.5 - 33.3°c for the neonate) oxygen consumption

during REM sleep was 5.97ml Kg-! .min"l whereas during

NREM sleep oxygen consumption was 5.7 2 ml Kg--'- .min"-'-
(a significant difference p<0.05). The maximum waking

to sleeping differences they found in a thermoneutral

wh en a mild thermal stress (cooling to 29 + 0.5°C)

were applied.

In their study they noted the difference in

change in oxygen consumption level between the

shift from NREM to REM sleep as opposed to the shift

from REM to NREM sleep. They found a greater increase



in oxygen consumption when the shift was from NREM to

REM sleep rather than that the decrease seen in the

shift from REM to NREM sleep. During NREM sleep they

observed a gradual decrease in oxygen consumption

v^iich was related to the duration of the NREM period

but did not observe a similar decline during REM

sleep. Stothers and Warner used sleep periods lasting

at least 8 mins and excluded periods that included

body movement from the results. They also observed

the subjects in the prone rather than the supine

position - an effect of posture having been noted in

some of the early adult studies on oxygen consumption.

Stothers and Warner also noted skin pallor during REM

sleep and thought this to be a regulatory device in

the cold. However this could be interpreted as an

effect of autonomic discharge during REM sleep.

One of the earliest studies of oxygen consumption

in infants during sleep are those by Benedict (1922)

who showed in two infants a decrease of 6.1 and 14.8%

in oxygen consumption during sleep. In relation to

the studies on children, Benedict in a lecture in 1921

(Benedict 1922) amusingly states that "in spite of

20th century instrumental perfection, it is important

to note that this direct measurement of the heat

production of children is so complicated that only a

half dozen children have had their heat production

directly measured". His paper describes the first

attempts to measure movement during sleep by having



children in a cradle which recorded movement directly

onto a kymograph drum. It also describes one of the

early techniques for 'recording at a distance' during

sleep. Benedict used an extended tube to listen to

the infant heart rate. Benedict notes that there is

on average a 60.5% increase in metabolic rate in a

child when changing from a sleeping to crying state,

the range given being 42-100%, although for one set of

figures within the paper the increase is 30%. Another

unusual aspect of Benedict's studies in children was

the use of a coffin-like system in which the infant or

child could be contained. Benedict notes the large

consumption of calories by children (approximately

5000 per day) and emphasises the day/night difference

in energy consumption in growing children.

Later Wang and Kern (1928) studied five boys and

seven girls aged between 4 and 10 years old. Their

sleeping observations were made between 3 and 4 a.m.

and their waking measures later the same morning or on

another day. They gave a beautiful demonstration that

there was no body movement during the period of their

observations by showing kymograph recordings of the

lack of body movement that amount to a series of

straight lines. For each subject they carried out two

determinations of sleeping oxygen consumption and

several waking determinations. They found a decrease

of oxygen consumption in sleep of between 5.7-30.6%

with an average of 15%. In 9 of the 12 subjects the
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decrease during sleep was more than 10%. The wide

variation in the decrease in oxygen consumption may be

explained by the possibility of recordings during

differing sleep stages of which these authors were

totally unaware. This raises the question of whether

sleep stage may have a more profound effect on oxygen

consumption at different ages.

In a study on children Wilson et al (1926)

studied 6 children with repeated measures over a

prolonged fasting period. Some of these periods were

described as being during sleep and others during

waking and sleep/wake comparisons can be made with

regard to metabolic rate. For example, Case III had

several recordings of metabolic rate made during a

prolonged fast including 3 recordings at 27hrs, 37hrs

and 53hrs after the start of the fast. The first and

last of these recordings is described as being during

quiet restfulness whereas the middle recording was

during sleep. The oxygen consumption measure during

sleep in this particular child was 18% lower than the

average of the two quite resting values before and

after the sleeping value. Using the most appropriate

waking values to compare with the usually single sleep

recording value, there is an on average 14% decrease

in oxygen consumption during sleep in these 5 children

(range 10 to 18%). In an accompanying article to that

of Wilson et al (1926), Levine and Wilson (1926)

reported a study of 7 children designed to record
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basal metabolic rate. They used what they described

as a 'Benedict apparatus' and recorded movement by

means of a kymograph drum placed below the bed. They

used sleeping measures of a long duration (2 to 3

hours) as a measure of BMR and adapted the subjects

for at least 2 weeks in a metabolic ward before the

recordings were made. These stipulations make this a

rigorous early study and they calculated values in

their 7 children to be within 6% of standard values

quoted by Benedict and Talbot. There are no waking

values given in the paper by Levine and Wilson (1926)

but comparison with the same subjects who can be

identified in the paper by Wilson et al (1926) shows

that the sleeping measures recorded in the two studies

were very similar. For five subjects in whom there

are sleeping values recorded in both studies the mean

difference in oxygen consumption in the two sleeping

recordings is 2 .6% .

Somewhat later Karlberg (1952) studied 60 infants

between 1 week and 1 year old. He found a low level

of oxygen consumption during sleep and stated that the

children were sedated into a "superficial sleep" by

use of barbiturate preparation administered as a

sedative. A few years later Lee and Iliff (1956)

studied children between 1 month and 3 years. 38 boys

and 40 girls, observed at 3 monthly intervals between

1 month and 18 months of age, show an increase in

energy expenditure between the first and eighth month,



when energy expenditure was standardised for surface

area. Thereafter energy expenditure remained steady

until 3 years. However, the authors recognised an

increase in energy expenditure but an alteration of

the rate of increase at 8 months, if standardisation

for surface area was not carried out. The study used

an open circuit, short recording periods and visual

observation, by which a sleep scale (dependent on body

movements observed) was applied. It allowed the

authors to conclude that only at higher temperatures

(over 37.8°c) did temperature have any significant

effect on metabolic rate. They found sleep to be a

good means of standardising metabolic rate in young

children and showed a sleep effect which was a

decrease in oxygen consumption of up to 32.9% compared

with waking values. Unfortunately their sleeping

values were post- prandial and therefore higher than

would be expected if compared with the starving waking

values. From the latter remark one must conclude that

the difference was greater than the median of 6% lower

during sleep that they give. In another extensive

study, Scopes and Ahmed (1966) studied 115 babies at

various ages, giving a total of 350 studies with 1200

separate assessments of oxygen consumption. When they

considered those babies for which they could compare

measurements for deep and light sleep they found that

deep sleep had a lower oxygen consumption and that the

difference between the two was 16%. However Stabell
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et al (1977) studied 134 new-born children at ages 1-

53 days. They came to the conclusion that the oxygen

consumption levels during deep sleep, REM sleep and

wakefulness were similar if there was no muscular

activity. Their study, using an open system with

continuous reading-off of oxygen and carbon dioxide

levels (i.e. no permanent recording of measurements),

is open to criticism. Furthermore they did not have

any recording of EEG and it was not clear how they

made the distinction between quiet sleep and REM

sleep. Considering both their techniques and their

conclusion it is surprising to note in the figure

published in the article that there appears to be a

10% decrease in oxygen consumption during deep sleep

compared with REM or quiet sleep. Furthermore,

despite playing down the differences among quiet and

REM sleep and resting wakefulness they state that

"there is a much deeper slope in the regression line

of the correlation between metabolic rate and body

surface area in the El (quiet sleep) values as

compared to both the E2 (REM) and E3 (quiet

wakefulness) regressions. Perhaps cortical mechanisms

for metabolic rate and/or thermoregulation are "set

differently" in the different states of wakefulness."

Their observation provides a unique aproach in a

related area in vAiich thermoregulation has been

considered to be different in different sleep stages.

The suggestion that thermoregulation is altered during



REM sleep (Baker and Haywood, 1967; Parmeggiani and

Rabini, 1967) has been been extended to humans

(Shapiro et al, 1974) . The observations by these

authors support an alteration in set point during

different stages of sleep (Glotzbach and Heller 1976)

although autonomic malfunctioning during REM sleep

remains a possible alternative explanation.

h) Hypnosis

The few studies on the effect of hypnosis on

resting metabolic rate are not of direct relevance

other than the insights they provide into early

understanding of the use of metabolic studies.

Whitehorn et al (1932) studied two subjects and

concluded that during hypnosis there was no decrease

in basal metabolic rate and therefore concluded that

"since there is a reduction of approximately 10% in

the metabolic rate during normal sleep a failure to

observe a corresponding drop during hypnotic sleep may

be taken as experimental evidence that the two

conditions are physiologically dissimilar". The

interesting point of this statement is that in 1932 it

was accepted as fact that there was a decrease in

sleeping heat production of 10%. One amusing problem

that they had in trying to study sleeping measurements

was in the use of a metal helmet in which one subject,

when he went to sleep, would begin to snore, the sound

of the snoring reverberating in the helmet and so
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waking the subject. A contradictory finding was that

by Wallace et al (1971) who showed a 15% decrease in

heat production during transcendental meditation.

These authors remark that "after 6-7 hours of sleep

and during high voltage slow wave activity oxygen

consumption usually decreases about 15%". They claim

that after only 5- 10 mins of meditation, alpha wave

activity predominated and oxygen consumption decreased

by about 17%. Although this article has a

proselytising zeal about it, one interesting

observation is that with no change in temperature

during meditation, they found a change in metabolic

rate. This suggests (if accurate) a state change in

metabolism independent of temperature. The study by

Jana (1965) in India on 14 male subjects showed no

difference in oxygen consumption levels in hypnotic

trials as compared to basal values. In 3 subjects in

whom trance levels, basal levels, sleep levels, and

peak values were obtained there was a decrease in

sleeping oxygen consumption of 8.7% (a range of seven

to eleven percent). The closed circuit apparatus used

by Jana was probably highly accurate but required the

experimentor to insert the mouth piece into the

subject's mouth once he had fallen asleep. The sleep

recordings were recorded for short periods during the

day and although the numbers were small this study has

value in that it points to the effect of sleep per se

without an effect of temperature. In 9 subjects in
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whom both basal metabolic rate and sleeping metabolism

values were obtained on the same day in this study

there was a mean level of heat production of 41.48

kcal.hr~l ,m_l during waking and a value of 36.79

kcal.hr--*-.m--1- during sleep, the standard errors for

these two groups being 0.59 and 0.61 respectively.

These results represent a decrease of 11.3% in the

sleeping values (p<0.001) compared with waking.

Barber (1961) summarised the conflicting evidence

relating to the effects of hypnosis by stating that

"taking energy expenditure as the example, the

evidence indicates that metabolic rate may be

elevated, may be depressed, or may not be altered

during the 'hypnotic state'". He quotes several

articles to support this statement.

i) Circadian factors

The circadian rhythm in oxygen consumption has

often been considered. One possible reason for this

is the relation of oxygen consumption to core

temperature which itself follows a circadian pattern.

The circadian nature of temperature and the circadian

pattern of thermoregulatory responses has recently

been well reviewed by Hens el (1981). Earlier studies

considered the relation of food intake to circadian

pattern of oxygen consumption (Buskirk et al, 1957;

Anderson, 1960). In 1981 Dauncey points out that the

duration for the drop of skin temperature over the
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first few hours of sleep is dependent on the ambient

temperature. Whereas at 22°c the skin temperature

drops over the first 5 hours of sleep, at 28°C the

fall in temperature is less and occurs over the first

2 hours of sleep. While both these temperatures are

within the thermoneutral zone, the effect on long term

energy balance of being at either of these two

temperatures is quite profound. Dauncey calculates

that if one spent 10% of each year at the lower rather

than the higher temperature then over a 10 year period

there would be a weight loss of 8kg. Under

circumstances where sleep temperatures are not

controlled, setting a thermostat at 22°C for the 8

hours of sleep would result in a weight loss of 3kg

per year. The long term advantages of this are

obvious. One other interesting observation by Dauncey

(1981) is of an increase in heat production at the

start of the "lie" period. The process of getting

into bed and getting ready for sleep evidently raises

heat production. This is perhaps the best observation

to suggest that other studies in which sleep stage has

been related to heat production level may have

a built-in inaccuracy due to this increase in heat

production by the process of going to bed which will

predominantly affect the early part of the night when

stage 4 is most plentiful.

In relation to circadian pattern, in an early

review, Deighton (1933) noted that the minimum
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temperature occurred between 2 and 4 a.m. Subsequent

studies have suggested this is somewhat early but

Deighton's observation of sleep being deepest

approximately 2hrs after sleep onset, fits well with

the now known distribution of stage 3 and 4 sleep.

Deighton remarks that the deepest part of sleep is

clearly shown especially "where there has been

considerable muscular activity the previous day".

Not all studies at this time showed oxygen

consumption to be lowest during sleep. For example,

Griffith et al (192 9) reported only a 2 beat per min

decrease in heart rate on going to sleep and that

sleep had a negligible effect on oxygen consumption.

One can only speculate if the conclusions were

influenced by the fact that these authors were

convinced of a relationship between pulse rate and

oxygen consumption: the thrust of the study was to

show the correlation between these two. The study by

Grollman (1930) is notable in pointing out the

limitations of techniques for studying oxygen

consumption during sleep and he stated "attempts to

use various forms of facial masks invariably failed".

This problem of methodology in studying sleeping

oxygen consumption is a repeated one throughout the

literature and it is discussed in Chapter 3. In 3

subjects Grollman showed that oxygen consumption

measures at 5.30a.m. were 20% lower than those taken

at 10.30a.m. but concluded that, "the sleeping state
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is not characterised by any peculiar diminution in the

metabolism as compared to the waking state at the same

hour of the night. The oxygen consumption decreases

rapidly in the early hours of the night to a minimum

early in the morning which is about 10 per cent lower

than the basal values as observed in the morning after

wakening". Grollman then slightly confusingly states

that oxygen consumption on a night disturbed by

nightmares "(due probably to an indiscretion of diet

the preceding day)" does not increase, which is

somewhat surprising. His emphasis on the heat

production relationship to time, rather than to the

sleep/waking state, emphasises the circadian nature of

heat production and perhaps the difficulty in

evaluating small differences between sleep stages that

have subsequently been shown to occur.

j) Body movement

Many of the recent studies using some form of

hood system (and this includes the study to be

presented in Chapter 4) require that the subject spend

most of the time lying in the dorsal position. The

use of a hood, first described by Jana in 1909

(Benedict and Carpenter 1910), has proved to be a

valuable tool in studying sleeping metabolism, but the

above limitation must be borne in mind. Since the

observations of Delcourt-Bernard and Mayer (1925)

there have been many studies specifically concerned
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with body movement during sleep. One of the earliest

of these studies is that by Johnson and Weigand (1 927 )

who recognised that there were varying degrees of

muscle movement during different periods during sleep.

This theme was expanded by Kleitman et al (1933) and

they emphasised that there was more movement in the

second half of the night. They noticed that

"generally speaking, there are fewer movements during

the downward course of the temperature curve than

during the upward swing". It is possible that they

did not realise that these two influences have

diametrically opposite effects on sleeping metabolic

rate and may account for the observations of lowest

metabolic rate in the early hours of the morning i.e.

when temperature has dropped and before much body

movement starts. These observations were similar to

those of Giddings (1939). The influence of body

movement on oxygen consumption and the awareness of

such movement has been periodically emphasised.

Brooks et al in 1956 again confirmed Kleitman's

observations of more body activity in the second half

of the night and related heart rate change to such

body movement. In two of their papers, Altschuler and

Brebbia (1967), Brebbia and Altschuler (1968)

emphasised the influence of body movement on oxygen

consumption and more recently Hobson et al (1978),

using photography, have shown the considerable degree

of body activity during sleep. Other techniques of



recording body movement during sleep are becoming

available (Alihanka and Vaahtoranta 1979, Alihanka et

al, unpublished data) based on electro - static

influences of body movement and the photometric system

used in the study described in Chapter 4.

k) Phylogenetic studies

There are few studies on heat production during

sleep in animals but such as there are, they appear to

agree with the general findings of lowered heat

production during sleep. Buchard et al (1933) found a

low level of heat production during the sleep of

pigeons and more recently in Edinburgh MacLeod et al

(1980), using indirect calorimetry, found markedly

lower heat production during the dark phase of a

light/dark cycle in chickens. They considered the

sparing effects of such a decrease in energy

expenditure during the dark hours to be useful in the

growth of the birds. While Toutain et al (1977) found

a decrease in heat production of sheep during sleep of

approximately 10%, they did not consider this to be of

much relevance in the energy balance of the animal.

They argued that if the total sleep time in this

animal (which is short) was spent lying awake rather

than sleeping there would be an increase in energy

expenditure of only 2%. Their results show a 10%
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decrease in heat production during both slow wave

sleep and paradoxical sleep (PS) as compared with

wakefulness but they did not find any difference

between sleep stages in heat production. In an

earlier paper Toutain and Webster (1975) had shown

oxygen consumption to be irregular during PS in

ruminants. Toutain and Webster (1975) further

contributed to a phylogenetic comparison by showing

that in sleep there is a 10% decrease in heat

production in Friesian calves and an over 20% decrease

in heat production in the case of sheep, but that the

latter figure may be an over-estimation as the waking

values probably were raised owing to apprehension by

the subjects of the study.

There are a few other animal studies with EEG

control in which heat production has been assessed in

different sleep stages. Roussel and Bittel (1980)

studied oxygen consumption and sleep patterns in rats.

They concluded that oxygen consumption was greater in

SWS than during PS and that waking was associated with

higher oxygen consumption than either sleep stage.

They attribute the low level of oxygen consumption

during PS to "a general muscular atonia

vasoconstriction and the decrease in heart rate, blood

pressure and cardiac output". The occurrence of

muscular atonia may be a factor but the other

physiological factors described by Roussel and Bittel

to decrease are in fact more variable during PS rather
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than simply lower in PS. A useful observation is that

in the resting state much of the VO^ is dependent
on vegetative functions such as muscle tone and

cardiac contractility. Nicol and Maskrey (1980)

studied the Tasmanian Devil and found that, at

temperatures below the thermoneutral zone, PS was

associated with the lowest levels of metabolic rate.

They attribute this to the absence of shivering at

this time. Their description of the sequence of

events suggest that the appearance of PS at low

temperatures was dependent on the cessation of

shivering. These authors conclude that when the

animals were in a thermoneutral environment, the

change in metabolic rate was not related to sleep

stage but to change in posture.

Observations of the lowest metabolic rate being

recorded in PS have been reported in two small animals

viz. the marmot (Florant et al, 1978) and in two

species of kangaroo rat (Glotzbach and Heller, 1976).

In the case of the kangaroo rat this observation was

only valid when the hypothalamus was artificially

cooled and is probably the result of the inactivation

of the thermoregulatory system during PS. Returning

to the study of Toutain's group, it would appear that

although overall energy usage may not be profoundly

influenced by sleep in the sheep what Toutain et al

(1977) possibly failed to recognise is that the actual

balance in energy usage may vary quite markedly
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between waking and sleeping. One other species in

which lowered oxygen consumption has been found during

sleep is the opossum (Berger, 1975).

One of the important influences on energy balance

is that of ambient temperature. Early studies by

Benedict and Carpenter (1910) showed, by weighing

experiments, that greater amounts of water vapour were

given off during sleep at higher ambient temperatures.

They intepreted this being due to greater metabolic

rate due to greater restlessness during sleep at

higher temperatures. More recent studies in both

animals and (Parmeggiani et al. 1974) and humans

(Shapiro et al. 1974) and reviewed by Parmeggiani

(1977) have sugested that outside of the thermoneutral

range there is a blocking effect on REM sleep. A

recent elegant experiment by Szymusiak et al (1980)

has shown that when above thermoneutral temperature,

rats show a decrease in REM sleep and when the

temperature is lowered, REM sleep is triggered. In

the opposite situation i.e. at temperatures below

thermoneutral ity, REM sleep is again suppressed and a

raising of temperature triggers REM sleep. This

suggests a temperature input to REM sleep initiation.
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I Selection of heat production measuring

equipment for sleep studies

a) Introduction

There are special considerations for setting up a

system for measuring heat production during sleep.

Only indirect systems of calorimetry will be

considered. The reasons for excluding the use direct

calorimetry are: first, there are few direct

calorimetry systems in operation and even fewer that

are suitable for human use. Secondly, the cost and

engineering skills required as well as physical space

made the possibility of using such a system remote.

Thirdly, such a system would not be flexible in its

usage or available to the non-skilled operator.

Finally, the practical problems of subjects sleeping

semi-nude in a sealed container was considered an

unlikely prospect in a sleep laboratory often

interested in studying sleep and metabolic patterns in

elderly women.

The considerations in using an indirect

calorimetry system are discussed below.

b) Safety

In running a sleep laboratory one is usually

studying sleep patterns in normal volunteers and

selected patients. The operation of many laboratories

(including the one in which most of the work of this
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thesis was carried out) does not require the constant

presence of medical personnel and for many studies

recordings are carried out with a researcher available

at the end of an alarm system but not necessarily

constantly attending to the equipment. With these

considerations in mind the safety of the volunteer or

patient is paramount.

Indirect calorimetry systems can be simply

divided into two types: open and closed systems. An

open system is one in which the subject in the

calorimeter is drawing air from the external

environment, i.e. from the room in which the

calorimeter is set up and in the case of a sleep

laboratory, from the air drawn up into the bedroom

from the ventilation system. A closed system is one

in which the subject's mouth and nose (and any further

appendages e.g. head or whole body) are enclosed in

the calorimetry circuit. In this system air is pumped

into the breathing compartment and extracted from the

breathing compartment for analysis. There is no

outside source of air.

The failure of a closed system calorimeter

potentially allows a situation to develop in which the

subject is re-breathing i.e. not being supplied with

fresh air. Such a system is potentially dangerous,

particularly in sleep and particularly during sleep in

patients whose responsivity to hypoxia may be

specifically depressed during sleep. An example of



such a group of patients are bronchitic patients in

whom oxygen saturation levels have been observed

during sleep which, if seen in the waking state would

appear to be incompatible with life (Douglas et al,

1979).

The failure of an open system calorimeter may

imply the disruption of the gathering of exhaled gases

for analyses but at no time is the subject potentially

exposed to a low level of oxygen in the inspired air

as there is the direct access to air drawn in from the

environment.

Hence an open system would seem preferable. The

implications are considered below.

c) Accuracy

There are a variety of factors which will

influence accuracy. The accuracy of each individual

component is relevant but this is more applicable to

the measuring instruments than the pumps and volume

measurements. The accuracy of the recording

instruments is partly a function of the inherent

specifications and sensitivity of the systems used and

also a function of the human operator in both the

activities of calibration and attention to detail, for

example, measurement of relevant correlation factors,

e.g. atmospheric pressure, which have to be

considered in the measurement of oxygen consumption

and carbon dioxide production. In long duration
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studies, such as is the case with sleep studies, the

stability of the instruments is a critical factor.

If one compares open amd closed measuring systems

then one would expect, other factors being equal,

closed system calorimetry to be more accurate. The

reason for this is that with a closed system one is

capable of measuring the flow of air into the

calorimeter, as well as the flow of gas out of the

calorimeter. With an open system in which air is

drawn from the environment there is always the

possibility that some of the expired air may enter

into environment rather than into the measuring system

and so allowing for the under-estimation of oxygen

consumption and carbon dioxide production. The

designs of various open systems have attempted to

overcome this problem in ways which are discussed

be low.

An essential ccmponent in the assessment of the

accuracy of a system is the consideration of what type

of measurements one intends to make and what degree of

accuracy is acceptable. It would seem from the review

of the literature presented in Chapter 2, that changes

in heat production between waking and sleeping would

range from 0 - 20%. Studies in which some attention

was paid to accuracy appeared to show a decrease in

heat production during sleep and a reasonably accurate

system would be expected to show such differences.

Changes in heat production between different stages of
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sleep are likely to be much smaller. Only a highly

accurate system would be able to record such

differences reliably.

On most of the systems discussed below, a

repeated measure on the same instrument gives a less

than 5% variation on the measure but for some systems

the accuracy is reported to be greater than 0.1%.

A final basic choice in selecting a heat

production system is the consideration of whether it

is oxygen consumption or heat production that is to be

measured. In the case of the former, it is simply an

accurate oxygen analyser that is required. To measure

heat production, both an oxygen analyser and a carbon

dioxide analyser are required. The advantages of

adopting the latter approach are several. Using an

oxygen analyser on its own allows for the possibility

of drift in the single analysing instrument to be

greater than the differences in measurements expected

to be obtained. One possible way to counteract this

problem is to recalibrate the instrument frequently.

This is a disadvantage in prolonged studies such as

sleep studies and in the case of some instruments

which do in fact automatically calibrate every 10

minutes, there is the loss of between 10% and 20% of

the recording period during which the machine is

occupied in calibration procedures. The inclusion of

a carbon dioxide analyser allows one to check for

drift in that the carbon dioxide to oxygen ratio



should remain reasonably consistent or at least change

in a consistent manner. Secondly, the inclusion of a

carbon dioxide analyser allows one to calculate the

°2 : CO2 ratio and hence obtain the respiratory
quotient (RQ). This is a useful measure in that it

allows one to assess the influence of previous food

intake on oxygen consumption. This is particularly

relevant in sleep studies in which the start of the

study may be expected to be influenced by the evening

meal, while at the end of the night the subject is

approximating the "starved" state. A third advantage

of incorporating a carbon dioxide analyser is that the

change in signal for oxygen is relatively small

between air inhaled and gases exhaled whereas the

change in signal between inhaled and exhaled gases for

CC>2 is large as there is almost no CC>2 in air and all
the change can be attributed to human metabolism.

A final consideration of relevance to the

accuracy of heat production system is the size of the

collecting chamber and the volume of the piping

between the subject and the measuring instruments. If

one imagines a small mouth piece, a clip on the nose

and a short length of tubing between the mouth-piece

and the analysing instruments then one can potentially

collect all the gases and the delay for recording is

minimal (seconds). If however one thinks of a coffin¬

like box with a constant air flow through it then two

problems arise. Firstly, the change that the exhaled
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air induces in the level of oxygen and carbon dioxide

in the box is dampened by the large volume contained

in the box. Secondly, the delay in the effect of a

period of heightened or lowered metabolism on the

recording is both delayed and reduced by the wash- out

time of the box.

In summary, from the perspective of accuracy

alone, the most desirable recording system for sleep

studies would be a closed system measuring both oxygen

consumption and C02 output/ all the C0mp0nents

easily calibrated but not requiring regular

calibration through the period of an experiment i.e.

6 to 8 hours. Furthermore the collection hood should

be small and the repeatability of measurement should

be high.

d) Acceptability

For the measurement of heat production a subject

will inevitably be wearing a face mask, have his head

in a hood, or be entirely enclosed in a container.

Any of these possibilities is likely to disrupt sleep.

The extent of this discomfort together with subjective

feelings of safety will determine the acceptability of

a particular system. It should also be realised that

the type of subject using the equipment will alter the

acceptability of the apparatus. If one intended to

exclusively study young healthy males, a greater level

of discomfort may be tolerable (particularly if



appropriately remunerated). However, if one is

interested in studying metabolic levels in subjects

usually having disrupted sleep, for example, elderly

women, and particularly if one intended to study such

individuals on many occasions to compare heat

production levels during sleep under a variety of

conditions (e.g. of temperature and the influence of

hypnotics) then the threshold of what may appear

tolerable would have to be lowered. Bearing the

"little old lady" image in mind, the perception of

safety (largely dependent on the ease of access to

environmental air) is an important factor. The ideal

from a perspective of acceptability would be a loose

fitting hood, not impinging directly on the face or

obstructing body movement during sleep.

e) Comfort

This is one of the essential aspects of

acceptability but does not take into consideration the

subjective perception of safety. A large coffin- like

box may be very comfortable to rest in but if sealed

securely and the subject inside unable to open it,

then the situation may be one of great comfort but of

little acceptability. From the subjective reports of

comfort of subjects using a variety of different

systems, it would appear that those systems wnich

required using some form of mask over the face,

whether closed or open, were most disruptive to sleep
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and produced sensations of rebreathing and excessive

humidity during the sleep period. Less discomfort was

experienced with a form of hood system with a neck

seal though the latter restricted body movement. A

hood system without any body seal was considered the

most comfortable of the various systems assessed but

this implies an open system. The relevance of comfort

to sleep studies is that with any discomfort, sleep is

likely to be disturbed by both increased movement and

more frequent wakenings. Both of these are likely to

increase heat production during sleep and so produce

spurious results.

f) Cost

The variation in price for the various systems

approaches thirty fold. In general, systems only

measuring oxygen consumption are cheaper whereas the

inclusion of CO^ analysis increases the cost. A

rather obvious but pertinent observation is that ready

built systems are generally more expensive than

systems assembled from basic components. A single

exception to this observation was that of the system

originally designed by Webb and Troutman (1970) which

is presently marketed at a price competitive with a

simple oxygen analyser. Unfortunately this system was

considered one of the most uncomfortable by the

subjects and is probably one of the least accurate of

the systems tested. The manufacturers have
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subsequently introduced a hood system operating on a

different principle which they concede is far more

accurate than the former system.

g) Reliability

It is difficult to assess the reliability of

different systems without prolonged use of these

systems. Certain of the assembled systems have been

used for different purposes for prolonged periods and

have been found to be highly reliable by their

respective users. Furthermore, assembled systems have

the advantage of having components which are usually

more widely used and which have their own track record

in terms of reliability. An advantage of the

assembled systems is that the possibility of replacing

individual components is far greater than with a

'

package-system' . Although a case could be made for

considering the 'usefulness' of a system from the

perspective of other functions the equipment may

perform, this seems pointless in a discussion of a

'purpose-built' instrument or 'purpose-bought'

package. Simply put, the assembled system of basic

components is more adaptable in its usage.

The considerations to be taken into account when

selecting a heat production system for sleep

recordings include the type of subject to be recorded

and for the purposes of the present discussion, the

only limitation imposed was that the subjects would be
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adults. The equipment to be used should be flexible

and able to subsequently be used for other types of

experiments. It was intended that the equipment

should be relatively easy to operate and not require

any particular technical expertise and that the data

recording should be both reliable, able to store large

amounts of information and that the recordings should

be in some form of numeric system rather than

tracings. The latter was to allow easier subsequent

analyses of the data.

These criteria, together with the factors

described above, form the basis of the assessment of

oxygen consumption and heat production recording

systems. I have tested five of these systems under

sleep laboratory conditions and each of these will be

discussed and a comparison of the systems tabulated.

II Assessment of indirect calorimetry systems

a) Introduction

There are several theoretical and practical

reasons for wishing to evaluate heat production during

sleep. Such measurements would enable one to better

calculate the daily metabolic expenditure and would

allow for the comparison of energy expenditure during

different sleep stages. The practical problems of

designing such equipment can be surmounted in several

different ways. The range of possibilities can be

stylized by two extreme examples; one could have a
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sealed box or balloon in which the subject sleeps with

air being pumped in and out and then analysed or one

could have a simple face mask attached to an oxygen

cell. These systems allow for indirect calorimetry

but an alternative method is to use direct

calorimetry.

As mentioned above five different indirect

calorimetry systems have been assessed under sleep

laboratory conditons and some experience of three

other systems has been acquired. One of these systems

has been used to carry out a study of heat production

during sleep and is discussed in Chapter 4. The

different systems are described below with comments on

the various merits and demerits of these systems.

Some of the components of the different systems can be

used in a limited number of permutations and

combinations but no one system would satisfy all

requirements.

b) Glasgow system

The system described below is one set up in the

Department of Surgery at the Glasgcw Royal Infirmary

and regularly used for metabolic studies. This system

is based on using a rigid sealed hood and was first

described by Buski rk et al in 1 960 and subsequently

modified by Kinney et al (1964). Kinney subsequently

helped to set up the system in Glasgow. A similar

system has more recently been described by Sorkin et
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al (1980) and the complete details of the system in

Glasgow has recently been described by Goll (1981).

This type of system has been used once before for

sleep studies by Brebbia and Altschuler ( 1965) and is

the system used in the experiment described in Chapter

4. This system has as its main feature a small

perspex hood 50 x 30 x 30 cms with a neck seal to make

a closed system. The neck seal takes the form of a

collar which fits into the perspex hood and to the

collar is attached to a plastic sleeve which is taped

to the subject's thorax. The collar itself is loose

fitting around the neck. Air can be pumped into and

sucked out of this closed system at a fixed rate and

the effluent gases analysed. The hood is closed with

suitcase type clips. On either side of the hood there

is a port with a loose fitting plastic bag sealing the

port but allowing the subject to put his hands into

the outside of the plastic bag and scratch his face if

so required, through the plastic.
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Figure 3.1

Photograph of subject with head in calorimeter

(Glasgow system).

The hood is hinged to allow the subject to lie

with his head in the box and the collar to be

positioned and the hood then closed and sealed. A

simple hole in the top with a closely fitting slitted

rubber stopper allows the passage of any recording

wires (e.g. EEG and aural temperature probes) while
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keeping the system sealed. The system is shown in

figure 3.1.

The connection of the hood to the recording

apparatus in the adjacent room is by means of short

connector rubber tubing and then stainless steel

pipes. The overall set-up is shown in Figure 3.2 and

with the recording apparatus in Figure 3.3. Further

details of this system are given in the following

section.

The advantages of this system are that it is a

closed system and highly accurate as each individual

component (i.e. the analysing equipment) is an

instrument of high accuracy. The head box, although

sealed, has the clips placed in such a way that the

subject can release himself from the head box in

approximately 20 seconds. The design of the headbox

is such that a small cushion can be inserted inside

the headbox or the subject is able to lie flat. The

size of the headbox is small and a sudden change in

metabolic rate (e.g. caused by moving the legs in a

cycling fashion) would be reflected in the recordings

within one minute of the change in metabolic rate.
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Figure 3.2

Schematic representation of calorimetry system

used in Glasgow
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Figure 3.3

Representation of recording made during

calorimetry (Glasgow system)
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Among the disadvantages of this system is

discomfort caused by the neck collar. Even with the

pillow inside the hood several subjects complained of

the collar impinging on the back of the neck which

caused discomfort the following morning. The

attachment of the plastic seal to the thorax and the

positioning of the collar effectively meant that the

subject was almost confined to lying on his back.

The overall assessment of this system was that it

was probably the most accurate system available for

recording heat production during sleep but that

toleration would be confined to young subjects who

were well motivated. Elderly patients have been

tested in this system but over shorter periods.

The major components, viz. oxygen and carbon

dioxide analysers can be used for other purposes,

allowing for some flexibility in the use of the

equipment. The quick response time of the system

allows for minute to minute comparisons of heat

production. The disadvantages of this system are the

safety considerations of a closed system for sleep

studies and the potential danger of equipment failure.

For this reason relevant alarms need to be

incorporated and continuous observation is desirable

while the subject is sleeping in it.

c) Dundee system

This calorimetry system is one involving a loose

fitting hood through which a large continuous flow of
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air passes. The change in concentration of oxygen and

carbon dioxide in the effluent gas allows one to

calculate the oxygen consumption and CO. , ,1 3 * 2 production by

the subject. This system was described by Kappagoda

et al in 1974 and the modifications to this system by

Thompson et al (1979) allow for a variety of human

sleep studies. This system was tested out with

simultaneous EEG recordings in the Department of

Physiology in Dundee.

This system as set up by Dr Thompson util ized

chart recordings only, which are practical for short

term studies but proved to be impractical for studies

of long duration. Of all the systems tested this one

was found to be most acceptable by the subjects. One

disadvantage of the system was that the loosely

fitting hood used for waking studies was easily

removed unwittingly by the sleeping subject. It was

thought that this problem could be easily overcome by

a type of weighted shower curtain design for that part

of the hood resting on the subject's upper thorax.

Such a curtain could be extended to lie lower down on

the chest for greater comfort while still maintaining

its function of preventing the escape of exhaled air.

At the back of the hood there are two large holes

which allow air to be drawn into the hood and the flow

of air is due to the suction down the tubing Waich is

applied external to the hood and draws in air from the

back of the hood over the subject's face and the
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exhaled air passes into the collection vent just above

the subject's mouth. The noise caused by the vacuum

system is a potential disadvantage in this system.

However it is possible to place the vacuum at some

distance and to place it in sound insulated unit. The

system would be cheaper to construct than the first

system described. The Dundee system has never been

used for systematic sleep studies but taking all the

considerations of the previous section into account,

it appears to be the most useful system for a sleep

laboratory set-up.

d) Elephant trunk system

This system consists of a rigid face mask with a

flexible plastic 'trunk' attached. At the end of this

'trunk' is a motorised fan and oxygen sensor. This

system was originally described by Webb and Troutman

(1970) and has been used in one sleep study (Webb and

Hiestand, 1975). This system (marketed by Waters

Instruments Incorporated) has the advantage of being

cheaper but subjects found it to be most uncomfortable

and it is noisy. The system as presently available

has a trunk of only a couple of feet in length and the

oxygen sensor and fan need to be suspended above the

subject when sleeping. If not suspended then the unit

containing the fan could be entangled in the bedding
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Figure 3 .4

Photograph of Dundee calorimetry system
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and prevent the suction of air which is across the

subject's face from the forehead downwards and down

into the trunk system (see Fig.3.5). With the blowing

and sensing systems suspended above the subject, he is

limited to lying on his back. The possibility of

extending the trunk system so that the blower and

oxygen sensor were outside of the room in which the

subject was sleeping was considered. Such a

modification would require redesigning the blower

which currently would not be strong enough to cope

with the extra load. The limited accuracy of the

apparatus would be further interfered with. Tests of

this system did not show it to be either particularly

accurate or reliable. The oxygen sensor cell was not

robust. These observations lead one to view more

cautiously the results obtained by Webb and Hiestand

on oxygen consumption during sleep. Their observation

of an adaptation effect i.e. a higher oxygen

consumption on the first night than on subsequent

nights may be partially accounted for by the

discomfort and the noise of the system keeping the

subjects awake, i.e. rather than a comparison of

oxygen consumption during sleep on two nights they

have a comparison of oxygen consumption on two nights

with greater and lesser sleep disturbance. If a small

difference in oxygen consumption between different

sleep stages does exist, then the limited accuracy of

this system suggests that it is not surprising that
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the study by Webb and Hiestand failed to reveal such a

difference. The marketing company producing this

system have subsequently produced a system working on

a different principle and are now more ready to

acknowledge the limitations of the 'elephant trunk

system'. The basic principles of the 'trunk' system

is one in which the extraction blower draws air

through the system in proportion to the amount the

subject breathes. The level of oxygen in the

extracted air is recorded by an oxygen sensor cell

(rather than some form of paramagnetic analyser used

in most other oxygen analysers). The combination of

oxygen level and flow gives a recording of oxygen

consumption. The system is very easily transported

and can be used in studies involving moving subjects

in a work situation, but this is not of great

consequence in a sleep laboratory setting.
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Figure 3.5

'Elephant Trunk' System
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e) Closed portable system

A similar but closed analysis system to the open

system described in section d) above is the design by

Brodie and Salmons (1980) and marketed by Bioscience.

This system consists of a small pliable face mask with

an attached oxygen cell. The mask is closely applied

to the face by two straps. All the air being inspired

is measured for volume as it comes through an inlet

valve. All the air in expiration passes through a

one- way exit valve and has oxygen level measured at

that point by an oxygen cell. The advantage of this

system over that of the previous system is that it is

a closed system and therefore likely to be more

accurate. It also has low dead space and is light and

is therefore more coir, for table for the subject to use.

However, some subjects complained that the resistance

seemed high during the sleeping period and that the

continuous close application of the mask caused a

sensation of high humidity (which may have contributed

to the increased resistance of the system). To

prevent the mask coming away from the face during

movement in bed, the straps round the head needed to

be rather tight and subjects complained of discomfort.

The system is both cheap and easy to use but again

would be more appropriate for short duration studies

subj ects.
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Figure 3 .6

Closed portable system
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f) Douglas Bag system

A most commonly used system for oxygen

consumption measurements is that of collecting air

exhaled into a Douglas Bag or some form of spirometer

(if collected into a Douglas Bag then the gas is then

passed into a spirometer to measure volume

accurately). A sample is then taken of the mixed

collected gas and separately analysed for oxygen and

carbon dioxide. The set-up for collecting such gases

is shown in Figure 3.7 and usually consists of a nose

clip and a mouth piece which has a one-way inlet

valve, and a one-way outlet valve both with low

resistance leading, by means of short connecting

tubing, to the Douglas Bag. In this system, it is

essential for the subject to be conscious and awake as

the mouth piece needs to be inside the mouth and the

lips voluntarily sealed around the mouth piece (which

is something like a boxer's guard). The system is

impractical for use in the sleep laboratory for

several reasons, although it is the most accurate of

the systems described for measuring oxygen

consumption.
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Figure 3 .7

Douglas Bag System
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g) 'Coffin' system

Also impractical would be a closed box or balloon

(something like an oxygen tent) in which the subject

could sleep with gases being pumped in and out. The

advantage of such a system would be the creation of a

more comfortable and unhindered situation for the

subject to sleep in (see Fig. 3.8). As it would be a

closed system a high level of accuracy would be

achieved. However, the disadvantage of such a system

would be the large volumes involved and the lag in the

system. It would allow for total night recordings but

not for measurement of oxygen consumption during

different sleep stages. If reasonable pumps were

connected to such a system and the actual volume of

the system was limited, then this set- up could be

used in combination with the open system described

under section c) (Dundee system) above and the two

could be seen to be complementary. A watered-down

version of this design has been used (Garlick et al,

1980). The authors only made intermittent oxygen

measures and were unsure of the volume of the tent

they used.
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Figure 3 .8

'Coffin' System

OUT
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h) Manchester system

The following system is used in the trauma unit

at the Manchester Trauma facility. It can be

purchased. It is supplied by Beckman Instruments and

is referred to as a 'metabolic cart". In the trauma

unit in v\hich studies are often carried out on

unconscious patients, a 'Biggies-type flight cap' and

clip-on mask are used to secure a mask over the mouth

and nose of the patient. The combination of such a

mouth piece together with a metabolic cart provides a

closed system with a potential for great accuracy.

However, preliminary tests suggested that the 'Biggies

system', while functionally closed for an unconscious

patient and particularly if on a stretcher and under

supervision would not remain fully sealed throughout

the sleep period with, for example, a subject turning

on his side. This disadvantage together with the high

cost of the metabolic cart makes it an impractical

option for sleep studies.
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F igure 3 .9
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F igure 3 .9

Manchester System
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i) Waters Hood system

This system, designed for use particularly in

anaesthetics, consists of a small hood with a plastic

sheet falling to the neck. It is marketed by Waters

for lew volume oxygen consumption studies. Expired

air is mixed with room air in the hood and then passes

to the oxygen cell contained within the instrument. A

disadvantage is the necessity to preselect the

approximate flew range for the subject. While this is

convenient for studies in which consumption levels

remain constant, sudden doubling or halving of

consumption will lead to incorrect measures. The

literature review in Chapter 2 has emphasized this

possibility in sleep studies. A further disadvantage

is the automatic zeroing and recalibration every 10

mins which causes a loss of recording time. This

feature overcomes to some extent the problem of

constant drift in an instrument recording oxygen

levels only but in a long study will result in a loss

of 10 to 20% of the available recording time. The

cost of this instrument approximates that of a

combined oxygen and carbon dioxide system.

A recent meeting of the Injury Research Group

considered in a symposium the merits of the various

indirect calorimetry systems. Their conclusion was

that the polargraphic systems were most useful in

situations where mobility and fast response times were
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required. The paramagnetic systems were thought to be

more stable but that with detailed attention to

techniques comparable results could be obtained with

both systems (Stoner, personal communication, 1982).

A comparison of the various systems discussed above is

shown in Table 3 .1

III Direct Calorimetry Systems

For completeness sake, brief mention is made of

the direct calorimetry systems that have been used for

sleep studies. These three systems are shown in

Figures 3.10, 3.11 and 3.12. The first of these is

the modified wet-suit used by Webb (1971)(see Fig.

3.10) frail which thermal exchange can be calculated by

the passage of water through the system. The second

system that has been used for circadian and sleep

studies is that of a human calorimeter which

separately measures radiant, conductive and convective

heat losses and gains and is shown in Figure 3.11.

This system, designed by Visser and Hodgson (1960),

allows the subject only to lie in the calorimeter.

The subject is then firmly sealed within the

calorimeter. The system requires a large volume of

water as a heat sink (10,000 gals). The third system
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Table 3.1

Evaluation of systans for measuring oxygen

consumption during sleep

Subject
System Pract Accuracy Accept Safety C/0 Flex Cost

***★ ** ** Q ★

★★★ ***★ q ★*

★* ★ ■kick q *

**★ **★* *** Q * ***★

**** * *** Q *** **

★★ ★★ *★* kick k

*** *** ** q ★** **★

More ' inply more of quality except under "cost".

C/0 describes system closed or open.

Accept=Acceptability

Pract= Practicality

Flex=Flexibility

- iou -

Rigid
sealed ***
hood

Loose

fitting ****
hood

Large
rigid face **
mask

Small

pliable **
face mask

Classical
mouth piece *

Metabolic
cart and **
1 Biggies 1
mask

Total bod/ **
box/balloon



shown in Figure 3.12 and presumably similar to that

used by Dauncey in her studies (1980, 1981) allows the

subject free movement within the calorimeter. Dauncey

has used such a calorimeter to measure also oxygen

consumption and carbon dioxide production simultan¬

eously, i.e. to perform simultaneous direct and

indirect calorimetry. In a study of 8 adults she found

a difference of 1.2 + 0.14% (mean + SEM) between

the two systems of measurement and concluded "since

experimental error was involved in both estimates it

would be wrong to ascribe greater accuracy to either

one of the measures of energy expenditure".

IV General considerations in metabolic studies

a) Introduction

Metabolism is the summation of two opposite

processes and can be described as the phenomena of

synthesizing simple food- stuffs into complex elements

(also known as anabolism) and the breakdown of complex

substances into simple elements with the concomitant

production of energy (also known as catabolism) .

Metabolic processes can be measured in a variety of

different ways. Lavoisier, in the 18th century, was

the first to realise that energy produced in the body

was by the process of oxidation. The amount of heat
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Figure 3.10

Wet-suit direct calorimeter
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Figure 3.11

Whole body calorimeter
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Figure 3.12

Large calorimeter/hot box
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produced by an individual can be measured by either

direct calorimetry or it can be indirectly measured by

measuring the gases exchanged between the individual

and his environment, from which heat production can be

calculated. The latter method for measuring

metabolism is known as indirect calorimetry.

The use of calorimetry to measure both total

energy expenditure and basal metabolic rate have been

areas of interest to physiologists since the initial

observation by Lavoisier. One of the major reasons

for interest in the total energy expenditure of an

individual over a given period is that it is the basis

of the calorie requirement of that individual and

hence forms the basis of descriptions of man's

nutritional requirement. Interest in basal metabolism

or basal metabolic rate (BMR) stems from the

realisation that a variety of factors influence energy

expenditure. In order to study the influence of each

individual factors it is necessary to eliminate (as

far as possible) the influence of other factors.

Furthermore, useful comparisons between studies can be

made if subjects are studied under the same

conditions. For both the latter reasons (inter alia)

BMR has been the measure most often used in studies of

energy expenditure.
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b) Basal metabolic rate

Basal metabolic rate can be defined as the

calorie requirement of a fasting individual mentally

and physically at rest and at a thermoneutral

temperature (i.e. at about 20°C). BMR represents

the net heat loss as a result of the synthetic

and breakdown processes within cells together with

energy expended in maintaining the resting functions

of the body. These resting functions include the

processes of respiration, circulation, involuntary

muscle tone and digestion. Of the energy expended in

maintaining these basal functions even at rest, most

energy is probably accounted for by the processes of

maintaining ionic concentration gradients. In the

above description of BMR, fasting is usually taken to

be the level of digestive processes 12 to 14 hours

after the last meal. In practical terms this has

usually meant measuring BMR in the morning prior to

any food intake following the usual sleep period. It

has been evident to a variety of workers (for example

Wang and Kern, 1928) that the above description of

BMR may not constitute truly basal levels of meta¬

bolism. The possibility that energy metabolism may be

lower during sleep than under so-called basal con¬

ditions has been realised by many workers. For this

reason it has now become common practice to refer to

morning measures of metabolism with the subject under
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attempted basal conditions i.e. fasting, at rest and

without thermal stress as standard metabolic rate

(SMR). This should be considered as merely a termin¬

ology switch rather than any change in the fundamental

measuring procedures that are usually adopted.

There are a variety of factors which have been

recognised to influence BMR. These classical

influences include the effects of body movement which

obviously raises energy expenditure. The influence of

food, i.e. the eating of a meal is well recognised to

raise energy expenditure. This is both by the

processes involved in digestion and the specific

dynamic action of the meal which is dependent on the

composition of the food. It can be shown that oxygen

consumption in tissue slices is decreased within 24hrs

after the start of food deprivation (Gregorio et al,

1976). The need for the subject to be at rest

mentally as well as physically has been long

recognised as an important variable influencing energy

expenditure. Anxiety and unfamil iarity with the

recording set-up tend to raise energy expenditure.

Hormonal effects on BMR are recognised but the

classical observations of a relationship between BMR

and thyroid hormone level made this a particularly

well studied and documented area of physiology. In

particular some of the early recognition of the

differences in the action of thyroxine (T4) and

tri-iodothyroxine (T3) were based on the effect of
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calorimetry recordings of oxygen consumption. The

effect of prior exercise as well as current movement

on BMR is also recognised. One of the so-called

classical influences on BMR is that of pregnancy.

Most physiology text books describe pregnancy as a

cause for increased metabolic rate but the source of

this information is far from clear. While I suspect

that there is an increase in metabolic rate during

pregnancy it is an area that merits careful study (I

have one reply from a current authority in this field

stating that he has lost his references to this

information!). One study considered the effect of

exercise on oxygen consumption in pregnant women

(Pernoll et a 1, 1975) and showed more marked increases

in oxygen consumption during pregnancy and greater

oxygen debt after exercise in pregnant women.

Other obvious influences on metabolic rate are

sex, height and weight. Age is known to have an

influence on metabolic rate and this applies

particularly to infants and the aged. Premature

infants have a lower proportional metabolic rate. The

clinical condition of infants has also been shown to

have an influence on BMR (Scopes and Ahmed, 1966).

Climatic, seasonal and menstrual cycle influences on

BMR have been reported. One final major influence

on BMR is that of body temperature which is discussed

separately. The various influences on metabolic rate

are listed in Table 3.2. Some of these influences
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have been reviewed by Dauncey (1979). She has

emphasised that possibly the only requirement for

measurng BMR that can be easily met is that of having

subjects in a thermally neutral environment. The

reason for this requirement is that in such a

situation deep body temperature is regulated by

vasomotor control. If shivering, activation of brown

fat or other thermoregulatory thermog enesis occurs,

then metabolic rate is increased and basal levels of

heat production are not recorded.

Table 3.2

Factors influencing BMR

1) Mass and height

2) Activity, muscle tone and movement

3) Sex

4) Nutrition - recent food ingestion

and the composition of such food

5) Mental state - sleep, waking, anaesthetic

6) Pregnancy

7) Temperature - core body and environmental

8) Medical especially hormonal conditions

e.g. thyrotoxicosis

9) Ag e
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c) Interaction of metabolic rate and temperature

In studying the effect of sleep on metabolic rate

and if one further attempts to consider the

possibility of different levels of metabolism in

different sleep stages, then one must control for the

variety of classical influences on BMR. All those

influences mentioned in the previous section can be

controlled for in some way provided that the

experimental design as such to allow for

considerations of these variables. Body temperature

is one possible influence on metabolic rate which

cannot be easily influenced. If one attempts to

'stabilise' body temperature, then gross disruption of

the physiological state of sleeping would be expected.

Temperature has a well known circadian rhythm and

cannot easily be controlled in a particular subject.

There is both interest and relevance in the question

as to whether temperature influences metabolism or if

metabolism influences temperature or if a combination

of both these processes occurs. Interest in this

question is shown in the statement that the 'study, of

metabolic rate and of temperature control are

obviously closely related' (Scopes and Ahmed, 1966).

Bligh (1973) in a major revue of temperature

regulation in vertebrates came to the conclusion that

it was net clear whether heat production altered

temperature or whether temperature caused a change in

heat production.
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There is however evidence that suggests that both

of these processes do occur. In a study of body

temperature during sleep in Eskimos, Milan and Evonuk

(1967) found that "the level of metabolic activity was

directly related to the calculated mean body

temperature". Scopes and Ahmed (1966) quote the case

of a baby with a large encephalocele who at a temp¬

erature of 34.30q paq an oxygen consumption of

3.1 ml. kg--'-.min.~and when warmed to 36 .4°C oxygen

oxygen consumption was 4.0 ml. kg--'- .min.- ^ (calcul¬

ated). The authors point out that these measure¬

ments were made in a neutral thermal environment

considering the baby's age, gestation and size and

all were made on the 3rd day of life wh en the

change cannot be attributed to changing age. This

rather extreme situation indicates the influence of

temperature on metabolism. The reverse effect i.e.

the effect of increased metabolism causing an increase

in temperature is perhaps more difficult to show as it

is more difficult to manipulate metabolism without

altering temperature. One example of such

manipulation is the performance of exercise by

subjects maintained in a cold water bath. The

exercise increases body metabolism but the temperature

of the individual is not increased as the tendency to

raise body temperature is prevented by the dissipation

of heat into the cold water sink. A slight change in

temperature of the cold sink is a measure of the heat
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dissipated. Such a study shows the tendency of an

increase in metabolism to increase temperature and in

the circumstances of this study the increase in core

temperature is avoided and hence the increase in

metabolism cannot be ascribed to the increase in

temperature.

It is a generally accepted principle that many

biological reactions have a characteristic change in

their rate with an increase in temperature. This

phenomenon (often considered to be first described by

Van't Hoff in 1896) is now designated as the

of a reaction. A Q-^q Qf g represents a change in
the rate of the reaction of approximately 10 per cent

per degree celsius (there is a cumulative rather than

simple arithmetic effect). This observation is of

relevance to studies on the effect of sleep on

metabolic rate as although it is possible to maintain

many of the other factors that influence metabolic

rate constant in trying to establish the effect of

sleep on metabolic rate, it is not possible to easily

manipulate temperature. Environmental temperature

should be controlled. If during the night there is a

one to two degree drop in body temperature, then on

this basis alone one may expect a decline in metabolic

rate. If this is observed i.e. a drop in temperature

and a decline in metabolic rate then one would be

inclined to conclude that the decline in metabolic

rate during sleep is concomitant with the decline in
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temperature. If a decline in metabolic rate is seen

without a change in temperature or in excess of that

expected due to a temperature effect alone, then one

may conclude that sleep per se is having an effect to

decrease metabolic rate (other factors being equal).
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I Introduction

Interest in the theory of a predominant anabolic

phase during sleep led me to study metabolism during

sleep. The study described below compares heat

production during wakefulness and sleep and was de¬

signed to evaluate differences in heat production in

different sleep stages. The methods used were those

of simultaneous indirect calorimetry, EEG sleep record¬

ings, and measures of core temperature changes within

sleep stages. This study was carried out in the Glasgow

Royal Infirmary. Technical assistance in running the

calorimetry apparatus overnight was provided by C. Goll.

Particular attention was paid to the following

details - all of which are known to influence metabolic

rate and which may have obscured any differences in

metabolic rate that may exist in different sleep

stag es .

i) All subjects were males and none were

ten percent above or below ideal body weight

(from predictions based on age and heights).

ii) All studies were carried out in a three

month period at the end of winter.

iii) All studies were done in a thermoregulated room

-a specifically constructed side-room on a ward.

iv) All subjects had several hours to adjust to the

room temperature before the start of each study.
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v) No subject performed any work for at least one

hour prior to lights out - i.e. the subject lay

on his bed during this time. This was done to

avoid the rise in metabolic rate associated with

getting into bed.

vi) Food consumption was limited on the days of the

study (see below).

vii) All of the subjects had thyroid function tests

performed (and these were normal).

viii) No vigorous exercise was performed on study days.

II Methods

a) Equipment

Heat production was measured using an

closed-circuit, ventilated hood system, housed in a

temperature-controlled room. The subject's head was

enclosed in a perspex canopy similar to that used by

other authors (Buskirk et al, 1960; Kinney et al , 1964;

Long et al, 1979 and Sorkin et al, 1980) and made

airtight by a flexible adhesive neck seal. This system

was described in Chapter 3 and pictorial and schematic

illustrations of the system are shown in Figures 3.1,

3.2 and 3.3. Further details are provided in appendix

three. The canopy was ventilated with air pumped

from outside the building at a rate of 35-40 litres per

minute, total flow being measured by a wet gas meter
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(A. Wright Ltd.)- The gas mixing time constant of the

head canopy and connecting piping was measured to be 36

seconds, giving approximately a 95% response to a gas

concentration change in 60 secs(see appendix 3). Oxygen

concentration difference across the canopy was measured

by a dual channel paramagnetic analyzer (Taylor Servonex

Ltd.) and carbon dioxide production was measured by an

infra-red analyzer (Grubb Parsons Ltd.). Core

temperature was recorded using a thermistor probe

(Yellow Springs Instruments Ltd.) in the external

auditory canal and an index of body movement was

derived from a microwave Doppler module (Mullard Ltd.)

suspended above the subject. A consideration of the

relevance of body movement as an influence in sleep

studies of this nature is given in the paper by

Altschuler and Brebbia (1967) and Brebbia and

Altschuler (1968b). All the instruments outputs were

sampled once every two minutes using a data logger

(Datron Electronics Ltd.) controlled by a small

computer (Commodore Business Machines Ltd.). The

values were recorded and the heat production calculated

on the same computer, using Weir's formula (Weir,

1949), assuming 12.5% of energy production to have been

derived from protein. An example of the raw data is

given in Table 4.1. The gas analyzers were routinely

calibrated using bottled gases (B.O.C. Ltd.) of known

concentration and the overall performance of the system
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was checked by burning butane gas in the canopy (Goll,

1981). Further details are given in appendix 3.

b) Subjects

The four subjects (all male, age 19-29 years) gave

their informed consent and were recorded on two

non-consecutive nights. Recordings were for

approximately seven hours. Then followed a waking

recording period of approximately one hour. This was

prior to any gross movement and required a stable

period of heat production of at least 40 minutes. Two

problems in relation to this period were the tendency

for subjects to drift back to sleep - the EEG check is

the first I am aware of to ensure basal waking measures

were in fact waking. The second problem was that

although subjects remain motionless during sleep (see

below) to have subjects awake and still, required

considerable motivation on the part of the subjects.

One subject was recorded on a further night after 40

hours of sleep deprivation. Three of the subjects had

participated in sleep experiments previously. All

subjects were healthy volunteers conforming to the

criteria mentioned in section I.

c) Presleep routine

The subjects reported to the laboratory between

1700- 1800h and were immediately given a specifically

prepared small, high-carbohydrate, low fat meal. The
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Table 4 .1

Example of raw data presented in two minute intervals

Period 11 from 00100 to 001200
Heat Production = 86.396 Watts R.Q. = .824

02 Cons = .254009L/Min CCU Prod = .209546L/Min
Movement = 9.584

Temp 1 = 35.14°C Temp 2 = 34.7°C Temp 3 = 34.912C
Temp 4 = 27.64°C Temp 5 = 35.899°C Temp 6 = 26.974°C
Period 12 from 001200 to 001400
Heat Production = 83.979 Watts R.Q. = .73
0 Cons = .252804L/Min C02 Prod = .184675L/Min

Movement = 1.318

Temp 1 = 34.868°C Temp 2 = 34.908°C Temp 3 = 35,013°C
Temp 4 = 27.935°C Temp 5 = 35.865°C Temp 6 = 27°C
Period 13 from 001400 to 001600
Heat Production = 87.532 Watts R.Q. = .763
O- Cons = .261326L/Min C0~ Prod = .19949L/Min

Movement = 48.644

Temp 1 = 34.886°C Temp 2 = 34.798°C Temp 3 = 35.103°C
Temp 4 = 27 .849 C Temp 5 = 35 .854 C Temp 6 = 27 .02 C

Period 14 from 001600 to 001800
Heat Production = 90.2720001 Watts R.Q. = .719

0? Cons = .272476L/Min C02 Prod = .196162L/Min
Movement = .547

Temp 1 = 34.917°C Temp 2 = 34.701°C Temp 3 = 35.215°C
Temp 4 = 27.457°C Temp 5 = 35.837°C Temp 6 = 27.029 C

calorie range for these evening meals was 1.43-3.09MJ

(mean 2.15MJ) (Paul and Southgate, 1978). This is

less than 20% of the recommended daily amount of food

energy for moderately active males of a similar age to

the subjects in this study. Subjects were then

allowed only water to drink until retiring 5 - 6h later.
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All subjects were free from any medication during the

period of the study, did not consume alcohol on the

days of the study and had only light meals in the 24

hours prior to arriving at the laboratory. They

changed into light cotton surgical wear approximately

1.5h before retiring. Electrodes were then

applied in a manner used in many experiments in

the Edinburgh laboratory (Brezinova et al, 1977) to

record EEG, EMG and EOG for sleep recordings. Two

channels of EOG recordings were used. The subjects

were then able to rest for one hour, watching

television. EEG and calorimetric recordings were

started slightly before lights out and recordings were

made continuously through the night. External auditory

canal temperature in the calorimetry rocm's constant

temperature environment is lower than ( +1^C ) but

related to core temperature (Goll, 1981) allowing

intrasleep comparisons to be made.

d) Sleep recordings

Sleep records were scored in 20 second epochs

according to standard criteria (Rechtschaff en and

Kales, 1968) but any EEG artifact as a result of body

movement was scored as such, irrespective of the

proportion of the 20 second epoch that the artifact

occupied .
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For comparison of heat production in different

sleep stages, pure sleep periods were defined as those

satisfying all of the following criteria.

(i) A period of at least six minutes comprising a

single sleep stage.

(ii) No gross body movement (as indicated by microwave

sensor or EEG artifact) during the period.

(iii) No gross body movement for at least two minutes

before the start of the period.

Using these criteria, 50.8 per cent of the total

sleep record was identified as pure sleep. This

comprised 136 separate pure periods with an average

duration of 13 minutes. The heat production for each

such pure sleep period was then calculated without

knowledge of the sleep stage.

The basic data consists of a record for each

subject night of a sequence of pure sleep periods of

variable length with variable gaps between them. For

each pure period the following information is

available: the stage of sleep; the number of two

minute units in the whole period; the arithmetic mean

of the two minute averages of heat production; the

standard deviation (SD) of these two minute averages

and the mean and SD of the two minute averages of core

temperature. An example of one set of data is shown

in Table 4.2. A segment of such data is shown in

figure 4.1.
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Figure Ij.. 1

This figure indicates the two minute by two minute
variability of oxygen consumption for one subject over
part of a single night. The periods indicated
represent periods of 'pure' sleep.

The oxygen consumption (ml.min-^) duration of pure
period (min) and sleep stage for this figure are
tabulated below. 'Close' periods are indicated by
brackets on the right.

0~ consumption Duration of pure Sleep stage
ml.min- sleep period
(min)

223 18 5 )
221 14 2 )

211 6 4 )
217 8 2 )

218 14 2 )
204 6 3 )
205 30 5 )

230

220

200

190
0400 0420 0440 0500

TIME
0520 0540 0600 0620

SLEEP STAGE
S*
133
E34
□ 5
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In this study all sleep and calorimetry data was

used. The comparisons of metabolic rate were of closely

spaced sleep epochs occuring on a single night. It is

therefore inappropriate in this study to consider the

usual adaptation effect. It has been shown that a higher

metabolic rate is recorded on the first night in a

calorimeter ( Webb and Hiestand, 1975 ) and there are

studies in which the accent was on comparing heat

production on different nights for which twenty

acclimatisation periods were used. Each period consisted

of 8 hours in the calorimeter ( Shapiro et al, 1974 ).

e) Analyses

An ideal method of analysis would attempt to model

the continuous change in the calorimetric and EEG

records as a multivariate stochastic process or time

series. However, in the present state of knowledge it

is doubtful whether the parameters of such a detailed

mathe matical model could be meaningfully interpreted

and with a limited number of subject nights, it would

be difficult to validate such a model. It is quite

possible that there are important differences in sleep

patterns between subjects and between different nights

for the same subject vis-a-vis heat production.

However, the main features of the conclusions (the
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Table 4.2

This table provides the calculations for a single subject

on a single night after the "synchronising" of the heat

production and sleep recording s
' Non-pure' periods of

sleep (see text) have been <eliminated. The brackets in

the right hand margin indicate periods fitting the

definition 'close' in the text.

No. Time start end mean °2 mean T° SDO 2 sdt° Sta'

1 0032 0038 226 35 .48 0.7 .027 2

2 0108 0116 209 35.29 3.4 .03 4

3 0118 0132 216 35 .42 13.5 .049 2

4 0136 0144 211 35.72 11.7 .151 2

5 0152 0200 218 35.69 4.7 .03 2

6 0200 0214 211 35.49 1.8 .17 3

7 0214 0222 205 35.27 1.9 .03 4

8 0232 0238 203 35.31 2.8 .03 2

9 0244 0256 205 35.34 9.8 .03 5

10 0348 0356 211 35.40 6.8 .072 2

11 0418 0426 209 35.38 7.7 .03 2

12 0428 0438 196 35 .38 4.4 .011 4

13 0438 0448 212 35.46 9.7 .019 2

14 0542 0550 210 34.83 4.5 .041 2

15 0552 0558 200 34.79 2.3 .03 3

16 0608 0614 196 35.69 5.9 .024 2

17 0640 0650 203 35.62 9.0 .026 5
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changes in mean level of heat production between

different sleep stages and the lack of association of

these changes with temperature changes) seemed to be

consistent across all subject nights. I have therefore

based the analyses on pooling together all periods from

all subject nights. It should be emphasised that the

conclusions are based principally on comparison between

pure periods that followed one another closely in time

within a given subject night. They are therefore not

affected by variations between subject nights in such

factors as overall mean level of heat production or

temperature. Although I found no subject nights which

differed markedly from the rest in terms of within

night sleep stage comparisons, it must be recognized

that the data were too limited to attempt to estimate

the degree of variation between subject nights. Thus

caution should be exercised in extending the

conclusions to other subject nights or to the general

population. For within-night comparisons two periods

were defined to be close if the interval between them

was not more than 6 minutes. Such a definition was

adopted in order to eliminate comparisons between two

pure periods which were separated by gross body

movement or a biphasic or multiphasic temperature

chang e.
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Table k-3

Results of comparing close pure pairs of stages of

sleep with respect of heat production and temperature

Pairs of Stages

2 and 4 3 and 4 REM & 4

Number of pairs 14 8 1

(a) Mean heat production 2 > 4 3 > 4 REM>4

(b) SD of heat production 2 > 4 3 > 4 REM>4

(c) Association with
temper ature No

Average difference in 0^
consumption (ml/min) 8.3

No

6.6

No

8.0

2 & 3

7

2 > 3

2 > 3

Yes

8.0

2 & REM

9

ND*

ND*

No

3.6

*ND = No difference shown

The sequence of close pure periods for a subject

night may be symbolically represented as follows:

... 2-3-4 2-4 REM-2. . . 2-4 2-REM

Here the numbers indicate the sleep stage in each

pure period, and the dashes indicate close periods, and

the dots indicate either isolated periods of pure sleep

or periods of non-pure sleep, i.e. not satisfying

criteria (i)-(iii) above. (Note that in this symbolic

representation no indication is given of the length of

each pure period which may be anything over 6 minutes).

The numbers of non-isolated pure periods of each sleep

stage are given in Table 4.3.
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The analysis is based on comparing adjacent or

close pure periods with respect to differences in their

mean levels of heat production and core temperature,

and with respect to changes in the variability of heat

production. Two types of analysis may be recognised

First, for any given close pair the two minute averages

within each member of the pair constitute a 'sample' of

values. The two 'samples' may then be compared by

standard methods for two independent samples (e.g.

t-test for their means, a Mann-Whitney test for general

shift in the level). However, the successive two

minute averages cannot be considered statistically

independent and the above; tests may therefore be

considered inappropriate. After a careful examination

of the complete traces it was felt that when comparing

two reasonably large samples (i.e. two pure periods of

long duration) such tests would not be misleading and

could be used to support the general thesis of a

difference in mean level between certain sleep stages.

A second form of analysis carried out was based on

pooling together the difference between all close pairs

of pure stages of particular types. In the first

instance one may note only the sign of the difference

between each pair of the mean levels. Thus, for

example, one may consider each close pair of pure stage

2 and stage 4 periods and note which stages had the

higher mean level of heat production. By counting over
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all such pairs and applying a simple non-parametric

test it is possible to see whether there is a

consistent tendency for heat production to be higher in

one stage than in another. This test is based on the

idea that if there were no such tendency then the

observed differences in mean heat production between

close periods would be equally likely to be positive or

negative. A preponderance of differences of one sign

greater than can be attributed to chance, is taken as

evidence that there is a real difference between the

stages in their level of heat production (Wetherill,

1972). One limitation of this analysis is that if

there are three successive close pure periods, e.g.

2-4-2, then the difference between the second pair,

4-2, is likely to be correlated with the difference

between the first pair 2-4. The lower the mean level

of the middle stage 4 period, the greater its

difference frcm both the close stage 2 periods is

likely to be. However, most of the sets of three

successive close periods comprised three different

sleep stages, e.g. 2-3-4 and in this case the two

close differences, 2-3 and 3-4, contribute to different

sleep stage comparisons, so that the lack of

independence is not relevant to the analysis. No

attempt was made to correct for the dependence arising

from the 3 sets, 2-4-2, 2-5-2 and 4-3-4, which the data

contained.
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Ill Results

a) Sleep results

On the first night the EEG records showed the

expected sleep disturbance (see table 4.4) associated

with a strange environment (Agnew et al, 1966) . The

records for the second night were comparable to values

cited in the literature (Williams et al , 1974) for

subjects of similar age (see Table 4.5). Seme

differences in both recording procedure and scoring tech¬

nique, as well as the strange circumstances of sleeping

with a head canopy may explain the increase in wakeful¬

ness and the decrease in REM sleep seen in this study.

b) Total night heat production

The mean rate of heat production over the whole

night was 9% lower than during quiet wakefulness as

recorded the morning after the sleep recording. These

waking values are more post- prandial than the sleep

values although the absence of food for six hours prior

to sleep would serve to minimise this factor). Morning

core temperature is lower than night temperature and

this factor would also serve to reduce the absolute

difference in waking and sleeping heat production. The

total night heat production included periods of

wakefulness and should therefore not be considered to

represent a level of heat production during sleep. The
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wakeful periods during the nights would tend to reduce

sleep-wake differences. Also included in total night

measures (see table 4.6) were periods of increased heat

production due to gross body movements which did not

take place when the subject was awake and quietly

resting. Such body movement would tend to raise

heat production during sleep relative to waking values

(recorded exclusive of movement).

Table 4.4

Further details of sleep composition on study nights. These
nights are the results from four subjects, three of whom
slept in the ward for 2 nights and one for 3 nights.

Subject night 1234 567 8 9

Time in bed 458 456 433 444 459 472 398 373 532
(min)

Total sleep 384 451 357 426 384 466 155 350 505
time (min)

Sleep onset 27.2 0.7 28.1 3.8 36.3 6.4 12.2 0.3 1.0
latency (min)

REM latency 130 147 79 81 133 181 180 76 53
(min)

% of sleep
time in:

stage 1 sleep 10.2 8.5 13.6 13.6 6.5 5.6 9.2 5.9 2.8

stage 2 sleep 55.4 37.7 40.1 51.8 46.0 26.3 22.9 46.0 29.8

stage 3 sleep 5.0 14.4 9.8 7.6 13.0 11.5 6.8 5.7 8.1

stage 4 sleep 14.3 20.9 14.0 9.6 9.6 33.2 28.8 22.4 15.1

REM sleep 15.2 18.4 22.2 17.4 16.6 15.8 31.2 19.9 42.9

No. of shifts
to wakefulness

12 1 4 7 3 0 10 2 7

No. of shifts
to REM sleep

4 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 4
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Table k-5

Sleep data for the second night of each subject in

present study as compared to values cited in the

literature obtained from eleven normal subjects of

similar age

Will iams et al (1974) Our Study

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Time in bed (mins)* 442 .2 12.2 437 .3 41 .8

Total sleep time (mins) 419.3 14.5 423 .1 51 .2

No. of sleep stages idenitified 40 .9 10.2 86 . 3 35 .6

No. of awakenings 3.1 2.8 2.5 1 .6

No. of REM periods 4.1 0.7 4.0 0.6

% of sleep period time

Awake (%) 1 .3 1 .1 3 . 3 3.0

In stage 1 (%) 4.4 1 .6 8.4 3.7

In stage 2 (%) 45 .5 5.2 40 .5 11 .1

In stage 3 (%) 6.2 1 .4 9.8 3.9

In stage 4 (%) 14.6 4.4 20 .1 9.7

In REM sleep 28.0 5.7 17.9 1 .7

Sleep onset latency (min) 14.6 11 .4 2.8 2.9

Latency to 3 (min) 20 .9 10.0 40 .2 13.9

Latency to REM (min) 88 . 3 21 .3 121 .1 51 .5

*Sane variables are defined slightly differently

in the reference quoted and are therefore not

directly comparable
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Table 4.6

Mean heat production (per hour) for each subject
on each night, indicating

ad aptation

Heat production (W) Energy consumption
prior to 2nd night

Subject 1 Night 1 73.7
Night 2 67.9

344 KCals
1.46 MJ

Subject 2 Night 1 70.0
Night 2 67.6

578 KCals

2.46 MJ

Subject 3 Night 1 76.3
Night 2 75 .8

341 KCals
1.43 MJ

Subject 4 Night 1 98.2
Night 2 94.4
Night 3 92 .4

559 KCals
2.29 MJ

c) Nyctohemeral heat production

An hour by hour comparison of heat production

during the night showed a gradual fall in heat

production and then a rise before final awakening.

This pattern is similar to that of the temperature

cycle (Mellette et al, 1951; Kreider et al, 1958).

Some authors have observed an initial rapid decline in

rectal temperature and then a further slow fall to a

miminum temperature at 0300 to 0500 hours (Vogt et al ,

In press). Considering the nine subject nights, the

lowest level of heat production occured during stage 4

sleep on six of the nine nights. Since only 26% of all

pure sleep periods were stage 4, this provided an

initial indication that heat production is lowered in

stage 4 .
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d) Sleep stage comparison of heat production

i) Clock time

The first method used to compare the heat

production of different sleep stages while controlling

for temperature fluctuations was to restrict attention

to different pure sleep periods that occured within

the same clock hour. There were 65 clock hours each of

which contained at least two pure sleep periods

corresponding to different stages. Of these, 28

hours had at least one pure period of stage 4 sleep.

In 25 of these 28 hours, the stage 4 period had a lower

level of heat production than any other pure period

occurring in the same hour. If each pure stage 4 was

compared with each other pure period that occured

within the same clock hour, a total of 60 comparisons

could be made between stage 4 and other stages; and of

these 53 showed stage 4 having lower heat production

(see Table 4.7).

With this crude (single clock hour) control for

temperature the lower level of heat production during

stage 4 is striking. The average level of heat

production during stage 4 was found to be 14.4% lower

than the average level during resting wakefulness. A

more sensitive way of comparing the level of heat

production in stage 4 with that in other stages and

also of seeing whether changes in the level of heat
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Figure 4.2

Heat production and mean aural temperature over
successive hours of sleep; comparative values are
shown for the subjects awake and resting and after 4h
continuous nasogastric feed. This recording is
designated as "Isocal" in the figure. The Isocal
measures were performed after the last of the sleep
study nights i.e. when the subjects were well adapted
to the apparatus. (Each bar represents mean over nine
subject nights.)

HOURS OF SLEEP
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Table 4.7

Heat production comparison of different pure sleep
stages from the same clock hour

Sleep
Stage

2 3 4 All

2 H 48

E 2

L 17

3 H 3 21

E 0 1

L 9 16

4 H 2 2 5

E 1 1 2

L 25 15 53

REM H 12 5 13 30

E 1 0 0 1

L 14 3 1 . 18

H = Higher

E = Equal

L = Lower

To read table: See sleep stage in vertical column,

then read descriptor (H,E,L) and then see sleep

stage in horizontal row.
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production were associated with changes in core

temperature, is obtained by restricting attention to

the differences between close pairs of pure sleep

periods as defined above.

ii) Paired comparisons

The observed numbers of such pairs for each type

of comparison of stages are shown in Table 4.3. The

pairs of stage 2 and stage 4 occured in both orders [6

in the order (2,4) and 8 in the order (4,2)], with no

particular tendency for one order to occur in the early

part of the night and the other in the later part of

the night. Similarly, the 7 observed pairs of stage 2

and stage 3 were not associated with any particular

part of the night. However, the 8 pairs of stage 3 and

stage 4 all occured fairly early in the night. Each of

the paired comparisons identified in Table 4.8 was ex¬

amined for:

(a) a difference between sleep stages in the mean

level of heat production.

(b) a difference between stages in the variability

of heat production.

(c) whether a difference in heat production was

associated with a change in the mean level of core

temperature.
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Table 4.8 summarises the results for changes in

heat production and temperature. Details of oxygen

consumption and temperature recordings are provided in

Table 4.9. The changes in standard deviation of heat

production between close pairs were not subjected to

any significance tests but the direction of changes are

noted below. Taking first the comparison of stage 2

with stage 4, there was clear evidence that heat

production was lower in stage 4. A difference in this

direction was observed in 13 out of the 14 possible

comparisons (p<0.01 on a sign test). Five of these

comparisons were statistically significant, while the

differences of remaining comparisons were either too

small or based on too few observations to attain

significance. There was some evidence to suggest that

the rate of heat production was less variable in stage

4 than in stage 2. In 12 out of the 14 pairs the

standard deviation (SD) of heat production was lower in

stage 4. There was no evidence that these changes were

associated with a lower mean temperature in stage 4

sleep. In fact, 8 of the 14 pairs showed a higher mean

temperature in stage 4.

Turning to the eight comparisons of stage 4 with

stage 3, in five cases heat production was lower in

stage 4 (three of the five comparisons being

significant on a t-test) . In one case there was no
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Table 1+.8

Frequency and direction of changes in oxygen
consumption and temperature between close-pairs
of pure sleep stages

Stages of sleep

x y Variable

Frequency of change

x<y
sig.

x<y
not sig,

x>y
not sig,

x>y
sig.

Mean oxygen
2 4 consumption 0 1 8 5

3 4 0 2 3 3

2 3 0 1 2 3

5(REM) 2 0 4 5 0

5(REM) 3 0 0 1 0

5(REM) 4

Mean temperature

0 0 0 1

2 4 3 5 1 5

3 4 1 1 4 2

2 3 0 0 4 3

5(REM) 2 2 2 4 1

5(REM) 3 0 1 0 0

5(REM) 4 1 0 0 0

Note:Sig - significant; Not sig - not significant. Arrows
indicate that changes in both directions were counted.
Significance refers to a two-tailed t-test at the 0.05 level.
In cases where standard deviations differed markedly a modified
t-test was used (Wetherill, 1972). This table may be compared
with Table 1 in Brebbia and Altschuler (1968a). All body
movement effects have been eliminated by the restriction to pure
sleep periods.
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difference in heat production; while in two cases heat

production was higher in stage 4 but the differences

were small and not statistically significant. There is

thus seme evidence to suggest that heat production in

stage 4 tends to be lower than in stage 3, although

more extensive data would be desirable. There was

evidence that heat production was less variable in

stage 4, the SD being lower in all comparisons save for

the one case where there was no difference in the mean

level. There was no evidence of association between

changes in heat production and changes in temperature.

In the comparison of stage 2 and stage 3 there was

again a fairly consistent pattern, with six out of the

seven pairs showing a significantly lower heat

production in stage 3. There was some suggestion in

the data that heat production was more variable in

stage 2, but there was insufficient evidence for any

firm conclusions. Unlike the above comparisons, this

difference was associated with a consistently higher

level of mean temperature in stage 2.

Taken together, these three sets of comparisons

suggest that within non-REM sleep there may be a

consistent pattern in heat production as subjects pass

frcm one sleep stage to another. Stage 2 has the

highest level of heat production followed by stage 3

and then stage 4. Heat production was also least

variable within stage 4. Using the data from all pure
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sleep periods (not just the close pairs) it was

estimated that the average level of heat production in

stage 4 was 4.2% lower than in stage 2.

A separate experiment on the thermogenic effect of

food which included some of these subjects and used the

same indirect calorimetry system provides a comparison

against which the changes in heat production can be

assessed. The continuous nasogastric administration of

a high calorie feed at a constant rate (200K cal/h i.e.

232W) for four hours led to an increase in resting heat

production of 13.9% (see Figure 4.2).

Comparison of REM sleep with other sleep stages in

terms close pairs of pure periods was possible for

stage 2 but was limited for stage 4. There was only

one close comparison we could make between stage 4 and

REM. These were two fairly long pure periods (24 and

34 minutes respectively) and they showed a markedly

lower level of heat production in stage 4. The mean

level and standard deviation of oxygen consumption in

the 12 measures during stage 4 was 221+1.9ml/min and

for the 17 measures during REM was 229+3.8ml/min

(p<0.001). This was in accordance with a comparison of

the average levels taken from all pure periods of REM

and stage 4; although the fact that these sleep stages

tended to occur at different times of the night makes

it difficult to draw conclusions from this comparison.

The 9 close pairs of pure REM and stage 2 showed no
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consistent patterns of difference either in heat

production or in core temperature, nor was there any

evidence of a difference in the variability of heat

production between these two stages.

A summary of the changes in heat production with change

in sleep stage is shown in Table 4.3 and the absolute

values of these changes are shown in Table 4.9. The

differences in oxygen consumption during the different

sleep stages is schematically shown in Figures 4.3.

The single subject recorded after 40 hours of

sleep deprivation showed an unusual sleep pattern. The

expected increase in SWS §nd sleep duration did not

occur on the recovery night. Total night heat

production levels on this night were intermediate

between the higher level on the first night in the

calorimeter and the second night in the calorimeter (on

which there was less wakening and more SWS).

e) Temperature change in stage 4

Initial observations suggested that within a

single stage 4 period there is a steady decline in core

temperature. To evaluate this observation, the

temperature traces for all sleep stage periods were

studied. The confounding factor of the overall

circadian temperature change made a clear analysis of

the possibility of stage 4 being specifically related

to a decrease in temperature not possible with the data
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Table 4.9

Mean levels of oxygen consumption and tempe rature
for pairs of close pure sleep stages

Pairs Mean Oxygen Consumption Mean

»f stag es (ml/min) Temperature

X y X y X y

2 4 2 09 196 38 38
2 4 209 188 51 44
2 4 211 195 36 53
2 4 187 183 40 42
2 4 296 281 95 83
2 4 279 261 40 35
4 2 211 217 40 39
4 2 209 216 29 42
4 2 1 96 212 38 46
4 2 205 209 52 52
4 2 215 218 26 17
4 2 213 214 40 33
4 2 296 299 93 66
4 2 261 250 72 50

2 3 247 241 81 75
2 3 222 226 49 49
2 3 218 204 29 26
2 3 218 211 69 49
2 3 210 20 0 -17 -21
2 3 251 230 86 75
2 3 26 3 259 66 75

3 4 241 236 75 72
3 4 211 205 49 27
3 4 230 214 75 71

3 4 195 194 13 11
3 4 260 261 76 72
4 3 232 250 92 90
4 3 221 219 33 57
4 3 195 195 17 13

3 5 204 205 26 30

4 5 221 229 124 94

2 5 203 205 31 34
2 5 265 277 10 2 101
2 5 250 26 3 50 47
2 5 277 254 98 103
5 2 223 221 46 44
5 2 208 232 6 3 61
5 2 229 225 94 57
5 2 26 7 282 27 36
5 2 26 3 26 6 47 55
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NOTES:

1. x precedes y

2. Arithmetic mean of automatically

recorded 2-minute averages through the period.

3. Temperature expressed in deviations of

0.01 C from 35 C. Thus 38 means 35.38 C.

Arithmetic mean of recorded temperatures

at 2-minute intervals through the period.

available. However, out of a total of 22 periods of

prolonged stage 4 in which a definite temperature

trend, either down or up, could be assigned, in 18

cases there was a downward temperature trend. This

proportion (82%) of downward trends in body temperature

is greater than that for any other sleep stage;

however, it must be seen in the context of stage 4

occurring early in the night when the general circadian

pattern indicates that body temperature is falling.
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Figure 4.3

Schematic representation of oxygen consumption in
different sleep stages. The numbers indicate the
average difference between different sleep stages
in terms of ml of oxygen per minute consumed. Tne
difference between REM sleep and stage 2 sleep is
not significant (NS). All other differences are
significant. It should be noted that the
difference between stage 4 and stage 2 sleep is
less than the sum of the difference between stage 2
and stage 3 sleep plus the difference between stage
3 and stage 4 sleep. The ordinate is nominally ml
of oxygen consumed per minute but is not a measured
axis as the differences described above imply.
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IV Discussion

a) Heat production

The only practical way of assessing heat

production during sleep is by either direct or indirect

calorimetry combined with electro-encephalographic

monitoring ( see chapters 2 and 3 ).

The results of the present study strongly support

the observation that heat production is lowest during

stage 4 sleep. The magnitude of the difference between

sleep stages is small but it is greater than that found

by Brebbia and Altschuler (1968a) in their stage 2

versus stage 4 comparison probably because of the

partial elimination of the influence of food intake, on

the earlier part of the night recording, when more

stage 4 occurs. The relatively high respiratory

quotient values quoted by Brebbia and Altschuler

suggest the possibility of food intake close to sleep

onset in their study.

Many of the studies on oxygen consumption during

the night carried out in cold environments did not use

modern EEG criteria of sleep and some required waking

subjects during the measurement of oxygen consumption

and are not particularly helpful in relation to the

present study. The results frcm these studies are

discussed in Chapter 2 and some of these results have
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been tabulated by Webb and Hiestand (1975).

In summary, heat production during sleep has now

been studied by means of continuous indirect

calorimetry with simultaneous electroencephalographic

monitoring. Controlling for gross influences on heat

production, comparisons of heat production during

different sleep stages, showed heat production in stage

4 sleep to be significantly lower than in other sleep

stages. There appeared to be a gradation in heat

production in non-REM stages of sleep with stage 2

higher and stage 4 lower than stage 3. Heat production

in stage 4 was less variable than in any other sleep

stage. Both the level and variability of heat

production was similar in stage 2 and RE31 sleep.

Heat production during the night was nine per cent

lower than during resting wakefulness. The average

heat production in stage 4 sleep was 14 .4% lower than

resting wakeful values.

b) Temperature rhythm

Brebbia and Altschuler (1968a) suggested "that

metabolic levels may decline most steeply between REM

periods" and that this decline may be reversed by the

REM period but they did not provide statistical

evidence for this. The completely independent

observation of a decline in core temperature during

periods of stage 4 sleep in the present study adds to
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this suggestion. However, the results show similar

heat production levels in stage 2 and REM sleep which

suggest that it may be SWS that is specifically

associated with a decline in metabolic rate.

A change in either temperature or metabolism will

affect the other (Beisel et al, 1968 and Bligh 1973,

p. 302) but the association of a change in sleep stage

with a change in heat production appears to be distinct

from any temperature effect.

The use of closely occurring pure sleep stages

provides the best measure of difference in heat

production during the various sleep stages and the

results frcm this study suggest that heat production is

lower during stage 4 sleep than during any other stage

of sleep or during wakefulness and that there is a

gradation in heat production in non-REM stages 2,3 and

4. After the period of sleep deprivation in the one

subject I expected to record lower levels of heat

production on the recovery night. This did not occur

but may be as a result of the abnormal sleep response

to the sleep deprivation (see Chapter 7). The low

levels of oxygen consumption observed by Thornton

(1981) after strenuous exercise agree with the

expectations of lower heat production occuring when

more restorative sleep is likely to occur. The effects

of exercise on sleep are discussed in the following
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chapter.

These observations are consistent with the theory

that sleep provides optimal conditions for tissue

restoration through protein synthesis. Whole body

oxygen consumption is the total of the oxygen

consumption of all the cells of the body and at the

cellular level oxygen consumption is directly

determined by the energy state of the cell. The latter

is itself a major control for protein synthesis and

even "small changes in levels of adenine nucleotides

lead to rapid changes in the overall rate of protein

synthesis" (Mendelson et al , 1977 ). This theme is

further considered in Chapter 10. Some aspects of the

research described in this chapter have been published

(Shapiro et al , 1984a).
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I Introduction

Sleep is a period which is popularly recognised as

a time when the body is "restored". Only in the past

ten years has the idea gained scientific credibility.

One approach to investigate this theory has been to

study the effect of exercise on sleep. There have been

some conflicting results but I hope to demonstrate that

the majority of studies reveal an effect of exercise on

sleep consistent with the theory that sleep is a re¬

covery process for daytime activity.

Just as the effect of exercise on sleep may

contribute to the understanding of sleep function,

there is a converse consideration i.e. the effect of

sleep on exercise.

There have been many studies on the effect of

sleep (and sleep lack) on performance and vigilance and

I shall briefly describe some of these, as the

conclusions may be extrapolated to athletic performance.

There are almost 30 studies in the literature on

experiments dealing with sleep after exercise which

have differed in the variables measured. The differences

have included:

a) the intensity and duration of the exercise; b) the

interval between cessation of exercise and sleep onset;

c) differing fitness of subjects; d) differing lean

body mass and e) subjects of varying age ranges. It

would seem that the most important variable is that of
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intensity of exercise. Only some reports give an indi¬

cation of the total amount of exercise performed. The

range includes isometric exercise ("80 minutes at 40%

of maximal level") in one recent study (Browman and

Cartwright, 1980) and running 92 kilometres in

another (Shapiro and Verschoor 1979 and Shapiro et al,

1981b). It is interesting that the changes induced

by both these exercise condition is in the same

direction. If one considers sleep to be a recovery

process for daily activity, then the effect of exercise

on sleep could be related to the extent that it

changes daily activity. Astrand (1976) has pointed

out that "the basal metabolic rate in humans is quite

high "5,500 - 7,000KJ during a 24h period being a

realistic figure for an adult, which is equivalent to

an extra energy demand of walking about 18 miles

(30km)". With this in mind it is not surprising that

studies in which greater levels of exercise have been

performed have produced quantitatively greater changes

in sleep patterns. One may imagine that if as a result

of the expenditure of 6000KJ a certain sleep pattern

is the result, then the expenditure of a small extra

amount of energy through special exercise cannot be

expected to alter sleep patterns substantially. This

'rider' is even more pertinent if normal sleep is

considered to comprised obligative and facultative

components, a possibility previously suggested by
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Parmeggiani et al (1980). If this were the case then

small alterations in energy expenditure might merely

serve to'take up the slack'in the system. The latter may

help to explain the recent report by Trinder et al ,

1982 that changes in sleep cycle are seen as the result

of chronic exercise - i.e. in fit subjects but not

after single exercise bursts. In other studies the

changes after low levels of exercise had been confined

to certain parts of the sleep recording, for example,

the first sleep cycle i.e. approximately the first one

and a half hours of sleep. In these situations one may

imagine that the recovery process has occurred in this

time and therefore the remainder of sleep is unaltered.

The discussion in Chapter 1, Section II, is also

pertinent here i.e. there may be other than simple EEG

changes after exercise (c.f. Adamson et al, 1974).

II Sleep Classification

On the basis of EEG, electro-oculogram and electro-

myogram recordings sleep can be divided into two major

types: rapid eye movement sleep (REM) which is

associated with dreams and non-REM (NREM) sleep. NREM

can be subdivided into four stages: 1, 2, 3, and 4.

Stages 3 and 4 are often referred to as slow wave sleep

(SWS) because of the high amplitude, low frequency

waves seen on the EEG recording during these stages.

As with most physiological parameters, the proportions

of the components of sleep show a normal distribution
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which is both age and, to a lesser extent, sex

dependent. Other aspects of sleep that are commonly

considered when studying sleep records include sleep

latency (time from lights out to first occurrence of

stage 2 sleep), sleep duration (total amount of sleep)

and movement time (or percentage) during sleep. It has

been suggested (Oswald, 1970) that slow wave sleep

(stages 3 and 4) was the most important component of

the restorative function of sleep. Experiments have

shown that the amount of slow wave sleep is dependent

on the duration of preceding wakefulness (Webb and

Agnew, 1971). Human responsiveness (on the basis of a

variety of measures) is lowest during SWS (for

references see Oswald, 1980). If one considers

metabolic activity several situations which increase

metabolism show increases of slow wave sleep and

conversely low levels of SWS accompanying situations

of decreased metabolism. Seme of these situations

are listed in Tables 5.1 and 5.2.

Ill Sleep Intensity

If SWS is the most significant component of

the recovery process of sleep one would expect SWS

to increase following exercise, provided that the

amount of exercise is sufficient. It is possible that

there may be a change in temporal distribution of SWS.
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There are other ways in which sleep may be con¬

sidered to be 'more restorative'. If total sleep

time is longer then the absolute amount of SWS

would be greater even with the proportion of the

stages within sleep remaining constant. If this is the

case one would expect longer sleep duration and

possibly shorter sleep onset latency. A third

alternative may be that there is somei "intensity"

component to SWS. An analogy can be made with REM

sleep in which one may have two dream periods of equal

duration but one of them may show a vastly increased

number of actual eye movements in the given period

which may suggest an intensity component in the REM

period. There are several metabolic correlates of SWS.

Amongst the most noteworthy of these is the synchrony

of growth hormone release during SWS (Parker et al,

1969 and see Chapter 7) and the low level of oxygen

consumption during SWS (Brebbia and Altschuler, 1965

and see Chapter 4). In animal studies the actual

amplitude of the EEG has been shown to be greater (and

frequency lower) in situations in which "intense" SWS

may be expected (Borbely, 1978, and see Chapter 1).

Friedman et al, 1979 have also recently considered

aspects of "sleep intensity" in rats but did not find

increased intensity with extra exercise after sleep

deprivation. Other neurophysiological approaches aimed

at elucidating a measure of fatigue have been attempted

There does not appear to be any change in evoked responses
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following exercise or when comparing pre- and post-sleep

measures (Shapiro et al, 1980). If there is an "intensity"

component to SWS then it is quite possible that the

proportion of SWS (i.e. SWS as a percentage of total night

sleep) and absolute duration of slow wave sleep may remain

constant and yet sleep may have a variable restorative

val ue .

Growth hormone (an "anabolic" and hence potentially

"restorative" hormone) may be a component of this

intensity factor of SWS. The observation in one study

(Adamson et al, 1974), that growth hormone released

during sleep is greater following exercise certainly

gives credence to this notion, particularly as SWS was

not increased in this study. In the only other, but

smaller, study of this type Zir et al (1971) found

no significant increase in SWS and no significant

increase in growth hormone following exercise. They

wrote that "four of ten subjects had greater post-

exercise SWS" and "two of ten subjects had augmented

post exercise sleep release of human growth hormone".

This opens the possibility that different subjects

may respond in different ways viz. some may increase

the amounts or proportion of SWS after exercise and

some subjects may alter the intensity of SWS. In the

latter studies the subjects performed "light" and

"moderate" exercise.
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One important confounding variable of the effect of

sleep after exercise is the stress induced by the

exercise. If high levels of exercise are required to

elicit the effect of exercise in SWS then this exercise

is likely to cause greater stress in unfit subjects.

This may explain why the clearest demonstrations of

increase of slow wave sleep following exercise has been

in fit subjects performing strenuous exercise. Even in

this 'ideal' situation in which fit subjects have been

studied for several days after intensive exercise

(Shapiro et al , 1981b) the stress effect on the first

post- exercise day possibly masked some of the effects

of increased energy expenditure on sleep. Furthermore,

training may serve as a facilitatory factor for SWS

expression (just as physical training facilitates a

variety of physiological responses - see Chapter 6).

There are other facets of training which may cause an

increase in SWS. The increase in lean body mass has

been suggested as one possibility (see Chapter 9).
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IV Sleep Alteration with Exercise

One may consider that a variety of changes of

sleep pattern may occur following exercise which would

be consistant with the model of sleep and particularly

SWS being restorative. These include: a) increase in

sleep duration; b) decrease in sleep latency; c)

decrease in movement during sleep; d) increase in SWS -

possibly particularly in stage 4; e) decrease in REM

sleep and an associated delay before the first

appearance of REM; f) stage 2 may increase as a

component of increased duration of sleep and of a

lower intensity restorative process, however, if there

are very marked increases in SWS then stage 2 would

probably be lower and g) the occurrence of slow waves in

stage 2 may increase without a change of sleep stage

classification. There are no studies which show all of

these changes but almost all studies on the effect of

exercise on sleep have shown these changes to some

extent. In Table 5.3 I have listed the studies which

have addressed the question of sleep after exercise and

abstracted a quotation from these studies which is most

consistent with the theory and predicted changes after

exercise (see above). For a few studies in which no

support for the hypothesis was found a quotation to

that effect is listed. The studies are very variable

and some of the authors would probably not agree that

their studies are supportive of the notion that sleep
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pattern changes after exercise in such a manner such

that there is a tendency towards greater restoration.

However, when one considers that the EEG measure of SWS

is really perhaps a crude approximation of the essence

of the restorative nature of sleep it would seem that

the overall pattern of results that suggests greater

recovery after exercise is quite definite.
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V Subjective Effects

The few studies that have addressed the question

of subjective feeling after exercise have generally

concluded that subjects feel more tired and more sleepy

after exercise and if the exercise is not too extreme

the subjects feel that they sleep better after exercise

(c.f. Porter and Home, 1981). I have carried out a

survey on sleep-related questions in a random sample of

the general population and in a separate survey of

hospital out-patients. In both groups approximately

forty percent stated that exercise helped them to sleep

(Shapiro and Bachmeyer, in preparation). One

contradictory report is that of Moss et al (1980) who

showed no subjective change in sleep in workers doing

heavy, average or light work.

VI Sleep Effect on Performance

A different aspect of the interaction of sleep and

exercise is the effect of a varying sleep pattern on

athletic performance. A diurnal variation in

performance has previously been demonstrated (Rodahl ^t

al, 1976). Although no direct studies of this type

have been carried out it would be reasonable to predict

that as with other physiological parameters which have

a normal range, certain sleep patterns may be conducive

to better athletic performance. This is supported by

two types of studies. Firstly, in comparing fit and
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unfit subjects Griffin and Trinder (1978) have shown

greater levels in SWS in the fit subjects and Walker _et

al (1978) have shown that fitness is associated with

reduced eye movement activity during sleep in normal

subjects. These observations point to a sleep

adaptation associated with fitness (see Chapter 6).

Secondly, studies of sleep deprivation and sleep lack

have shown changes in performance following disruption

of sleep. The results of Donnell (1969) show that to

detect performance impairment after sleep deprivation

the shorter the deprivation the longer the performance

test required. It has further been found (Davey, 1973)

that physical exertion and sleep deprivation interact

to produce a deterioration of performance. Wilkinson

et al (1966) showed that "less than 5 hours sleep on a

single night impaired vigilance; less than 3 hours

impaired calculation".

It is interesting to note that in a recent study

on the effect of sleep deprivation on performance (Webb

and Levy, 1982) older subjects were more effected by

sleep deprivation.

There are many situations in which sleep is

disturbed prior to athletic event e.g. recent change

in time zone; excitement of the athlete causing early

arousal; early start of the event especially endurance

(i.e. longer events) and events requiring early

arousal. All these factors will disturb sleep and
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hence probably alter performance. The final point

relating to sleep in the athlete is that there are

certain extreme endurance events which require marked

sleep deprivation (see Chapter 8). It would seem

prudent that these events have medical cover. In

addition, an awareness by the athletes "back-up team"

of the potential effects of sleep deprivation on the

athlete should be appreciated. This subject has been

recently reviewed by Opstad et al (1978).

The effects of exercise on sleep can be summarized

as exercise increases slow wave sleep; increases sleep

duration; decreases sleep onset latency; increases

growth hormone release during sleep; delays and may

decrease REM sleep; increases subjective tiredness and

alters the amplitude and frequency of EEG patterns

within the recognised (visually scored) sleep patterns.
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Table 5 .1

Situations of increased slow wave sleep

Young - especially adolescents

Following exercise

Fit subjects

Prolonged prior wakefulness

Following sleep interruption

During and following chronic short sleep time

Short sleepers (proportionately)

Starv ation

Anorexia nervosa on refeeding

Hyperthryoid patients

Hypothyroid patients on treatment

Following selective SWS depression

Following amino acid or glucose intake

Situations of prolonged bed rest

Fenfluramine medication

Table 5.2

Situations of decreased slow wave sleep

Aged

Quadriplegic patients

Blind subjects

Hypothyroid subjects

Sheehan's syndrome

Selective depression of SWS (experimental)
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Table 5.3

Quotes from studies on sleep after exercise

Adamson et al
1 974

"Plasma growth hormone levels (during
sleep) were significantly increased
after exercise".

Baekeland & Lasky
1 966

Baekeland 1970

Bittel et al
1978

Bonnet 1980

Browman 1980

Browman and

Cartwright 1 980

Browman and Tepas
1976

Buguet et al 1980

Studies in "athletes under three
different conditions of exercise

suggest(s) a general positive
relationship between exercise and
the amount of slow-wave (delta) sleep".

"Stage 4 and delta sleep were greater
on exercise than non-exercise nights".

After exercise "Decreased latency to
sleep onset; Decreased latency for
stage 3; Increased amount of stage 3".

"There was a significant reduction in
REM and a significant increase in stage
4 on the march night as compared to the
average of the baseline conditions".

"A 50% reduction in sleep latency after
moderate amounts of static exercise",
also "an exercise related increase in
SWS during the first period of NREM
sleep...given the moderate level of
the exercise, a change in the
all-night sleep pattern is not
expected" .

In the first NREM cycle "Sleep latency is
reduced; SWS is increased and movement
time is reduced following exercise".

"Increase in REM latency after exercise"
non significant increases in SWS
following various amounts of exercise
in normal subjects.

After marching "sleep latencies were
decreased" Four subjects exhibited an
increase in stage 3 during the last
third of the exercise nights (mean:
163.3 + 7.3% of control values). The
other 2 subjects showed disturbed sleep
and increased corticosteroid release

suggesting a stress effect.
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Des jardings et al
1974

Decrease in REM after exercise

Griffin and Trinder
1978

Hauri 1 968

Hauri 1969

Home and Porter
1975 and 1976
(one study)

Lubin et al 1976

Maloletnev et al
1975

Maloletnev et al
1 977

Moses et al 1 977a

Paxton et al

(in preparation)

Porter and Home
1 981

"Fit subjects had higher levels of SWS
than unfit. Following exercise, the level
of SWS increased in the fit subjects".

"This study lends no support to the
hypothesis that specific "kinds of sleep
repres ent. .. recovery from specific waking
activities " .

"Despite high physiological arousal,
sleep onset after evening exercise was
marginally shorter as compared with
'relaxation' and significantly shorter
as compared with 'studying'".

"During the first half of the afternoon
exercise night, and particularly before
the first REM period, stage 3 showed a
significant increase. Although stages 4
and 2ii before the first REM period
tended to show increases, they did not
individually reach significance".

"Exercise definitely increases
performance decrement and sleepiness
due to sleep loss".

"Following intense afternoon exercise
most consistent changes were in
evidence: an increase in stage 4
of slow wave sleep and decrease in
the paradoxical phase of sleep".

"Intensive afternoon exercise was

shown to prolong stage 4 of slow
wave phase of sleep, the change
being most significant and stable
during the first cycle of sleep".

"The exercise group had a higher
percent total sleep time".

"SWS may more reflect long term
activity levels rather than being
responsible for day to day variations".

"The findings indicate that fit people
may need less sleep and/or sleep more
efficiently than unfit people".
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Shapiro et ' al 1975 "A progressive increase in SWS over
the whole night sleep record was
found with progressively increasing
physical fatigue".

Shapiro 1978

Shapiro 1979

"After an extended marathon, stage 4
increased for 2 nights but stage 3
increased only on the second
night after the marathon".

"Increase in SWS after
marathon in two middle

comrades

aged athletes"

Shapiro and
Verschoor 1979

Shapiro et al
1979

Shapiro et al
1 981 a

Shapiro and
Bachmeyer
(in preparation)

Trinder et al

(in preparation)

"Total sleep time and percent SWS
increased after marathon. SWS may
be related to training".

Exercise stress in a neutral
environment and after first exposure
to exercise in the heat, was associated
with significant increases in SWS and
stage 4 sleep.

"The quantitative increase in total
sleep time and particularly in SWS and
the qualitative shift toward more
stage 4 sleep immediately after
metabolic stress support the theory
that sleep (particularly SWS) is a
recovery period for daily activity".

"Increase feeling of sleepiness after
ex ercise".

"The results indicated a significant
effect of physical fitness on SWS
in the younger age group but not the
older".

Trinder et al
1 932

Walker et al 1978

"The results with respect to physical
fitness are consistent with the

hypothesis that there is a negative
relationship between metabolic rate
and sleep cycle length".

"Runners showed a significantly higher
proportion and greater absolute amount
of NREM sleep than the non-runners.
There was a trend toward higher TST
in runners than in non-runners".
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Zir et al 1971 "4 of 10 subjects had greater post-
exercise SWS. In both exercise groups
there was an increase in the mean

total sleep time after exercise".

Zloty et al 1973 "Distance runners had more slow-wave
(stage 3+4) sleep than a group who
engaged in regular exercise presumably
at a less strenuous level" .

Animal Studies

Boland and Dewsbury In rats: "wheel running produced
1971 increases in sleep as indicated,

for example, in the greater percent
of the time spent in SWS and
the shorter latency to first SWS".

Hobson 1 968 In cats: after treadmill exercise
"the increase in amount of

synchronised (slow wave) sleep is
a composite function of earlier
onset, increased frequency,
and increased duration of that state".

Matsumoto et al In rats: "slow wave sleep appeared
1963 earlier after treadmill exercise than

in the control experiment" and
"paradoxical sleep first appeared
significantly later than in the control
experiment".

L eg end

REM - Rapid Eye Movement sleep
SWS - Slow wave sleep (stage 3+4)
TST - Total sleep time

Note: This table has been constructed to best show the

support that does exist for the theory that sleep
is "more restorative" after exercise.
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I Introduction

Physical fitness influences a variety of

biological systems (Saltin, 1969; Bloom et al, 1976;

Scheuer and Tipton, 1977 ; Senay and Kok, 1977; Clausen,

1977; Nadel et al, 1978; Winder et al, 1977 and

Adolfsson et al, 1981) and there is debate (Keys,

1970; Morris et al, 1980; Olivier and Kriel 1978) about

the desirability of training programmes. The question

may be asked whether fitness alters sleep patterns?

As reviewed in chapter five many studies have

shown an increase in SWS after exercise but this is not

invariably the case. Two critical considerations have

been the amount of work performed (Shapiro et al , 1975)

and the state of fitness of the subjects. Those studies

with equivocal or seemingly negative results appear to

have used unfit subjects whereas the more clear-cut

results of an exercise effect on sleep have been

studies in which the subjects were athletes. Secondly

there have been differing effects of exercise on

sleep patterns described in a single study with both fit

and unfit subjects (Griffin and Trinder, 1978). Finally

it is inescapable that fit subjects are chronically

exercising more than unfit subjects. If they were not

exercising, then their state of fitness would decline

rapidly.

For these reasons it seemed valuable to study the

effect of change in level of fitness on sleep pattern.
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There is much current interest in the benefits of

jogging and being fit and the sleep effect is one which

has not previously been considered in this way.

II Method

Eight new army recruits were studied at the start,

middle and end of their initial 18 week training

programme. At each of these three points in the basic

training programme, each subject was studied for four

consecutive nights in the REH sleep laboratory. On each

laboratory night electrodes for EEG, EOG and EMG

recording were attached. On each "sleep night" I was

assisted by a technician in preparing the subjects for

the sleep recordings. Lights-off was always at

2200h. Morning awakening was at 0545h during the first

set of four nights (at the start of the training

period) and at 0600h at the middle and end of the

training period. The first two of each set of four

recorded nights were treated as adaptation nights to

reduce the possible "first night effect" (Agnew et al ,

1966). Sleep recordings were scored 'blind' according

to the criteria of Rechtschaffen and Kales (1968).

Sleep was characterised by the means of data from the

latter two nights on each set of four nights.

In close temporal proximity to the sleep

recordings, but never on the same day, so as to avoid a

direct exercise effect on sleep, each subject spent two
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non-consecutive days in the exercise laboratory.

Changes in fitness were assessed in two ways. On the

first day a maximal exercise test was performed to

determine maximal oxygen uptake (VO^ max, ml .min-"*" •kg-"'"
STPD) . To obtain VO^ max the subjects exercised on a
treadmill at an incline of 6^ , at increasing rates

designed to produce V02 max within 5-7 min.
Immediately prior to completion of the test, three

estimations of V02 and VCO2 were made at increasing
work loads. Timed collections of expired gas were made

into a series of Douglas bags. Expired volume was then

measured by a Tissot spirometer, mixed expired oxygen

concentration by Servomex OAIII paramagnetic oxygen

analyzer and mixed expired carbon dioxide concentration

by Uras infra-red carbon dioxide meter (Godart

capnograph). Gas analyzers were calibrated with

02:N2:CC>2 mixtures analysed by the Lloyd- Haldane
apparatus. Prior to this short (5-7 minute) intensive

exercise effort and within one minute following the

completion of this burst of exercise, a venous blood

sample was taken for 2,3 diphosphoglyceric acid

estimation. These studies were carried out in the Royal

Infirmary, Edinburgh and are discussed in Appendix II.

On the second day of the pair of days spent in the

exercise laboratory on each occasion, the subjects

performed a progressive exercise test on a bicycle

ergometer (Elema Schonander). Work load was increased
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at two minute intervals such that the subjects

tolerated 18-24 min on the ergometer. During the

second minute at each work load, a venous blood sample

was withdrawn from an in-dwelling catheter for

estimation of lactic acid(LA) concentration. Samples of

mixed expired gas were taken and analysed as above for

estimation of VC>2 and VC02. Expired minute ventilation
and respiratory frequency were measured continuously

on-line to a PDP 11-40 computer using techniques

previously described (Flenley et al, 1979). LA

turn point was calculated by plotting LA concentration

(analysed by R.Bains using a Boehringer kit method)

against oxygen consumption recordings and a line fit

computed (Hinkley, 1969). Although this is probably

the best accepted method of defining lactate turnpoint

- which is considered to be a rigorous test of

fitness, I observed that the lactate results appeared

to fit a curve rather than two straight lines. For

some of the results reported in the literature the same

appears to apply. For this reason (and with

appropriate statistical advice) an alternative method

of expressing the change in lactate with increasing

workload was devised. This is further discussed in

Appendix I. The oxygen consumption at this lactic

turn point, when expressed as a percentage of V02 max

(as assessed on the treadmill) was used as a measure of

fitness (Williams et al, 1967) as were the oxygen
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consumption levels at both 2minol. I-"*" and 4mmol.l-"'" blood

lactate levels (Astrand and Rodahl, 1970).

For both procedures in the exercise laboratory a team

of experimentors and technicians were involved. They

are acknowledged at the start of the thesis.

Approximately one week after the sleep and fitness

measures were carried out, lean body mass as calculated

frcn measurement of total body potassium estimation

(Boddy et al , 1971) was obtained for each subject.

These results are further discussed in chapter nine.

Ill Statistical Analysis

A correlation analysis was carried out for the

various sleep and fitness variables. This was done by

computing the combined correlation coefficient between

variables over the three phases (18 degrees of

freedom). To test for changes in sleep and fitness

parameters between the three training phases, analyses

of variance were carried out using the eight subjects

and subsequently a t-test was carried out (see Table

6.1). The t-tests were based on 14 d.f. since

analysis of variance with a two way classification was

used, the 8 subjects being blocks, the 3 occasions

treatments i.e. (8-1) (3-1) = 14 d.f. (Snedecor and

Cochran, 1971). Mean values together with their

standard errors are given in Table 6.1. (Different

statisticians have given differing opinions as to

whether 7 or 14 d.f. should be used in these t-tests.
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I have taken the advice of Mr Adams. Professor Finney

has emphasized that "the number of d.f. is always

determined by the number of d.f. on which the error

mean square is based" (Finney 1982, personal

communication).

IV Results

Increase in both fitness (as defined by lactate

turn point) p<0.05 and lean body mass p<0.01 were seen

over the first nine weeks. This is shown graphically

in Figure 6.1. The former increased further while the

latter fell by the third measurements.The mean increase

in VC>2 max between the first and second measures from
51.3 ml •min-"'" .kg-"'" to 55.2 ml .min-"*" .kg-"'" was signifi¬

cant (p<0 .01) .

These results show that significant changes

occurred in both cardiovascular fitness and muscle bulk

(see Figure 6.2) ever the training period but that most

of this change was limited to the first nine weeks of

training. Lean body mass and lactate threshold level

were shown to be significantly correlated r= 0.4625

(p< 0 .05) .

The results of the sleep studies show a

significant (p< 0.001) increase in sleep efficiency

(total sleep time/total recording time) from the first

to the subsequent two measures i.e. at the middle and

end of the training period (see Table 6.1). Both the
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absolute duration and number of shifts into wakefulness

and drowsiness (stages 0 and 1) in the first seven

hours (the minimum duration that each subject slept on

every night in the laboratory) of sleep, decreased

significantly (p<0.001) over the first nine weeks of

training. This significant improvement in sleep

pattern was maintained to the end of the training

period with regard to the number of shifts to stage 0

and 1, and the duration of wakefulness in the sleep

period at the end of the training programme was half

that at the start of the training programme. Over the

course of the training period there were no significant

changes in the number of shifts into SWS but there was

a significant increase (p<0.001) in the duration of SWS

(in the first 7h of sleep) over the training period

(Table 6.1). There were no significant changes in

duration of REM sleep at the different time of the

training periods (see Fig. 6.3).

An example of the change in sleep pattern is given

in table 6.2 in which the absolute duration of NREM

sleep occurring in the first six hours of sleep (a

period which all subjects slept on all nights). Both

the figures for the third and fourth nights of each set

of four nights is given together with the mean of the

two nights. This mean was used in the statistical

analyses. There are approximately a hundred such

tables that could be considered and which can be
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generated from the computer analysis of the "hand scored

sleep records. I thought it appropriate to consider

only a limited number of these variables which were pre¬

dicted to change. These are shown in table 6.1.

Similarly the approximately fifty measures carried out

in the exercise laboratory have not been tabulated here.

Some of these results are discussed further in appendices

one and two.

A correlation analysis showed SWS (in mins of SWS

in the first 7h of sleep) to be significantly (p<0.01)

correlated (r = 0.5281) with fitness (using lactate

turn point as the criterion of fitness). The

significant (p<0.05) negative correlation (r = -0.5067)

found between anabolic threshold and sleep onset

latency (i.e. the number of minutes from lights out to

the first appearance of stage 2 sleep) could imply that

with the acquisition of fitness the duration required

to fall asleep was shorter although part of the change

may be due to the greater famil iarity with the

laboratory setting. With measurement at three

intervals during the training period the correlation

between change in fitness and change in sleep onset

latency could not be estimated with great reliability.
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Table 6.1

Sleep and fitness changes over 18 week training period

Mean Significance
Start(1) Middle(2) End(3) S.E.M. Iv2 2v3 lv3

Dtal Sleep Time (min)
leep efficiency

leep onset latency (min)

of sleep period spent
wake
of 1st 7h spent in SWS

lifts to awake and

;age 1 in 1st 7h

■ean body mass (kg)

max, on treadmill
-nl. min- )

>2 max (ml. min-"*" .kg-^")
2mmol/L lactate as

of current VO2 max

>2 4mmol/L lactate as
of current VO^ max

>2 lactate turning point
i % initial VC>2 max
:art rate after 10 min
i ergometer

*p<0.05

446 .2
96 .2

465 .8
98 .2

47 3 .2
98 .4

1.7
0 .4

★ ★ ★

★ * *

kkk

NS

★ ★ ★

★ * *

9.7 4.7 4.8 1 .4 ★ * NS k k

1.7
21 .9

0.6
29.9

0.7
28 .5

0.2
1.5

***

* **

NS
NS

kkk

kkk

13 .1 5.9 7.3 1.5 ** * NS kkk

56 .6 57 .9 56 .6 0.4 * * * ★ NS

3178 3434 3360 60 ** * NS ★ ★

51 .3 55 .2 52 .8 1 . Ox ★ ★ k NS

47 .0 53 .6 66 .9 2.5 k kkk ** *

62 .7 66 .4 73.2 2 .4 NS kk ** *

52 .0 58 .6 58 .3 2.6 * NS *

161 .9 145 .1 144 .0 2.3 ★ ★ ★ NS ***

**p<0 .01 ***p<0. 001

Sleep onset latency is not normally distributed. The statistical test
used for this variable were a Friedman analysis of variance and
subsequently a Wilcoxon test. For all other variables a parametric
analysis of variance and standard t-tests were considered more
appropriate.

(VO2 max = maximal oxygen uptake. SWS = slow wave sleep (stages 3+4
of non-REM sleep).
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Table 6.2

NREM in first six hours

■Subject Start Middle End
night 3 night 4 mean night 3 night 4 mean night 3 night 4 mean

317.2 298.7 308.0 281.7 289.2 285.5 259.2 297.7 278.5

303.4 272.4 287.9 306.5 291.0 298.8 260.5 283.6 272.1

273.2 242.2 257 .7 258.6 305.3 282 280.0 259.2 269.6

272.1 268.4 270.3 276.9 286.0 281.5 262.2 276.8 269.5

268.3 255.9 262.1 273.4 253.3 263.4 265.3 314.3 289.8

297.8 278.8 288.3 312.5 238.7 275.6 315.9 265.4 290.7

270.0 307.2 288.6 287.7 297.9 292.8 302.5 334.8 318.7

258.6 261.6 260.1 296.2 279.7 288 262.4 279.6 271.0
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However, examination of the means in Table 6.1 does

lend support to the suggestion of an inverse

relationship between fitness and sleep onset latency.

V Discussion

The restorative function of sleep may be modulated

by of an increase in sleep intensity (Shapiro,

1981a; Borbely et al, 1981). Previous comparisons

between the sleep patterns of fit subjects to normative

data (Baekeland and Lasky, 1966; Zloty et al, 1973)

have suggested that fit subjects may have more SWS.

These studies suffer from having different laboratories

scoring the sleep patterns. Two studies (Griffin and

Trinder 1978 and Walker et al, 1978) have directly

compared sleep patterns in groups of fit and unfit

subjects. The results of these studies can be seen as

both suggesting greater restorative sleep in the

athletes although the respective authors consider their

studies to be contradictory. Griffin and Trinder

(1978) observed a higher level of SWS in fit as

compared to unfit subjects. Walker et al (1978) did

not find an increased level of SWS when comparing the

sleep patterns of a fit group of subjects with an unfit

group, but they did find an increase in non-REM sleep

in the fit group and the runners tended to have longer

total sleep times than the non-runners in their study.

The former study shows a qualitative increase in sleep

intensity while the latter emphasises a quantative
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change. An inherent problem (recognised by Griffin and

Trinder, 1978 and Walker et al, 1978) is that there are

probably many aspects of life style, other than

fitness, that differ when one compares athletes with

non-athletes. One example of this difference may be

type, timing and amount of food intake which may

influence sleep patterns (Adam 1930). Observing sleep

patterns in a group undergoing a training programme has

effectively allowed each subject to act as his own

control in the present study. Unfortunately it was not

possible to run a non-training control condition of

matched subjects.

The possibility that stress at the time of the

first set of measurements may have influenced the

subjects' performance was considered, but no evidence

was found to support this idea. In the exercise tests

effort, was maximal and in the sleep recordings the

extra precaution of the second adaptation night was

incorporated to ensure familiarity with the sleep

laboratory before recording nights. Both of these

factors militate against stress being a factor. Most

studies suggest that at times of stress REM sleep is

usually decreased. Over the duration of this study

there were no significant changes in either the

absolute duration (see Fig.6.1) or the relative

proportion of REM sleep. This observation suggests

that stress was not a factor in the changes in the

sleep patterns seen in this study and therefore I do
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Figure 6 .1

Graphical illustration of the change in maximal oxygen
consumption in the left graph indicating the mean and S.E.
for the eight subjects at the (from left to right) start,
middle and end of the training period. The p values
here (and in figure 6.2) are based on simple paired t-tests.
Frctn the right half of the figure canbe appreciated the
impressive change in fitness. The absolute level at which
LTP occurs is much to the right as there is a larger
discriminator at the middle and end points (see appendix 1).

3500 _

p< 0.001
I 1

p<0.001
I 1

NS
I 1

3000

O1 2500
>

2000
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Figure 6 .2

Change in lean body mass over the training period.

p <0.02
I 1

NS
I 1
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Figure 6

Duration spent in each sleep

end of training period (mean

3

stage at start, middle and

+ SE) .
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not think that the results are merely a reflection of

adaptation to army life.

The significant improvements in sleep, by a variety

of criteria (viz. greater sleep efficiency, shorter

latency to sleep onset, less awakening and more SWS)

which are shown to result frctn training can be

considered to be consistent with the restorative theory

of sleep (Oswald, 1 980). The observation (Othmer _et

al, 1974b) that there is a positive linear relation

between the average level of plasma growth hormone

concentration and the height to weight ratio for

subjects in the 20 to 30 year age bracket, suggests

that not only the EEG defined ccmposition of sleep may

change following a fitness training programme but the

metabolic events during such sleep may be different.

Some of the results described in this chapter form

the basis of an article about to appear in the European

Journal of Applied Physiology (Shapiro et al, in press.
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CHAPTER 7

Literature review of growth hormone (GH) and prolactin

(PRL) physiology with special reference to sleep

related release
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I Growth hormone - sleep interaction

a) Introduction

Growth hormone (GH) is one of several hormones

released from the pituitary gland. It controls many

aspects of metabolism, growth and has recently been

realised to affect brain development. Growth hormone

is unquestionably anabolic, acting in a variety of ways

to increase cell number while insulin probably has the

effect of increasing cell size (Cheek, 1978). New

effects of GH are still being discovered, particularly

in relation to its action in the brain (cf Rodger and

Fellows, 1979). Growth hormone is formed in acidophil

alpha cells of the anterior pituitary. Human growth

hormone concentration falls as a result of glucose

administration and rises following a fall in glucose

e.g. following insulin administration. High growth

hormone levels are observed during fasting; after a

protein rich meal; during the neo-natal period; after

physical exercise; after physical trauma in the form

of surgery and following mental stress. There are

numerous other influences on GH levels. These have

been tabulated by Martin (1976).

b) Exercise effect on GH release

One of the earliest observations that daytime

activity can influence the nocturnal hormone secretion

is that by Ogunremi et al (1973) who showed that growth
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hormone released during sleep is altered by the

physical exercise of playing squash.

It has been shown that growth hormone release is

dependent on the intensity of exercise (Sutton and

Lazarus, 1976). In a study in which I collaborated

carried out by Trinder et al (in preparation) comparison

of hormone release during sleep in fit and unfit subjects

has been performed. It should be pointed out that daytime

release of growth hormone in response to physical

exercise has been shown to be related to the degree of

fitness of the subject (Sutton et al, 1969) . The

training level of the subjects has also been shown to

be a factor in growth hormone release during exercise

(Hartley et al, 1972 and Rennie and Johnson, 1974). In

a more recent study, Raynaud et al (1981) compared the

growth hormone release in people living at low altitude

and at high altitude. They found that in people at

high altitude, resting values of growth hormone were

higher and that the rate of increase of growth hormone

at the beginning of exercise is faster and earlier but

peak levels were similar. The above studies suggest

that hypoxia may have sane effect on GH release. It

would appear that the time course of hormone release as

well as maximum concentration may be relevant in

varying situations.
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c) Physiological action of GH and implications

In their extensive review entitled 'Growth Hormone

and Protein Metabolism' (Kostyo and Nutting, 1974) note

that "The effects of growth hormone on amino acid

transport, nucleic acid synthesis and protein synthesis

appear to vary with respect to time course and

qualitative nature, depending on the target tissue

involved". Growth hormone stimulates the movement of

amino acids from the blood into the tissues but it is

probable that this is not the case for all amino acids

(Knobil, 1966). It has been suggested that the

transport of amino acids across the cell membrane which

results frcm growth hormone stimulation may in fact

be the result of the formation of proteins involved in

membrane transport (Manchester, 1970).

Kostyo and Nutting have succinctly stated the

effect of growth hormone on protein metabolism, nucleic

acid metabolism and amino acid transport in a variety

of tissues. Comments about growth hormone effects on

the brain are limited but is an area in which there is

likely to be a growth of knowledge in the near future.

A possible chain of events may be that during sleep,

cyclic nucleotide levels rise due to decreased demand

from other activities. Growth hormone may then act

with an effect of decreasing intracellular cyclic

nucleotide concentration and with resultant stimulation

of protein synthesis.
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Growth hormone effect may be delayed and in the

case of the synthesis of neucleic acid, the effects can

be observed after 18 to 24 hours (Florini and Breuer,

1966). This opens the possibility of growth hormone

not only immediately affecting metabolism during a

current sleep period but GH may promote anabolic

activity in a subsequent sleep or waking period. This

would imply that the restorative effect of sleep may

outlive the sleep period both in the effect on the

organism as subjectively experienced after sleep and

that the actual processes of restoration may be ongoing

subsequent to the sleep period.

d) Sleep release

In an editorial Oswald (1978), in referring to

pulses of hormone secretion, has stated that "sleep is

the best established co-ordinator of such pulses,

whether in bringing about the increase secretion

itself, or, in the case of non- sleep dependent but

circadian secretions, as the key factor that governs

readjustment of the circadian rhythms after, for

example, time zone change".

The first report of raised levels of GH during the

night emanated frcm Edinburgh (Hunter and Rigal, 1965).

This was shortly followed by reports of increased

levels of growth hormone during behaviourally observed

sleep in humans (Hunter et al , 1966; Quabbe et al,
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1966). At this time the postulated mechanism for the

nocturnal GH release was hypoglycaemia. A couple of

years later, reports from Japan and the United States

appeared showing GH to increase quite dramatically

shortly after sleep onset. These reports had the

powerful addition of electroencephalographic monitoring

which not only allowed the experimentors to show GH

release to be specifically related to sleep but to

further show that the increase in GH occurred at the

time of the initial slow wave sleep episode. Slow wave

sleep is that period of sleep characterised by high

amplitude low frequency EEG waves and by many criteria,

particularly in humans, it can be considered the

"deepest" stage of sleep. These

electroencephalographically monitored studies allowed

the investigators (Honda et al, 1969; Takahashi et al,

1968; Sassin et al, 1969a; Parker et al, 1968 and 1969)

to quite categorically associate growth hormone rises

with sleep rather than with the suggestion of the

earlier behavioural suggestions that the increase in

growth hormone may be raised due to the effect of

prolonged absence of food i.e. fasting.
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Approximately 70-90 per cent of GH released during a

24 hour period occurs in the first 2 hours of sleep

(Mendelson et al, 1980a and b) in most normal subjects.

Early experiments had shown that growth hormone

secretion rate is maximal during sleep (Alford et al,

1971 and reported in more detail in Alford et al , 197 3a

and b). Parker and Rossman (1973a) state that 60 per

cent of the area under the plot of daily (51 release

occurs during the sleeping period. It is possible that

GH is not physiologically active until a certain

threshold level is achieved (Kostyo and Isaksson, 1977)

and a single peak level of GH has been shown to promote

an increase in protein synthesis for almost 24 hours

(Florini and Breuer 1966).These observations suggest

that the initial GH peak after sleep onset may trigger

an anabolic period lasting far longer than the duration

of maximal secretion of GH i.e. possibly throughout the

sleep period and into wakefulness but perhaps with the

major effects during the early SWS period. Growth

hormone release during sleep has been the subject of

several reviews including those of Weitzman (1976),

Parker et al (1979); Takahashi (1974 and 1979); Brown

et al (1978) and in a more general chapter by Mendelson

et al (1977). Only certain aspects of growth hormone

release during sleep will be considered in this review.
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II Deprivation Studies

a) Total sleep deprivation

One of the classical methods of studying sleep

physiology is to consider the effects of sleep

deprivation. It is well known that sleep deprivation

causes prolonged slow wave sleep at the beginning of

the recovery period (Berger and Oswald, 1962; Taub and

Berger, 1973) and it has also been shown that the

amount of slow wave sleep in the sleep period is

proportional to the preceeding wakeful period (Webb and

Agnew, 1971). If GH release is part of the recovery

process that SWS has been considered to be, then it may

be expected that following deprivation there would be

an increase in GH release. As there are no specific

studies on the effect of sleep deprivation on growth

hormone release in humans, I have considered this

question in a study described in Chapter 8.

There have been a few animal studies aimed at

obtaining an animal model for growth hormone release

Four species have been used with varying success.

In the rat, GH release was shown not to be

related to sleep phase (Willoughby et al, 1976); at the

other end of the spectrum, Parker et al (1972b) have

shown that in the baboon under ideal circumstances

sleep related GH release can be seen. In an initial

study on GH release in the rhesus monkey Jacoby et al
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(1974) could not show a definite rythmic pattern of GH

release in the species. They attributed this to the

more frequent wakenings and shorter sleep cycle in this

species and the lack of consolidation of SWS. The same

authors (Jacoby et al , 1975) found that following 76

hours of sleep deprivation the rhesus monkey shows a

clear growth hormone secretion during recovery sleep

which was predominantly SWS. Although GH peaks

associated with SWS were not seen, the conclusion to be

drawn from this study is that after sleep deprivation

when the teleological "need" for recovery is greater

this is partially facilitated by an increase in

circulating GH level. These authors suggest that there

was not a specific stress effect causing increased

growth hormone towards the end of the enforced

wakefulness. Takahashi et al (1978) have shown that

growth hormone release is sleep dependent in the dog.

They further showed that following sleep deprivation

the increase in duration of prior wakefulness led to an

increased incidence of sleep related GH peaks in the

recovery sleep (Takahashi et al , 1979).

b) SWS deprivation

Two such studies involving sleep deprivation (Sassin

et al, 1969b and Karacan et al, 1971) have been

specifically orientated towards studying the

relationship of SWS and GH secretion. These papers

comprising 5 and 10 young males respectively which
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showed that SWS deprivation delays or supresses GH

secretion and pointed to SWS being a triggering

mechanism for GH release. Neither study showed an

increase in GH following deprivation however this may

be considered not too surprising in view of the limited

amount of sleep deprivation. Furthermore the amount of

delta activity in stage 2 in SWS deprived subjects may

be sufficient to trigger GH release. Beck et al

(1976b) found a decrease in peak GH levels during the

first two sleep cycles with SWS deprivation.

c) Naps

Othmer et al (1974a) and Karacan et al (1975) found

that GH release was not directly proportional to SWS

level in the nap nor related to GH release the previous

night. In the former study there is the suggestion that

morning nap GH release may be inversely related to

stage 3 during the previous night. Afternoon naps which

are associated with more SWS have been shown to more

often have a GH peak. This can be interpreted as SWS

acting as the triggering mechanism or as a longer period

since prior sleep and therefore a greater "need" for

restoration and hence GH release. Alford et al (1973b)

found nap related peaks in male subjects but not in two

female subjects. In the GH sleep literature there are

few studies which have used female subjects and such

studies have often produced conflicting results. A

related approach is that carried out by Beck et al
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(1975) who woke subjects after two sleep cycles,' kept

them awake for one hour and then compared the SWS and

GH release in the subsequent two cycles on base-line

nights. Following wakening there is an increase in

both SWS and GH release which the authors state to be

"consistent with the belief that extra wakening brings

additional sleep of high restorative properties".

Similar results were described by Chihara et al (1977)

following either three hours enforced wakefulness or

wakening due to drug effects. Weitzman et al (1974)

showed that after a prolonged 3-hour sleep-wake cycle

the relationship of GH release to sleep persisted.

A further approach involving modification of the

sleep cycle is that of sleep phase reversal. These

studies (Sassin et al, 1969a and Miyatake et al, 1980)

have emphasized the close temporal relationship of GH

to sleep and SWS in particular. Unfortunately they

have not considered the extra wakefulness during

the transition period in terms of subsequent quantative

release of GH. Similar comments apply to studies in

v*hich sleep onset has been delayed or brought forward

by several hours (Honda et al, 1969 and Sassin et al,

1969a).
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Ill Is nocturnal growth hormone release physiological?

Although maximal GH release occurs early in

night usually shortly after SWS onset and more

accurately in relation to increased delta activity

(Pawel et al , 1972), there are many situations in which

SWS and GH release can be disassociated.

It can now be concluded that SWS is neither

sufficient nor a necessary condition for GH release

despite its physiological association. The

concept of SWS being a triggering mechanism for GH

release leads one to the question of whether GH

secretion at night is physiologicaly regulated in ways

similar to those understood to apply during waking

hours. This question can be considered from two

perspectives. One can observe the effect of a variety

of metabolic stimuli on nocturnal GH release and one

can consider the effect of GH on metabolism during the

night.

a) Metabolic influences

i) Uncontrolled

There are a number of reports which have

suggested that sleep GH secretion is not affected by

usual i.e. classically described metabolic

circumstances. The most obvious of these situations is

the lack of growth hormone suppression by induced
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hyperglycaemia during sleep (Parker and Rossman, 1971a;

Lucke and Glick, 1971a and Schnure and Lipmann, 1970).

However Lucke and Glick did find that under extreme

circumstances (i.e. serum glucose over 350mg per cent)

sleep GH is suppressed. Parker and Rossman conclude in

their paper that "this suggests sleep release is not a

substrate servorhythm comparable to waking GH release".

However, in the same paper they point out that there is

a decrease in nocturnal GH in obese subjects suggesting

scane metabolic control. Although these authors do not

see nocturnal GH under normal metabolic control, they

do conclude that this nocturnal GH release "may

facilitate protein synthesis and may perhaps be a

genetically determined anabolic sleep rhythm". They

had previously shown (Parker and Rossman, 1971b) that

GH release at night was similar in juvenile diabetics

and normal subjects and that fasting does not alter the

sleep release of GH (Parker et al, 1972a).

Chihara et al (1976) showed that infusion of

cyproheptadine started one hour before sleep causes an

increase in slow wave sleep and a total suppression of

GH release. In their study the authors conclude that

"the lack of correlation between nocturnal GH release

and plasma glucose, free fatty acids or insulin levels

sugests that sleep related GH release is not controlled

by systemic metabolic substrates but by central nervous

system rhythm". The opposite situation viz.
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hypoglycemia during sleep also suggests a GH

metabolism disassociation during sleep. Nakagawa

(1971) showed that diurnal variation in response to

insulin induced hypoglycaemia is sleep dependent not

time dependent. Parker and Rossman (1973a) quote an

unpublished study in which children of constitutional

short stature have a nocturnal GH release similar to

that of normal children and state that "in the main GH

release in sleep is relatively insensitive to acute

physiological regulators of wakeful release" (Parker

and Rossman, 1973b). The above studies suggest a lack

of metabolic GH effects during sleep. Other studies

have shown by pharmacological means, a dissociation

between SWS and GH release (Mendelson et al, 1975 and

1976). These authors have suggested that there may be

different neurotransmitter pathways controlling GH

release in different situations (Mendelson et al 1979).

Printz et al (1980b) have shown that with increasing

age, nocturnal release of GH declines but daytime

release is not much altered. This may be related to

the decline in SWS with increasing age.

ii) Controlled

There are certain stimuli which may alter

nocturnal GH release in a similar fashion to that

during wakefulness. An example of this is the effect

of exercise - a well known trigger for GH release

during the day (Hunter et al, 1965 and Schalch 1967).
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However the effect of daytime exercise has produced

contradictory effects on nocturnal GH release. Zir et

al (1971) found that only a couple of subjects in their

study had increased GH release after daytime exercise

whereas Adamson et al (1974) found a significant

increase in nocturnal GH release after daytime exercise

in their subjects. Beck et al (1976a) have not made

this comparison although their protocol would allow for

such a comparison.

Positive evidence for growth hormone being

influenced by metabolism at night is varied. Lipmann

et al (1972) showed that peak GH release during sleep

is significantly reduced by free fatty acids. This was

affected by the consumption of a corn oil derivative a

couple of hours before sleep onset. However, the same

authors state that "no correlation was found during

normal sleep between plasma glucose and free fatty

acids and the release of growth hormone co-incident

with controlled deep sleep periods". The effect of

steroid administration on nocturnal GH release has

produced conflicting results (Lucke and Glick, 1971b,

Krieger et al. , 1972).

A further example of physiologic control of GH

release during sleep is given in the study by Parker _et

al (1974a) who showed that somatostatin infusion can

block GH response during sleep as occurs following day¬

time stimuli normally producing GH release. It has been
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shown ( Schnure and Lipmann, 1970) that the slope of

disappearance of a glucose load is altered by the peak

of GH release during sleep. Goldsmith and Glick (1970)

suggested that "several seemingly independent mechan¬

isms for GH secretion exist". They observed no change

in GH release with varying nutritional intake.

b) Circadian effect

The possibility of a variation in circadian

activity of GH is suggested by the study by Rudman _et

al (1973) who showed a greater nitrogen retention if

GH is given to human subjects just prior to bedtime.

This may be indicative of a variety of metabolic

factors coming together to make the sleep period a

predominantly synthetic period. Another notable diurnal

variation in this regard is that of tyrosine which

decreases shortly after sleep onset. This may be relat¬

ed to the sleep related GH release and normal action

of GH in decreasing plasma amino acid level. This was

shown by Zir et al (197 2) who concluded "perhaps

in man decline in nocturnal tyrosine levels is due to

utilization in protein synthesis and is usually

facilitated by rhythmic GH release in early sleep".

Valk and van den Bosch (1978) showed an increase in

human ulnar length in adolescents during the night

suggesting that real growth does occur during sleep. It

has been suggested that nocturnal release of GH because
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of its stability (as compared to daytime release) in

normal subjects may be a useful tool in the detection

of GH deficiency (Eastman and Lazarus, 1973).

These authors found lower levels of nocturnal GH

in children with asthma. Three hypopituitary

children showed no nocturnal GH surge (Eastman and

Lazarus, 1973). Previously Illig et al (1971) had

stated "GH release during deep sleep seemed to occur

even more consistently than after insulin or arginine

stimulation". Their results would suggest that a

nocturnal rather than daytime sleep-test would be

necessary. Variations on this pattern have been

described (Mace et al 1970).

IV Prolactin

a) Physiology and function

In an editorial in The Lancet (August 4th 1979)

the question is asked "What does prolactin do in man?"

and the succinct answer given is that "apart from its

obvious role in lactation, we are still no clearer

about what (if anything) prolactin does in normal

subjects". It should be realised that it is

relatively recently that prolactin has been isolated

and characterised (Frantz and Kleinberg, 1970; Archer,

1980).
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One of the early observations suggesting that PRL

release was sleep related was that of Nokin et al

(1972) who found peak circadian levels between 1 and 5

a.m. They noted that PRL levels in women were 1.5

times greater than that in males and that in pregnant

women there was a further 2.3 fold increase. In

pathological conditons, changes in prolactin secretion

have been found, e.g. raised levels of prolactin are

found in seme impotent men (Franks et al., 1978) and

in seme wonen with amenorrhoea. Extrapolation of a

physiological effect of prolactin being that of

gonadal suppression does not seem tenable.

The possible function of prolactin in mammalian

males include prcmotion of growth of the prostate and

seminal vesicles. Other suggested physiological

roles of prolactin include the possibility that

nocturnal secretion of prolactin may trigger the

release of dehyaroepiandrosterone (DHA). The essence

of this suggestion is the observation ( Popp et al . ,

1979) that there is a correlation between prolactin

level in boys before puberty and nocturnal DHA. A

further role of prolactin may be in the control of the

development of the foetal adrenal cortex (Winters _et

al . , 1975) . Raised levels of prolactin occur in a

variety of situations including following stress such

as marathon running (Dessypris et a1., 1979) and

following certain pathological situations such as

epileptic seizures and following the trauma associated
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with surgical procedures and after breast stimulation

(Noel et al., 1972a and 1972b).

Other stimuli which cause the release of

prolactin include suckling, ovarian steroids and

mating. In mammals, significnt levels of prolactin

are first secreted when cyclic ovarian function begins

at the time of puberty. While both male and female

pituitary secrete prolactin, the functions "subserved

by prolactin are unclear in the male" (Neill, 1974).

The major effect of prolactin described in man is

that of lactation. Prolactin levels increase during

pregnancy and remain elevated post-partum. It is the

drop in fbeto-placental steroids that allows lactation

to begin following delivery. Other possible

functions for prolactin include a facilitatory

function in the development of the mammary gland.

In his major review entitled "Prolactin: its

secretion and control", Neill (1974) points out that

the effect of prolactin is not merely to enhance milk

secretion, but also it is partly responsible for the

development of mammary tissue at puberty and further

growth and differentiation during pregnancy.

It is probable that the pattern of prolactin

secretion is determined shortly after birth and is

dependent on whether androgens are present.

One possible function of prolactin release during

sleep has been suggested by Rubin in a chapter
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entitled 'Hormonal regulation of renal function during

sleep' in which he states that "the concordance of the

normal circadian increase of both aldosterone and

prolactin during sleep in man might be an opportunity

for the synogism of these two hormones in the

nocturnal renal conservation of sodium and water.

However, neither prolactin nor aldoesterone would

appear to have minute-to-minute effects on urine

excretion, such as have been noted in conjunction with

REM sleep".

From a comparative perspective, it has been shown

(Nicoll, 1978) that many of the suggested functions of

prolactin are related to growth. Other functions

related to gonadal development and water and

elctrolyte balance have been suggested.

One of the major physiological functions of

prolactin is that of perpetuating puerperal

infertility. The release of prolactin in this

situation is induced by suckling (Howie and McNeilly,

1979). Prolactin levels fall during weaning (Rolland et

ad, 1975) and in nomadic groups, for example, the

iKung, who continue breast feeding for extensive

periods (up to four years) have an average birth

interval of three years without any other form of

contraception (Howell, 1978).
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Growth promoting activities of prolactin have been

suggested by the observation of prolactin-stimulated

production of somatomedin in a variety of species

(Francis and Hill, 1975 and Holder and Wallis, 1977).

It has been stated that most of the other one hundred

suggested functions of prolactin are anabolic.

b) Circadian rhythm

The occurrence of a circadian rhythm in prolactin

secretion, as with many other hormones, has been

clearly established by sleep researchers. These early

studies (Parker et al, 1974b and Sassin et al, 1973)

clearly established prolactin release to be increased

during the sleeping period. There are, however a

variety of situations which alter prolactin release

during sleep. These include diet (Hill and Wynder,

1976) and obesity has been shown to alter the time of

the nocturnal peak of prolactin (Copinschi et al, 1978).

This is similar to the observation of an alteration

in growth hormone release during sleep in obese

subjects.

It has recently been suggested that in addition to

the circadian changes in prolactin release, there are

different rates of secretion at different times of the

year (Tarquini et al, 1979).

In a recent study by Minuto et al (1981)

scnnatcmedin C concentrations during sleep were studied.
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Unfortunately sleep definition was by means of visual

inspection rather than EEG criteria. Prolactin

estimations were made only every two hours during the

sleeping period. The latter may have served to

eliminate observations of a low base-line and a short

high peak. Despite these limitations, the interesting

observation of a fall in immuno-reactive somatomedin C

was seen in the sleeping period in the 16 subjects

studied, the lowest recordings being between

0300-0500h. In 13 of the 16 subjects sanatcmedin C

values during waking were significantly higher than

during sleeping samples. These researchers again

confirmed the surge in growth hormone after sleep

onset. They further observed waking secretory peaks

comparable to the nocturnal surge in seven of their

subjects. This was often in relation to meals or

venepuncture. The highest levels in prolactin were

recorded between 0500 and 0600h. The lowest levels

were recorded between lOOO-llOOh. However, two of the

16 subjects did not show a secretory peak of PRL.

These authors also did a sleep reversal study in three

of their subjects. It is interesting to note that

during sleep deprivation, somatomedin C concentrations

fell but the decrease was more delayed and less

pronounced than it had been on a base- line night.

Furthermore no peaks of growth hormone or prolactin

were seen during the periods of sleep deprivation. In

subsequent sleep (during daylight hours) sanatcmedin C
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concentrations dropped significantly and growth hormone

rose significantly. PRL showed an inconsistent pattern

in these three subjects. The study has further

methodological problems in relation to the assay and

the possibility of proteolitic enzymes being

responsible for the decreased levels of somatcmedin C

during the sleeping period. These results must be

added to the circadian studies using biological assays

of somatomedin which have produced conflicting results

(Daughaday et al, 1959; Parker et al, 1974a; Giordano

et al, 1976, Frajoli et al, 1977; Franklin and Cameron,

1978; and Preece et al 1979) . There is a long lag

following growth hormone release before the production

and release of somatomedin (Copeland et al, 1980). The

late morning rise in scmatanedin C may be related to

the increase in growth hormone early in the night. It

is also possible that the lower somatomedin C levels

during sleep may be due to either decreased hormone

secretion or accelerated clearance from the serum. If

clearance is thought to be synonymous with utilisation

then the action of somatomedin during sleep may be

paradoxically higher rather than when levels of

somatcmedin C are lower.

c) Deprivation

Miyatake et al (1980) emphasised that there are

"few data available at present on the effect of sleep
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deprivation or phase shifting on serum testosterone, LH

and PRL levels in men". They therefore studied five

subjects aged 22-41 years. The subjects were not

sleep-adapted to the laboratory other than to have

previously slept in the laboratory. They observed a

rise in PRL which was continued after the onset of

sleep and remained at a high level during sleep. In

total, they had 24 awake measurements of PRL, 64

non-REM measures of PRL and 39 REM measures of PRL and

showed a significantp ^<0.01) increase in both sleeping

measures over waking levels. Extrapolating

from their graphs, there is an approximate 20-25

percent increase in PRL measurement during sleep. REM

measures and non-REM measures were not significantly

different. During a period of nocturnal wakening, they

found that "PRL did not have the expected nocturnal

increase during sleep deprivation". As PRL release has

been shown to be sleep related, this association should

not have been expected. This serves to confirm earlier

reports of sleep-related PRL secretion. These authors

further arbitrarily divided the night into three hour

periods from 2000-0800h and found PRL to be

significantly elevated in the latter two periods. This

is merely a restatement of the observation that

prolactin increases during sleep. They describe a

fall in prolactin secretion during nocturnal wakening

but it is unclear if this is in relation to the whole

night or in relation to sane arbitrary three hour
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subdivision of their night. In two subjects, the study

was made following approximately 26 hours of sleep

deprivation i.e. extending the normal retiring time by

about approximately 10 hours. During the nocturnal

waking, PRL levels were described as "almost flat" and

to "increase during daytime sleep as well as during

nocturnal sleep". An association of PRL with sleep in

periods of phase shifts, had been previously described

by Sassin et al (1973) and Parker et al (1974b).

Despite the many pitfalls in the study by Miyatake

et al (1980), an interesting observation to emerge frcm

that study namely the rise in testosterone level during

sleep deprivation, merits further consideration and

investigation. Inoeu et al , (1980b) showed that during

sleep deprivation, there is a significant fall in

prolactin secretion in rats. However these results

were based on single blood samples rather than serial

blood samples and this result was only found in

relation to male rats and not in the case of female

rats (Inoeu 1980a).

V Sleep release of prolactin

There have been varying claims as to when

prolactin is secreted during sleep (Sassin et al, 1972

and 1973). One of the earliest claims by Parker and

Rossman, 1973a and Parker et al, 1974b was that
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prolactin decreased at the beginning of REM sleep and

that there were phases of prolactin release during

non-REM sleep. Beck et al (1976b) came to a slightly

different conclusion. They observed that prolactin

secretion occured mainly during the first quarter of

the sleep cycle and only occasionally were these phases

of release at the end of the sleep cycle, i.e. during

REM sleep. In their study, Beck et al (1976b) compared

baseline nights to nights following an exercise load

(one of the few sleep studies to give a measured load

of exercise) and a night on which the first sleep cycle

was artificially lengthened by electrical stimuli

(purportedly not inducing arousal). In this well laid

out paper, it is interesting to note that the

comparison of exercise and base-line nights in ten

subjects (8 males and 2 females) produced no

differences in sleep pattern, either in total sleep

time or in the composition of sleep stages. Beck et al

(1976b) showed that prolactin concentrations were

highest during the second sleep cycle on both baseline

nights and following exercise. They did not find any

significant difference in prolactin levels on exercise

nights as compared to baseline nights. These authors

suggest that the rise in prolactin at the beginning of

the sleep cycle is not dependent on slow wave sleep.

They infer this by observing that slow wave sleep is

most commonly observed in the second quarter of the
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sleep cycle whereas the prolactin rise most commonly

occurs in the first quarter. These conclusions, while

useful, beg a variety of questions. The first of these

would be whether SWS has a triggering effect rather

than a direct effect on prolactin release.

A further consideration is that 'slow waves' may

be occuring in the first quarter of the sleep cycle

whereas actual stage three and four classification may

be recorded more often in the second quarter of the

sleep cycle. A further problem in this data is the

relative infrequent sampling. A further consideration

would be the half-life of prolactin and although half-

life is always presumed to be constant, this basic

assumption may not be correct.One of the disadvantages

of the study by Beck et al is that in attempting to

consider the effects of sleep stage deprivation, it

would appear from the paper that they deprived subjects

of both slow wave sleep and REM sleep on the same

night. This produces a conflict which will decrease

both of these sleep stages but not allow for a clear

distinction of the effect of non-REM versus REM sleep

on prolactin. The possibility that the deprivation

has been unsuccessful to sane extent (although signifi¬

cant total time differences for the sleep stages are

achieved) is suggested by the observation that human

growth hormone, while significantly different in the

second sleep cycle, was not significantly different
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during the first sleep cycle, i.e. the triggering effect

of a small amount of slow wave sleep on GH release seems

to have occurred. In comparing the changes in prolactin

and growth hormone after exercise, Beck et al state

"another difference is the lack of increased release of

prolactin after daytime physical exercise (described

for peak growth hormone by Adamson et al, 1974) and a

significantly elevated GH peak after the onset of

sleep". It is unclear from this statement and it is

not alluded to anywhere else in the article, whether

Beck et al found an increase in growth hormone

following exercise or if the question above is purely

referring to the article by Adamson et al. The study

by Beck et al once again confirmed the relationship of

growth hormone release to the occurrence of slow wave

sleep. Besset (1980) showed that most REM periods in

women were preceded by a fall in PRL and followed by a

rise in PRL. This applied in both luteal and

follicular phases of the menstrual cycle. Besset

linked the above observations to changes in the

neurotransmitter release thought to occur in different

sleep stages. Minuto et al (1981) found PRL values to

be highest after 5 a.m. but they used an hourly sampling

technique.
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I General Introduction

The theory that sleep in general and slow wave

sleep in particular constitute a restorative process

and a time of net anabolic synthesis is supported,

inter alia, by two observations. Firstly the synchrony

of GH secretion with SWS and the increased release of

prolactin during sleep (discussed in Chapter 7). These

studies followed earlier observations of an increase in

GH during sleep (Hunter et al, 1966).

A second line of research which supports the

restorative theory of sleep is covered by the now

extensive literature on the effect of sleep deprivation

on sleep patterning. Most of the slow wave sleep in a

night's sleep appears in the first third of the night

and after sleep deprivation there is both a quantative

(Berger and Oswald, 1 962) and qualitative (Borbely _et

al, 1981 ) increase in SWS. This increase in SWS can be

teleologically seen as an enhanced need for restoration

resulting frcm both the lack of sleep (and its

concomitant restoration) and a prolongation of the

preceding waking state (and the presumed higher total

degradation, or net catabolism during that period).

If SWS is restorative and the growth hormone

released during SWS participates in that restorative

process, then one may expect that in the rebound

increase in SWS following sleep deprivation there would

be greater release of growth hormone during the

recuperative SWS. Two studies are now described which
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were aimed at testing this hypothesis.

There are numerous aspects of metabolism after

ultra-long distance events that remain uncertain. As

with previous studies in which I have attempted to use

an exercise event to study both sleep aspects (Shapiro

et al, 1981b) and metabolic aspects of exercise (Jooste

et al, 1977 and 1981 ) .

II Case study of GH release after combined exercise

and sleep deprivation

a) Introduction

An attempt on the world continuous walking record

provided a unique opportunity to study, in detail, the

physiological, haematological and hormonal responses to

130 hours of continuous walking and sleep deprivation

on a single male subject.

A deterioration in both physiological and

psychological function during moderate intensity work,

over a period of 100 hours, has previously been

recorded (Thcmas and Reilly, 1 975). Dressendorfer and

Waele (1 980) report haemotological changes indicative

of traumatic haemolytic anaemia following a 31 2 mile,

20 day road race. Significant increases in serum

enzymes have been observed, following 100 miles of

countinuous running (Lang et al, 1981 ) and during five

consecutive days of middle distance running suggesting

that creatinine kinase (CK), in particular, might be a

sensitive index of physiological stress in
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well-conditioned athletes. Urine catecholamine

excretion has been shown to aproximately double during

continuous long distance walking over 24 hours

(Townsend and Smith, 1972), and to increase tenfold

following several hours of heavy physical activity

(Karki, 1958).

In a previous research project I have considered

aspects of metabolism and sleep in subjects performing

an extreme endurance event. The sleep aspects (Shapiro

et al, 1981b) have been discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

With regard to metabolic changes after a 90km race we

showed high postrace levels of free fatty acids (FFA)

and glycerol concentration (Jooste et al, 1981 ) . As

minimal re-esterification of FFA occurs under such

circumstances most of the hydrolized FFA are released

into the circulation. This emphasises the catabolic

process which are occurring during endurance events as

the low FFA/glycerol ratio seen after this event is an

indication of a high rate of fat oxidation.

The effects of sleep deprivation, in general, have

been reviewed and the effects of exercise on sleep have

been considered in Chapters 1, 5 and 6. Both exercise

and sleep deprivation result in an increase in SWS but

the interplay of these two factors have rarely been

considered, and certainly never in the extreme

situation, such as a continuous long distance walk.

The possible changes that may occur in SWS, after both

exercise and sleep deprivation, are similar, i.e.:
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(i) Absolute increase in the amount of SWS on the

recovery night

(ii) A relative increase in SWS and

(iii) Possibly a greater intensity of SWS.

One aspect of this intensity component could be the

influence of growth hormone (GH) release which is

temporarily closely linked to SWS (see Chapter 7).

This study examined the physiological,

haematological and hormonal responses to 338 miles of

continuous walking over 130 hours, and the

post-exercise (and sleep deprivation) sleep patterns

during the subsequent three days of recovery. Further

sleep studies were performed seven months after the

subject completed the walking marathon and these were

used as a baseline comparison for this subject. This

case study represents the only study in this thesis

where the subject slept in a different laboratory for

the two components of the study. The post Marathon walk

recordings were carried out in Preston in a side rocm of

a medical ward. The "baseline" recordings were carried

out in Edinburgh. Many of the physiological recordings

reported in this study were carried out by Bruce Davies

and Anne Daggett.
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b) Method

i) Recordings

The subject was a 47 year old male who had

previously completed two non-stop walking records of

more than 300 miles, and numerous walking races of 100

miles distance. Six months prior to the record

attempt, the subject started a training programme which

included night walks of 30-40 miles.

One week before, and six weeks following the walk,

the subject was medically examined and underwent a

functional diagnostic graded exercise test on a

treadmill. During both exercise tests a precordial V5

lead, blood pressure and oxygen consumption were

continuously monitored until maximum oxygen max)

was obtained (Table 8.1). Blood lactate was

ascertained before and two and five minutes post-test,

frcm pin prick samples.

The walk area for the marathon event consisted of

a flat circular track, 1 .8 miles in perimeter. Prior

to the walk, and at the same time each day, during the

walk, blood samples (10ml) were obtained from a forearm

vein. Samples were stored and subsequently analysed

for creatinine kinase, creatine kinase iso-enzyme MB

(CK-MB), serum electrolytes, prolactin PRL, GH,

haemaglobin (Hb), packed cell volume (PCV), lactate

(LA) and glucose (G). Every urine sample was collected

throughout the walk period and samples were pooled (24
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hours) during the walk and the recovery phase, for

analysis of catecholamine levels (adrenaline,

nor-adrenaline and dopamine).

Throughout the six days of the walk, and three day

recovery phase, blood pressure and body temperature

were recorded at selected intervals. Heart rate was

recorded continuously from a bipolar (CM5) lead, using

a lightweight pocket size tape recorder (MEDILOG).

Within one hour post-walk, the subject was

transported to hospital and electrodes attached for

EEG, EMG and EOG recordings.

Sleep records were monitored for 72 hours and were

subsequently scored according to the standard criteria

(Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968). Blood samples were

obtained, without disturbing the sleeping subject, at

20 minute intervals, during all sleep periods, via an

indwelling catheter connected to an extension lead.

Hormonal profile over the night was obtained by

plotting GH measurement obtained every 20 minutes

during the sleeping period and calculating the area

under the curve so obtained. This provides a standard

method for estimating nocturnal hormonal secretion.

Six months following the walk, the subject

returned to the laboratory where all initial tests were

repeated. Seven months post-walk, the sleep patterns

and nocturnal GH release profile was again monitored
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for three days. These two testing sessions provided a

reference point for this subject, when not exercising

strenuously.

Table 8.1

Pre- and post-walk functional graded exercise tests

Measurement
Test 1
Pre-walk 6 months 1 post-walk

VC>2 (1.min-^ ) 2 .98 2 .45

V^max (ml .kg. .min-*" ) 41 .4 33 .6

VE (1 .min-1 ) 119.5 95 .3

R 1 .28 1 .14

Hb. ( g . dl-^" ) 13.0 13 .1

PCV( % ) 42 42

Bodyweight (kg) 68 .2 73.0

( fH) b.min-''" ) 1 80 176

HLA (mmol. 1-^" ) 9.8 12.2

ii) Biochemical and Haematologi cal Analysis

Blood samples collected during the walk were

centrifuged at 3,000 r.min , within one hour of

collection. Electrolytes were analysed the same day

(Technicon SMA). The remaining serum was stored at

-20^C until analysis for CK (Boehringer - Mannheim

CK-NAC activated) and CK-MB (Boehringer - Mannheim)

utilising mini-columns adapted from the method of

Mercer and Murray (1975). GH was analysed by
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radioimmunoassay (RIA) technique (Wellcomeusing

double antibody, and PRL by RIA). Lactate levels were

analysed according to the methods of Guttman and

Wakefield (1 974) and glucose by a glucose oxidase

method.

Measurement of urinary catecholamines was

performed by preliminary extraction onto allumina

(aluminium oxide), followed by separation and

quantification, using high performance liquid

chromatography with ampeometric detection.

Whole blood samples were analysed for Hb and PCV

(Coulter Counter Model S). Blood samples collected

during both the recovery and baseline sleep studies

were immediately centrifuged and then separated and

frozen for subsequent analysis which was carried out

for all samples at the same time.

c) Results

The subject (T.B.) completed the walk in 130.8 h

and his distance of 338.2 miles was a new world record

for continuous walking. Actual walking time represented

98.6% of the elapsed time, the remaining 1 .4% of the

time being utilised for essential toilet and medical

stoppages. Mean daily walking rate ranged from 3.5 mph

on Day 1 to 1.9 mph on Day 6 (Table 8.2). Daily

mileage declined from the 87.7 miles completed on Day 1

to the 57 miles completed on Day 5 (Table 8.2). Lowest
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night time ambient temperatures ranged from 1 .3^C to

7.2^C, and daytime highest temperatures from 10 .2^C to

12.6^C. Barometric pressure and humidity remained

stable, and precipitation was minimal throughout the

walk period.

Table 8.2:

Profile of the Non-Stop Walking Record (I30.8hrs)

Day Daily Total Speed Heart Rate Lactate
Distance Distance (mph) (b.min- ) (mmol.l- )
(miles) (miles)

Start - — - 65 0.8

1 83 .7 83 .7 3.5 106 1 .2

2 67.6 151.3 2 .8 107 1 .2

3 55 .2 206 .5 2.3 106 1 .3

4 53 .4 259 .9 2.3 105 1 .8

5 57 .0 316 .8 2 .4 105 1 .3

6 21 .4 338 .2 1 .9 102 1 .3
(10 hrs)
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Table 8.3

Changes in CK, CK-MB, MB/CK%, GH and PRL throughout the

work and recovery phase

DAY TIME

WALK

RECOVERY

START

1

2

3

4

5

6

6

6

7

7

7

7

8

23 .55

14 .00

14 .00

14 .00

14 .00

14 .00

15 .00

17 .00

22 .00

2 .50

7 .00

11 .00

22 .00

7 .00

CK

(u/1)

34

76

577

715

674

450

423

361

350

258

213

192

1 70

100

CK-MB MB/CK

( u/ 1) %

<0.6

<0.6

8 .6

19.9

19.9

16 .6

15.3

8.6

8 .6

2 .0

1 .7

1 .0

<0.6

<0.6

<1 .0

<1 .0

1 .5

2 .8

3 .0

3.7

3.6

2.4

2.5

<1 .0

<1 .0

<1 .0

<1 .0

<1 .0

GH

mmol. 1"

4 .8

6 .4

11 .2

8.6

6.7

5.8

6 .6

4.1

3 .4

11 .1

<2.0

20 .0

<2.0

<2.0

PRL

255

178

1 86

172

153

171

1 78

141

1 24

454

141

331

1 92

183
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Table 8.4

Electrolyte responses during the walk and recovery phase

WALK

RECOVERY

DAY TIME UREA TOT.
PROTEIN

HCO CI K

hrs mmol. 1-•l g.i-1 mmol .I-1

START 22 .55 3.3 73 27 103 4.9

1 14 .00 6.3 69 30 100 5.4

2 14 .00 6.2 67 24 102 4.7

3 i-1 o o 6.4 67 25 100 4.8

4 i-" o o 6 .4 64 29 100 4.5

5 M o o 4.5 57 25 99 4.0

6 15 .00 3 .4 57 26 106 3 .9

6 17 .00 4 .1 77 29 102 4.4

6 22 .00 4.9 86 22 105 5 .6

7 2 .50 5.6 86 20 104 4.3

7 oo 4.6 71 32 103 4.6

7 11 .00 5.6 75 26 104 5.7

7 22 .00 6 .6 75 28 103 4.5

8 oor-- 5.6 76 27 100 5.6

Na
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Table 8.5

Urinary Catecholamine responses during the walk and recovery phase

DAY TIME URINE VOL CATECHOLAMINE EXCRETION

(ml.hr-1)
A

(ng.hr ^)
NA D

WALK 1 am

pm

41 .3
22 .7

0 .31
0 .59

2.85
2.92

2 .98
5 .94

II 2 am

pm

15 .9
78 .2

0.59
2.75

5 .04
2L .0

9.9
41 .7

II 3 am

pm

51 .9
25 .0

1 .25
0.82

9.47
8.03

16.9
12.7

II 4 am

pm

21 .7 0 .68 8.26 15 .7

II 5 am

pm 28 .1 0 .82 14 .43 15 .7

II 6 am - - - -

RECOVERY 6 pm 112 .0 1 .82 19.5 44 .4

" 7 am)
pm) 77 .6 1.18 4.46 4.10

n 8 am 181 .0 2 .43 14 .1 36 .1

A=Adrenaline
NA=Noradrenaline
D=Dopamine

Heart rate averaged 106 b.min-^" (Table 8.2), and no

ECG abnormalities were observed during the walk. The

subject walked at approximately 5 5% of VC>2 max

throughout the six days, with lactate levels remaining

below the 2 mmol/1 level (Table 8.2). Total weight

loss during the walk amounted to 10 lbs, with energy

expenditure being estimated at 8,000 calories a day.
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CK activity rose to a peak level on Day 3,' and

subsequently gradually declined throughout the walk and

during the recovery phase but not returning to the

levels ascertained prior to the walk (Table 8.3).

CK-MB demonstrated smaller increases with the peak

being achieved on Day 3 and then remaining stable until

the recovery phase, when levels achieved their pre-walk

status (Table 8.3). The percentage of MB to CK

(MB/CK%) followed a similar pattern, but never exceeded

the levels which are suggestive of myocardial ischaemia

(Marmour et al 1 979). Normal ranges obtained in the

laboratory peforming the assay are: CK-MB (0.0-1 .3U/L),

CK (28-60 U/L) and MB-CK% ( 2.0%).

Electrolyte levels did not diverge from normal,

but differences were observed between the walk and

recovery phases (Table 8.4). GH was detectable

throughout the walk phase and 16 hours into the

recovery period considering only waking measures). PRL

levels remained within the normal range, excluding the

two peaks on Day 7 and 8. These peaks were 12 and 43

hours into the recovery period and both were during

sleep (Table 8.3). Catecholamine responses during the

walk demonstrated rises in adrenaline, with greater

changes in nor- adrenaline and dopamine (Table 8.5).

During the recovery period adrenaline remained slightly

elevated, but nor- adrenaline and dopamine decreased

until the final stages of the recovery period when all

catecholamine levels became elevated once again.
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Hb levels dropped from a pre-walk level of

13.0g.dl-^ to 11.6 g.dl-^" on Day 8, with PCV demonstrat¬

ing similar decline of 42% to 34%. During the walk

urinary myoglobin levels did not change, and serum

haptoglobin increased frcm 204 - 287 ng/lOOml.

Comparison of the pre- and post-walk (6 months)

metabolic tests illustrate the decline in fitness

status of the subject during the six month period of

inactivity, with a 19% decrease in VO^ max being
observed (Table 8.1).

The increase in sleep time on the first post-walk

night is shown in Table 8.6, together with the

comparison of sleep patterns on the three post-walk

nights. The subject demonstrated very short sleep

latency and rapid entry into SWS onset after the

walk. The relative and absolute levels of SWS re¬

mained high for the three nights (fig. 8.2), but

showed a rapid decline during the third night. When

compared to the 'baseline' GH profile (obtained during

the sleep recordings seven months after the walk) total

GH on the first of the post-walk days was increased

by 93% and total secretion of GH over the three post-

walk days was 37% greater than the three 'baseline'

days (see Figure 8.1).
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Table 8.6

S leep pattern on three successive days

Baseline Post Marathon

Time (min)
Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 1 Day 2 Day

TST 356 338 354 722 309 381

Awa ke 33 54 41 245 32 194

Stg 1 21 37 35 18 5 9

Stg 2 219 217 210 239 136 183

Stg 3 19 10 20 81 26 26

Stg 4 24 0 10 277 136 86

REM 65 66 70 67 68 65

MT 9 8 10 39 9 12

SHIFTS

Awake 12 19 15 25 7 12

Stg 1 17 23 24 29 15 8

Stg 2 33 30 33 100 41 51

Stg 3 7 4 11 74 34
'

28

Stg 4 4 0 7 42 22 33

REM 5 9 7 16 7 9

MT 20 19 21 56 17 29
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Figure 8.1

GH release on baseline and post marathon nights

TOTAL GROWTH HORMONE RELEASE

1 2 3
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Figure 8.2

Sleep pattern on baseline and recovery nights

Time in first 3 h of sleep in each sleep stage

P < 0.03

Sleep stage
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Figure 8.2

Sleep pattern on baseline and recovery nights

Time in each sleep stage in first six hours of sleep
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d) Discussion

The demands of physical endurance events, which

result in marked sleep deprivation, may possibly

require unique subject characteristics which may not

necessarily manifest themselves in a superior

physiological status. The pre-walk functional

diagnostic treadmill test confirmed the satisfactory

physiological and clinical status of the subject. The

VC>2 max (Table 8.1) was average (Astrand and Rodahl,
1 970), and not in the same range as endurance trained

athletes, reported in the literature (Sal tin and

Astrand, 1967) demonstrating that, for low intensity

extreme endurance work, a high max is not a

pre-requisite. In this particular walk, the metabolic

requirements were not intensive. Examination of heart

rate levels throughout the walk (Table 8.2) showed that

the subject was not walking at more than 55% VC>2 max at
any stage. Similarly, during a 100 mile walk, average

walking speeds of 4 mph at 42% VO2 max and respiratory
quotient of 0.86 have been recorded (Phillips et al,

1 980). No significant changes have been noted in VC>2 ,

VCO2 or VE at work rates of 25-75% VO2 max and 30 hours
of sleep deprivation (Martin and Gaddis 1981).

However, some authors do report a reduction in heart

rate following sleep deprivation (Holland, 1968; Martin

and Gaddis, 1981 and Pickett and Morris, 1975) . It has

been suggested that sleep loss might be either an

activator of parasympathetic, or a suppressor of
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sympathetic activity (Martin and Gaddis 1981). In this

case report heart rate remained stable for five days

with a slight decline during the final 10 hours, which

corresponded to the lower work rate (Table 8.2).

Electrolyte changes were minimal. This agrees

with observations following a 160km run (Noakes and

Carter 1976). Urea rose throughout the walk period, to

decline again during the recovery phase. Only total

protein exceeded the normal range (60-80 g.l-^") during

the early stages of recovery. The CK and CK-MB efflux

patterns are in agreement with those reported by other

investigators, following long-term exercise (Berg and

Haralambie, 1978; Lang et al, 1981; Sanders and Bloor,

1 975). It has been suggested that changes in serum

enzyme activity may be affected by the type of work,

its intensity and duration (Berg and Haralambie, 1978).

During the recovery phase CK-MB levels returned to

the pre-walk level, with a corresponding decrease in

heart rate, unlike total CK which remained elevate! in

relation to its pre-walk level. Normal levels of

MB/CK% have been reported as 0 - 2% (Mercer and Murray

1975) with levels of 4% being suggestive of myocardial

ischaemia (Marmour et al, 1979). MB/CK% levels

recorded during the walk (Table 8.3) did not exceed

this critical point, but it is interesting to note that

the highest levels recorded were at the latter stages

of the walk, when the subject was extremely fatigued.
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It has however been suggested that the Marsh-Bender

(MB) fraction is "not a reliable index of myocardial

damage after strenuous exercise" (Olivier et al, 1 978).

Factors influencing the efflux of total CK into the

bloodstream have been suggested as: energy deficit

resulting in cell destruction and consequent release of

intracellular enzymes; muscle hypoxia and mechanical

factors resulting fran impact type activities

(Haralambie et al, 1976; Berg and Haralambie, 1 978).

Intravascular haemolysis has been observed to be

quantitatively minor, following a 100 mile run

(Poortmans and Haralambie 1978). Urine myoglobin was

only detected during the final stages of the work.

Rise in CK-MB have been suggested as changes which

might be transient. Hypoxia, secondary to ischaemia,

may precipitate alterations in membrane permeability.

It has been suggested that under extreme stress, an

energy deficiency of the subendocardial myocardium will

develop with enzyme loss but without irreversible

damage. In this case, the ratio of CK-MB to total CK

was not high, and the demands of the walk were aerobic

in nature (Table 8.2) so it is unlikely that any

ischaemic responses developed.

Considerable variation was observed in the pattern

of catecholamine excretion (Table 8.5). Highest values

recorded showed a nine-fold increase in adrenaline, a

seven-fold increase in nor-adrenaline and a

fifteen-fold increase in dopamine excretion. In all
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cases," these high values were recorded in conjunction

with a high urinary output, suggesting a 'flush-out'

effect with increased urine formation. This would be

contradictory to the findings of Townshend and Smith

(1972) who found that the urinary excretion of

catecholamines is unaffected by either changes in renal

blood flow, or by the influence of diuretics. The

values obtained were within the range reported for

exercise of similar intensity (Karki, 1958 and Euler,

1976) but I am unaware of any data on this subject for

such prolonged periods of work. The large and somewhat

inconsistent change in adrenaline, compared to the

previously reported work, cannot be explained by any

circadian pattern (Akerstedt and Froberg, 1976) but

possibly by variation in the adrenomedullary activity

as a result of changes in blood, glucose, mental stress

and temperature. The continued rise in nor-adrenaline

is most probably due to an increased sympathoadrenal

response to maintain the vasomotor system and prevent

disturbance of the cardiovascular system.

What is apparent, from these results, is that

there is no evidence of a reduction in the ability of

the sympathoadrenal medullary system to cope with

stress of a moderate intensity for a prolonged period.

The lability of GH release and the factors

affecting GH have been well documented (Shepherd and

Sidney, 1 975 and see Chapter 7) . However, the changes
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in GH levels during prolonged exercise have not been

examined in such detail. During seven hours of

walking, fasting subjects exhibited intermittent peaks

of GH concentration (Hunter et al, 1967) which are

widely regarded as the characteristic mode of GH

release. Following a 100km, 8-12 hours run, GH levels

increased seven-fold, returning to pre-race levels

within 24 hours (Glutz et al, 1978). Similar increases

were observed in this study during the walk phase, with

GH levels being highest when the exercise intensity was

at its greatest (Tables 8.2 and 8.3). A probable

stimulus to GH release is the need for mobilisation of

fat as a fuel for exercise (Metivier, 1975) . Opstad et

al (1 980) found increased GH release during exercise

after sleep deprivation.

The extreme increase in SWS, following the walk,

is the most outstanding feature of the observations on

the sleep patterns following the effect of exercise on

sleep (Shapiro et al, 1981b and see Chapter 5) and the

known effects of sleep deprivation (c.f.Horne, 1979).

Although it has been suggested that daytime exercise

may result in an increase in nocturnal secretion of GH

(Adamson et al, 1974) the effect of near total sleep

deprivation on GH secretion during subsequent sleep in

man has not previously been studied. The observations

in this extreme case study of an increase in GH

release, following the combined stress of extreme
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exercise and sleep deprivation, supports the

restorative theory of sleep. This may be one reason for

the subjective impression that many athletes have of

sleep being more restful after exercise. The lower

levels of SWS recorded during the baseline measures may

in a small way be related to the loss of fitness that

had ocurred between the walk marathon and the baseline

measures. This would correspond to the fitness effect

on sleep described in Chapter 6. In this regard it is

interesting to note that even at the time of the

baseline measures when this subject is much fitter than

the average man of 47 years, he has sleep records which

are consistent with the fitness effect described in

Chapter 6 as compared to standard values taken from the

literature. However the immediately preceding stresses

of extreme exercise is likely to have been the major

contributor to the differences observed on the two

occasions when this subject was studied.

In conclusion, it would seem that a walk of this

intensity is well within the physiological capabilities

of an individual with average aerobic capacity. All of

the physiological responses, with the exception of the

developing anaemia, were within the range of normality

throughout the walk. It is possible that, with iron

supplementation during the period prior to the walk

(Enn el al, 1 980) the fall in Hb and PCV could also

have been corrected. However, the enormous
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psychological and physiological feat in overcoming the

sleep deprivation (West et al, 1962; Reilly and Walsh,

1981) is illustrated in the post-exercise sleep

patterns. Both the extreme increase in SWS and the

raised level of GH, following the exercise and sleep

deprivation, suggest that both these factors play an

important role in restoration and recovery after the

extreme stress of the marathon walk.

Ill Controlled study of anabolic hormone release

following sleep deprivation

a) Introduction

Having observed the increase in GH secretion in

the single case study described in section II the

following considerations led me to carry out the study

described in this section.

Firstly a case study can only be a pointer, as not

too much reliance can be placed on events occurring in

a single individual. Secondly the event of the

marathon combined both the effects of exercise and

sleep deprivation. This could have confused the

interpretation of the results in several ways.

Exercise is a stimulus for GH release and GH is now

known to be released in phasic bursts. It is possible

(but unlikely) that the continuous exercise over several

days may have depleted GH which may have obscured the

sleep release of GH. The change in fitness of the

subject between the post deprivation and baseline
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studies may have altered nocturnal GH release. This

possibility has been the subject of a systematic study

(Trinder et al, in preparation) in which we compared GH

release in fit and unfit subjects. The possibility of

a non-uniform effect of sleep deprivation on GH release

(see Chapter 1) or a stress effect with this extreme

event must be considered. Thirdly the consideration of

the other anabolic hormone known to have sleep depend¬

ent release (i.e. prolactin) seemed appropriate. An in¬

crease in both GH and prolactin after sleep deprivation

would emphasise the anabolic effects of sleep. For the

above reasons a study of hormone release was carried

out in 12 subjects on baseline and post sleep depriv-

nights using a counterbalanced design.

b) Methods

Twelve young males (vounteers who had given their

informed consent) were studied in the sleep laboratory.

Their ages ranged from 19-23 years. In all subjects

the first night in the laboratory was an adaptation

night. The adaptation consisted of having EEG, EOG and

EMG electrodes connected for sleep recordings; a

temperature monitoring pad stuck onto the chest and an

intravenous catheter inserted. An extension catheter

was connected to the intravenous line and led to the

adjacent rocm. This was to facilitate the drawing-off

of venous blood samples through the night without
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disturbing the sleeping subject. A more detailed

description of this technique is given in the thesis by

Ogunremi (1973). In half the subjects, a 'baseline'

recording was carried out 2 to 4 nights after the

adaptation night. On this night, sleep was recorded

and blood samples taken every 20 minutes throughout the

night. These same subjects were subjected to a 38-40

hour period of sleep deprivation one or two days later

during the latter half of which they were observed

continuously by myself or an assistant to ensure they

did not fall asleep. Then followed a 'recovery night'

on which again continuous sleep recordings and repeated

blood samples were taken every twenty minutes.

The other half of the subjects had the sleep

deprivation and 'recovery night' following the

adaptation night and before any baseline night. For a

perfect counterbalance design, the 'baseline' night for

these subjects should have followed two days later. It

was felt that the effect of the sleep deprivation

experience may last as long as 7 to 10 days and that

the 'baseline' night would be affected by the sleep

deprivation period. It was, therefore, decided to

delay the 'baseline' night in this sub-group for three

weeks following the sleep deprivation. Adaptation to

the sleep laboratory is probably lost after this

interval so these subjects were then readapted and then

had the 'baseline' night carried out. The patterns of
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these nights is summarised in Table 8.7. In two

subjects of the first group, more than four blood

samples (of a minimum of 22 samples for a single night)

were lost on the baseline night due to technical

problems. It was, therefore, decided to repeat these

'baseline' nights and assign one subject frcm the

second group to the first group. The final pattern of

nights as carried out in the study is shown in Table

8.7.

Blood samples were immediately centrifuged, the

plasma separated and stored at -20 C until assayed.

The samples were analysed for growth hormone, prolactin

and Cortisol by specific double antibody

radioimmunoassays (J125). These assays were carried

out in Germany under the supervision of Dr. H. Ott. The

results for growth hormone and prolactin are expressed

in ng.ml--'"; 1 ng standard prolactin is equivalent to

32.5 uiu/ml WHO 75/504 and 1 ng standard growth hormone

is equivalent to 2 ulU/ml WHO 66/217. The Cortisol

levels are expressed in umol/l. The intra-assay

variances ranged from 2.5 to 7% and 6 to 13.5% for the

interassay variances with only minor differences be¬

tween the various hormone assays.

The results of the hormone assays were plotted and

a measure of the total secretion of each hormone on

each night derived from a programme computing the area

under the curve (of the plot) . The area under the
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curve was calculated for both the total sleep period

and for each of the first 7 hours of sleep, the usual

duration that the subjects slept on the baseline night.

Sleep records were analysed according to standard

criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968). Statistical

tests used to compare baseline to post deprivation

nights were paired t-tests except for sleep onset

latencies and the delay to peak level of hormone

secretion on a particular night for which a non-

parametric (Wilcoxon signed rank) test was used.

Table 8.7

Pattern of nights followed by subjects in
sleep deprivation study.

NUMBER

5 AX B X -Z R

5 A X -Z R 2Wb AA B

2 A B not X -Z R 2Wb AA X B

analysed
missing-
samples

A = Adaptation
X = 2 days later
B = Baseline night
R = Recovery night

AA = Readaptation
-Z = 40hr sleep deprivation

2Wb = 2 week break
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c) Results

The comparison of sleep parameters on baseline and

post deprivation nights is shown cn Tables 8.8-8.12.

As in Chapter 6, a limited number of the possible sleep

parameters have been considered. The characteristic

changes in sleep pattern after sleep deprivation are

seen, viz. shorter sleep onset latency, increased sleep

duration and a greater proportion of the sleep period

occupied by slow wave sleep. The latter is more clearly

seen if one compares sleep patterns in the first three

hours or first six hours of sleep on the two study

nights. The time spent in each sleep stage on the base¬

line and recovery nights is shown in Figure 8.3

An example of the results of the endocrine assays

for a single subject is shown in tables 8.13 and 8.14.

From these results a graphical profile can be obtained

for the release of each hormone on each night for

every subject. An example is shown in figure 8.3. The

combination of the six graphs for a single subject is

shown in figure 8.4. An example of a comparison of the

area under the curve for one hormone over one hour is

shown in table 8.15.

One can also record the peak concentration of a

given hormone on any night and the delay frcm sleep

onset to the time at which the peak concentration

occ urs.

The mean peak concentration of growth hormone
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recorded in the two nights did not show any difference

but peak prolactin concentration was significantly

higher (p<O.Ol) on the post deprivation night (see

Figure 8.5).

The duration frcm sleep onset to the recording of

peak concentration of growth hormone during the night

was significantly shorter on the baseline than on the

post deprivation night (p<0.02). The reverse was true

for prolactin for which peak levels occured

significantly (p<0.02) earlier on the recovery night

(see Figure 8.6).

The comparison of cumulative growth hormone

secretion for each successive hour of sleep (see Figure

8.7) shows that growth hormone secretion is

significantly higher over the first two hours of sleep.

From the third hour onwards, there is no significant

difference in total growth hormone secretion over the

rest of the night. The shape of the curves (Figure

8.5) indicates that most growth hormone on both the

baseline and post deprivation nights is secreted early

in the night (when most slow wave sleep occurs).

The pattern of secretion for prolactin is somewhat

different. The almost linear increase in cumulative

prolactin secretion throughout the night emphasises the

non SWS dependent nature of the secretion of this

hormone throughout sleep (see Figure 8.8) . There is a

slight increase in secretion in the middle of the

night. While there was no difference between the two
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experimental conditions in prolactin secretion over the

first hour of sleep, a difference became increasingly-

apparent over the next three hours and remained

significantly different throughout the night with post

deprivation levels being higher than those achieved on

baseline nights.

The secretory pattern of Cortisol follows the well

known circadian pattern with low levels early in the

night increasing after 5 hours of sleep. There were no

significant differences in Cortisol secretion between

the baseline and recovery after the first 7 hours of

sleep. The marked discrepancy in total Cortisol

secretion over the total sleep period in the two exper¬

imental conditions is clearly due to a longer total

sleep time on the recovery night (see Figure 8.9).
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Table 8.8

Sleep pattern change with 40h sleep deprivatic

Baseline Recovery-

minutes (mean + SE)

Total recorded time 43 4+ 8 59 9 + 12

Time in stage 4 in

the first 3h of sleep 51.0 + 6.0 83.4 + 8.3

Time in stage 2 in

the first 3h of sleep Ti .4 + 5.0 48.0 + 4.7

Time in stage 1 in

the first 6h of sleep 25.5 + 5.0 11.0+1.8

Latency to stage 3

sleep 12.5 + 1.3 5.1 + 0.5

Latency to stage 4

sleep 18.2 + 2.5 7.9 + 0.9

Total SWS (stages 3

and 4) 93.3 + 5.7 147.3 + 13.9

SWS in first 3 h

of sleep 68.0 + 5.7 97.3 + 9.3

SWS in first 6 h

of sleep 86.8 + 6.0 135.7 + 13.8
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Table 8.9

Sleep onset latency (min)

Baseline night Post Deprivati

5.7 10.7

22 .4 4.6

95.5 14.2

41.6 34 .4

105 .9 29.9

14 .2 4.1

51.9 2.5

5.6 4.6

14.2 3.1

31.4 6 .6

131. 2 10.2

12 .7 2.0

44 .4 10.6

12.5 3.1

p < 0.01
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Table 8.10

Total sleep time (min.)

Subject Baseline night Post Deprivati

1 468 .9 607 .7

2 436 .2 612 .3

3 271. 1 606 .1

4 427 .0 425 .9

5 43 3 .9 570.4

6 448 .7 581. 3

7 400 .6 590.9

8 439 .4 622 .8

9 429 .8 639 .5

10 419 .3 537 .6

11 347 .2 559 .8

12 467 .3 549 .0

Mean 415 .8 575 .3

SEM 16 .1 16 .2

p < 0.01
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Table 8.11

Slow wave sleep (stages 3 and 4) as a percentage of total
sleep time

Subject Baseline night Post Deprivation

1 19 .1 32 .0

2 18.3 28.3

3 33 .7 23 .4

4 29.5 31. 1

5 21.8 25 .4

6 20.5 28.1

7 25 .3 28 .0

8 19 .1 19 .3

9 27 .9 26 .8

10 26 .4 28.6

11 16 .3 31.6

12 15 .5 27 .9

Mean 22 .8 27 .5

SEM 1 .6 1.0

p < 0.05
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Table 8.12

Minutes of SWS in the first hour of sleep

Subject Baseline night Post Deprivati

1 25 .6 37 .0

2 35 .2 53 .4

3 39 .6 31.4

4 25 .5 18 .8

5 33 .4 52.8

6 28 .6 54.4

7 31.6 49 .8

8 13 .2 26 .5

9 19 .2 49 .3

10 29.0 53.4

11 31.0 51.8

12 32 .6 45 .8

Mean 28.7 43 .7

SEM 2 .1

p < 0.001

3.5
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Table 8.13

Subject 1 Control night

;ample Time EEG H-GH H-PRL H-C

pg no. ng/ml ng/ml mmol/ 1

1 00.05 17 1.0 5.2 64.8
2 00.25 55 < 0.3 6.7 56 .1
3 00.45 94 < 0.3 6 .8 55 .7
4 1.05 134 0.6 6.9 53.8
5 1.25 173 5.1 8.1 48 .9
6 1.45 212 6.0 8.1 55.1
7 2 .05 254 5.7 6.7 45 .7
8 2.25 291 4.4 6.6 43 .8
9 2 .45 330 4 .0 7.9 35 .4
10 3.05 369 2.3 7.9 40.9
11 3 .25 408 1.0 6.6 49 .6
12 3 .45 447 0.7 5.2 44 .4
13 4.05 487 < 0.3 6 .6 38 .6
14 4.25 527 < 0.3 5.6 34 .7
15 4.45 567 < 0.3 6.8 31.2
16 5.05 607 < 0.3 6.9 39 .2
17 5.25 646 < 0.3 7 .0 120.8
18 5 .45 686 1.9 8.6 62.2
19 6.05 725 4.4 10.2 75.4
20 6.25 764 1.7 8.8 211. 3
21 6.45 803 0.9 7.2 199 .5
22 7 .05 843 < 0.3 7 .0 184.4

This table represents the data collected for a single subject
on a control night. There were 22 blood sampling episodes
and the concentrations of all three hormones are listed.
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Table 8.14

Subject 1 Post deprivation night

Sample Time EEG no. H-GH H-PRL H-C
ng/ml ng/ml mmol/1

2 23 .35 83 0.3 6.5 59 .9

3 23 .55 137 4.5 5.7 59 .3

4 00.15 177 7.4 10.3 50.9

5 00.35 217 6.3 12 .7 47 .7

6 00.55 285 4.8 10.5 52 .8

7 1. 15 2 94 2.4 8.8 47 .0

8 1.35 3305 4.0 13 .3 41.2

9 1.55 395 6 .8 15 .8 39 .9

10 2 .15 413 5.3 14 .5 46 .7

11 2 .35 453 3.3 11. 1 79 .2

12 2.55 491 1.4 9.7 53.2

13 3.15 530 0.9 11.6 47 .0

14 3 .35 569 0.8 11.2 184.4

15 3.55 609 0.9 10.6 103 .5

16 4.5 643 1.2 11.6 143 .8

17 4.35 687 1.3 9.5 130.5

18 4.55 727 0.5 8.6 243 .1

19 5.15 765 < 0.3 8.9 188 .8

20 5 .35 805 < 0.3 7.6 175 .7

21 5.55 842 < 0.3 7.3 192 .5

22 6.15 82 5 < 0.3 8.3 244 .8

23 6 .35 92 4 < 0.3 10.5 26 3.1

24 6 .57 966 < 0.3 10.5 283 .8

25 7 .15 1002 < 0.3 7.2 452 .8

26 7 .35 1042 < 0.3 7.2 452 .8

27 7.55 1081 < 0.3 6.1 317 .0

28 9.15 1124 < 0.3 6 .6 296.5

29 8.37 1163 2.3 8.8 230.7

30 9 .13 1234 10.7 10.6 295 .4

This table represents the data collected for a single subject
on a post deprivation night. There were 30 sampling episodes
in the longer sleep period following the sleep deprivation.
The data giving the concentrations for all three hormones are

listed.
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Table 8.15

Prolactin release over the second hour of sleep

Subjects Baseline Deprivation

1 4583 5857

2 7384 92 99

3 3667 4406

4 4421 5397

5 4130 8949

6 4031 5145

7 46 20 5259

8 4554 3910

9 5769 8139

10 4034 7396

11 1663 3159

12 2453 4150

Mean 4275 592 2

SEM 416 590

P < 0.002

* arbitrary units of area (see text)
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Figure 8.3

Growth hormone concentration for a single subject over
the sleep period. The shaded area represents the area
under the curve for the first hour of sleep for this
case. LO = Lights off. SO = Sleep onset. Note the
two major peaks of GH release early in the night.
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Time
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Figure 8.4

All three hormones assayed on both baseline and post
deprivation nights are shown for one subject. LO =
Lights off. S.O.L. = Sleep onset latency. The
duration of sampling on the recovery night is longer
and it is therefore necessary to consider both time
after sleep onset as well as total secretion of each
hormone. Note the rise in Cortisol prior to
awakening on both nights. This overlaps with the
time when most RIM sleep is occurring.

ng/ml Sub H.F. BASELINE NIGHT • uind/i
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Figure 8.5

Peak concentration of GH and PRL on baseline and
recovery nights
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Figure 8.6

Interval (min. ) between sleep onset and peak GH and
PRL concentrations

I

Baseline Post deprivation

GROWTH HORMONE

Baseline Post deprivation

PROLACTIN
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Figure 8.7

Cumulative GH secretion on baseline and recovery nights

(arbitrary units of area under the curve - see text)
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Figure 8 .8

Hour by hour comparison of cumulative secretion of
prolactin on baseline and recovery nights

(arbitrary units of area - see text)
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Figure 8.9
Comparison of Cortisol secretion on baseline and
recovery nights

(arbitrary units of area (see text).

Baseline control

After sleep deprivation

* P < 0.05
** P<0.01
*** P< 0.005
**** p < 0.001
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d) Discussion

The release of GH during the first and second slow

wave sleep period during the night, usually represents

the peak GH concentration that is achieved during the

day or night (Mendel son et al, 1 980b). It is not clear

how the duration of preceding wakefulness would effect

this SWS linked release of GH. Some inferences can be

made frcm studies described in Chapter 7. For example,

the observation that afternoon naps are more commonly

associated with GH release than morning naps. Kara can

et al (1975) suggest more GH release occurs after a

longer waking period. This analogy can be extended to

the present study in which there is more SWS after the

sleep deprivation and more GH release after sleep

deprivation. In the 'nap' study SWS was shown to

commonly occur in the afternoon naps but rarely in the

morning naps. A study of GH release in the second half

of the night with or without a one hour wakeful period

in the middle of the night showed GH release to be

greater with an hour of intervening wakefulness (Beck

et al, L975). This may suggest that preceding

wakefulness is the trigger for sleep-related GH release

or that GH release is in seme way linked to the

processes of falling asleep but is again consistent

with the thesis of more GH release in sleep after

longer wakefulness. The comparative studies mentioned

in Chapter 7 show a stronger link between the duration
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of prior wakefulness and quantitative release of CH

during sleep. In both dogs (Takahashi et al, 1 979) and

monkeys (Jacoby et al, 1975) a clear SWS linked

increase of GH release can be seen after sleep

deprivation. In the case of the dog, the effect of

sleep deprivation is to increase the GH release which

usually occurs with sleep. The monkey does not usually

show a clear GH release during sleep and the effect of

sleep deprivation is to elicit this association (Jacoby

et al, 1 974 and 1 975) .

The results of the present study support the

suggestion that an increase in duration of prior

wakefulness will result in an increase in GH release

during the subsequent sleep period. This is a result I

predicted at the start of the study. One problem that

may have limited the extent of this effect is that when

sleep deprived, although the subjects were observed

at all times (they did not have EEG monitoring during

the sleep deprivation period) it is not possible to

exclude the possibility of "microsleep" periods. Such

episodes may have triggered the release of GH . The

three subjects who did not show an increase in GH on

the recovery night may have had an episode of CH

release just prior to the end of their sleep deprivation

period. Without GH measures during the waking period,

it was not possible to consider this possibility

further.
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The unexpected delay to the peak level of growth

hormone could support this possibility. Particularly

as the earlier occurrence of slow wave sleep on the

post deprivation night would be expected to trigger

growth hormone release at an earlier time. The

significantly greater secretion of growth hormone in

the early part of the night is in keeping with results

obtained fran the animal experiments and consistent

with restorative theories of sleep function. The

observation of increases in both SWS and GH release

(both of which are maximal soon after sleep onset)

after sleep deprivation may both reflect intensity

components of the restorative effects of sleep.

The functional significance of prolactin secretion

in the human male is far from clear although an action

on reproductive system physiology and sexual behaviour

is increasingly documented. One possible action is as

a facilitator of growth hormone action as many aspects

of growth appear to be influenced by prolactin

(Horrobin, 1979). The observations of a higher

prolactin peak and a greater total secretion of

prolactin during the recovery night suggests that this

hormone may have a supplementary anabolic effect during

the recovery sleep following sleep deprivation. Most

of the reported functions of prolactin are anabolic

( s ee Chapter 7 ) .

A priori predictions of Cortisol secretion change

following sleep deprivation may have suggested that
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these would be lower following sleep deprivation. The

reasons for such a prediction are that Cortisol, a

catabolic hormone would be expected to be lower during

a more predominantly anabolic period ( such as the

presumed restoration following sleep deprivation) and

the recent observation (Weitzman et al, 1 981 ) of a

possible specific slow wave sleep suppression of

Cortisol secretion. The lack of any significant

suppression in Cortisol secretion following sleep

deprivation in the first 7 hours of sleep suggests that

his may not be as important a negative factor

preventing anabolism during this period as the release

of the anabolic hormones (GH and prolactin) are

positive factors in promoting anabolism during this

period. The typically low levels of Cortisol recorded

during sleep may not allow for further suppression of

this hormone during this period.

The possibility of stress being a factor in the

pronounced increase in prolactin secretion on the

recovery night is negated by the results obtained for

the Cortisol measures and the lack of any difference in

prolactin levels in the first hour of sleep i.e. when

the stress of the sleep deprivation would be expected

to be most pronounced.

The surprising observation in this study was the

highly significant change in PRL secretion after sleep

deprivation. Although possible explanations are given
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above for the significant (but limited) increase in GH

secretion on recovery nights, further research will

be required to elucidate the reason(s) for the

quantitative (but not qualitative) discrepancy in GH

and PRL response to sleep deprivation.
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Introduction

In previous chapters I have reviewed the evidence

which supports the conclusion that there is an

association between the performance of exercise and

sleep pattern. In particular it would appear that

there is an association between slow wave sleep and

exercise. Other associations include an increase in

non-REM sleep, a shortening of sleep onset latency and

a decline in the number of wakenings during sleep

after the performance of day- time exercise. These

results have been more frequently shown in studies

vhich have used trained athletes as subjects. The

quantitatively most profound changes in sleep pattern

have been associated with athletes performing

endurance tasks such as marathon running. In chapter

6 I have shown there is an association with the

acquisition of fitness and an alteration in sleep

pattern similar to that seen after the performance of

exercise. It has been suggested that lean body mass

(LBM) would be higher in the athlete and that this may

be a major factor in the observed an increase in slow

wave sleep and sleep efficiency in fit athletes.

As has been reviewed in previous chapters, the

restorative theory of sleep suggests that

circumstances requiring increased daily energy

expenditure are related to changes in sleep patterns.

The observation of an increase in slow wave sleep

found in hyperthyroid patients with an increased
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metabolic rate (Dunleavy et al., 1974) and the decline

in slow wave sleep in quadraplegic patients (Addy et

al . , 1968) are but two examples of this general

f indi ng.

Lean body mass is considered to be the more

metabolically active component of total body mass.

Based on the restorative theory of sleep, lean body

mass may be predicted to be associated with an

increase in non-REM sleep in general and slow wave

sleep in particular. To date there are no published

studies on the association of lean body mass and sleep

parameters.

There are few studies on the relationship of

total body weight and sleep patterns. Weight gain in

anorexic patients is accompanied by a lengthening of

sleep duration (Lacey et al., 1976) and weight loss in

obese patients is accompanied by a shorter sleep

(Phillips et al., 1975, MacFadyen et al., 1973).

Sleep cycle duration has been shown to correlate with

obesity (expressed as a deviation frcm ideal body

weight (Adam 1977b)). Body weight has been shown in

older subjects well adapted to sleep laboratory

conditions to correlate with the percentage of REM

sleep (Adam, 1977a). Adam has confirmed these results

in a larger sample than that published (Personal

Ccmmunicaton) .

Although weight is an easily obtained measure, it
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is unreliable as a reference parameter when

considering energy expenditure from the perspective of

metabolically active tissue (Boddy et al., 1971).

Lean body mass has been shown to be a useful measure

of metabolically active tissue (Womersley et al.,

1 972 ) .

There is a variety of techniques that can be used

to measure lean body mass. These include the use of

skinfold thickness using calipers and measuring at

selected sites (Durnin and Rahman, 1967) or the use of

water displacement techniques to establish body

specific gravity (Steinkamp et al., 1965). Other

techniques that have been used include creatinine

levels in the urine of non- exercising subjects and

the excretion of histidine in urine of subjects on a

vegetarian diet. The latter two techniques are more

accurately considered as measures of muscle mass. The

accuracy of all of these techniques has been

questioned for different reasons. In the studies

described below, lean body mass was measured by the

estimation of total body potassium. It has previously

been shown (Forbes et al., 1961) that lean body mass

is consistently related to total body potassium.

These studies were based on the chemical analysis of

cadavers. Approximately 0.012% of potassium occurs in

the form of the radioisotope . This isotope emits

gamma rays which can be detected using a sensitive

whole body radioactivity counter. A system for
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measuring total body potassium in this way has been

developed by the Scottish Research Reacter Centre in

East Kilbride and the techniques involved have been

described in a series of publications (Boddy, 1967,

Boddy et al. , 1971 , Boddy et al. , 1972) . This

technique has the advantage of a high degree of

reliability and no subjective component in the

measurement as compared with, for example, the use of

skin calipers.

Dr. East of the Scottish Reacter Centre kindly

allowed the use of the mobile whole body counter on

five separate occasions. Other members of his staff

are acknowledged at the start of the thesis. A total

of sixty four measurements of LBM were made (see

below). Each measurement takes over an hour to carry

out. Appropriate calibration is required before and

after approximately four measurements. The data

collected during measurement of LBM were later

analysed by Dr. East and his team at East Kilbride.

It should be noted that total body potassium measures

have been previously shown to be more dependent on

height than on weight and that age is a further but

smaller factor in the results obtained frcm total body

potassium measurements (Boddy et al . , 1 972 ).
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Methods

Lean body mass and sleep patterns were determined

in three separate experiments.

In the first study 18 volunteers (12 males and 6

females) were studied. These subjects were mostly

professional people, largely of sedentary occupation.

Only one of these subjects was a competitive athlete.

Each subject slept in the sleep laboratory at the City

Hospital in Edinburgh or the Royal Edinburgh Hospital

on three occasions, with a single intervening night

between each night in the laboratory. No subject was

on medication and all subjects had no alcohol for five

days prior to the start of the study and for the

duration of the sleep study. The first night in the

laboratory was considered to be an adaptation night

and no recordings were made. On each of the following

two recorded nights subjects went to bed either

following their normal routine or following the

ingestion of a small nutritional supplement. The

ordering of the two nights was counterbalanced. There

were no significant differences on the night with or

without the nutritional supplement and this aspect of

the study is not further considered. All sleep

studies were scored blind by myself according to

standard criteria (Rechtschaffen and Kales, 1968).

Within four weeks of the sleep study, all subjects of

the study had their total body potassium measured in

the whole body counter which was located at the
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Western General Hospital in Edinburgh. For 12

subjects the total body potassium measurement was

subsequent to the sleep study and for 6 subjects it

was prior to the sleep study.

In the second study lean body mass measurements

were made on the eight Army recruits described in

chapter 6. These subjects were studied in the sleep

laboratory at the Royal Edinburgh Hospital on three

occasions. On each occasion each subject slept in the

laboratory for four consecutive nights. Recordings

were made on the third and fourth nights and the mean

value of the recordings on these two nights were used.

In this study all sleep records were scored by myself.

In this study the total body potassium counter was

based at the Glencorse Barracks and each subject had

his total body potassium measured within one week of

being in the sleep laboratory. In this study all the

subjects were initially unfit as judged by anerobic

threshold measures described in chapter 6 and all

showed an increase in fitness through the duration of

their training period. Previous studies have shown

that it is possible to detect the effects of training

on lean body mass (Boddy et al. , 1974).

In the third study a total of 22 male subjects

had lean body mass measurements based on total body

potassium on a single occasion. These subjects were

drawn from three different studies. Their age ranged
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from 17 to 22 years old, except for two subjects of 28

and 29 years respectively. In this group of subjects

slightly less than half were competitive athletes

training several times a week. For all subjects sleep

recordings were made after an adaptation night. Each

of three sleep research workers (John Trinder, Sue

Paxton and myself) scored approximately one-third of

the sleep records. In this study most subjects had

their lean body mass measurements made within two

weeks of their sleep recordings. Total body potassium

measures were made when the mobile unit was based at

the Royal Edinburgh Hospital but opportunity was taken

of the unit's siting at Glencorse Barracks to measure

total body potassium in four subjects in this study.

Many of the subjects in this study were students. For

those fit students for whom there was an 15) to four

week delay in the measurement of their lean body mass

after their sleep recordings, lean body mass

measurement may be lower than that which would have

been obtained at the time of this sleep recording.

The reason for this is that with the onset of their

examination period and a decline in exercise training

muscle bulk may have decreased. It must be recognised

that this group was mixed in nature and the fact that

all the sleep records were not scored by a single

individual can be viewed as a disadvantage. However

the group has the advantage of being relatively

uniform in age and by sleep research standards a large
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In the first two studies described above, each

subject was recorded for at least seven hours in the

sleep laboratory. In the scoring of the sleep

records, a total of over 200 measures are obtained.

This includes the cumulative number of minutes in each

sleep stage, the number of shifts from one sleep stage

to another and details of awakenings during the night.

A cross-correlation of lean body mass with all these

variables would be spurious. It was therefore decided

on the basis of the predictions described in the

introduction to limit the consideration of lean body

mass and sleep interaction to that of non-REM sleep in

the first seven hours of sleep, slow wave sleep in the

first seven hours of sleep and REM sleep in the first

seven hours of sleep. In the third study not all

subjects slept for a total of seven hours but all

subjects did sleep for a total of six hours. In this

study the lean body mass was correlated with non-REM

sleep in the first six hours of sleep, slow wave sleep

in the first six hours of sleep and REM sleep in the

first six hours of sleep. For all studies the

correlation between LBM and sleep parameters was

carried out using the night that represented the

baseline recording, e.g. the night without the

nutritional supplement in study one above.
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Results

The data on which the correlations were performed

are shown in tables 8.1, 8.2 and 8.3. In none of the

three studies was there an association between lean

body mass and REM sleep. Lean body mass was

significantly correlated with total non REM sleep in

each of the three studies performed. The results of

these correlations are shown in figures 8.1, 8.2 and

8.3. The only significant correlation between weight

and any sleep parameter was that with total of non REM

sleep in the first study on the night the subjects had

the nutritional supplement (r = 0.49, p < 0.03).

In the second study the interval frcm the start

to the mid- point of the training period showed that

total body weight was essentially unchanged between

these two times but body weight increased over the

last nine weeks of the training period. Lean body

weight howver showed a significant increase over the

first nine weeks of the training period but

subsequently fell to initial values (see figure 6.2).

This can be explained by the emphasis in the training

programme being initially orientated to strength

training and in the latter half of the programme to

accuracy training.
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TABLE 9.1

Sleep and lean body mass data for 18 subjects
in the nutritional study

INI HT WT LBM AGE NREM 3WS REM

AF 185.4 78.0 62.0 28 320 168 100
LG 181.6 70.3 57.8 31 314 171 067
TM 175.3 69.8 56.0 36 343 098 069
RD 182.9 80.2 62.2 25 337 170 083
CH 180.3 75.3 59.5 28 339 140 070
DK 181.6 70.8 58.0 23 299 062 121
JC 177.8 73.3 58.0 25 329 236 091
AS 170.2 74.8 56.7 26 316 054 104
MB 182.9 77.3 61.1 28 315 095 105
ISO 178.4 72.1 57.7 31 310 076 110
DP 185.4 87.1 65.7 38 362 164 058
LG 179.7 77.6 60.3 34 358 141 062
KF 165.7 53.5 43.4 28 307 099 093
MA 171.4 68.0 49.7 27 291 095 124
JS 166.4 76.7 49.5 26 291 124 128
AM 166.4 80.3 50.5 21 349 084 071
AT 172.1 58.1 47.5 28 314 053 106
DB 160.0 56.3 41.4 28 313 104 107

j.imI=INITIAL, HT=HEIGHT in cm, WT=WEIGHT in Kg
LK'4=LEAN BODY MASS in Kg , AGE=AGE in years
NREM=minutes of Non-REM Sleep, SWS= minutes
of slow wave sleep, REM= minutes of REM sleep
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TABLE 9.2

Sleep and lean body mass data for 8 army subjects
measured on three occasions

INI HT WT LBM AGE NREM sws REM

CT 176.0 66.0 59.0 17 324 302 116
JM 172.0 63.0 57.3 19 355 345 117
SW 171.5 52.0 53.3 17 281 301 078
RB 181.0 68.0 56.0 17 297 281 097
DR 167.0 66.5 56.0 20 308 331 069
CD 171.0 60.0 57.5 17 335 307 122
ML 163.0 61.0 57.4 20 342 318 086
CM 169.0 57.0 56.1 17 316 328 126
CT 177.5 68.0 60.0 17 319 343 150
JM 171.5 63.0 58.3 19 313 327 105
SW 171.0 54.0 54.3 17 327 286 146
RB 181.0 70.2 59.6 17 338 340 147
DR 166.0 64.5 58.3 20 306 353 117
CD 172.0 61.0 58.2 17 358 294 150
ML 165.0 63.5 58.5 20 354 343 082
CM 169.0 58.0 55.9 17 320 286 109
CT 176.0 69.0 59.5 17 316 294 136
JM 171.5 64.0 58.3 19 308 320 134
SW 170.8 54.5 54.0 17 299 350 124
RB 181.0 71.0 57.3 17 309 324 158
DR 166.4 65.0 57.7 20 334 363 158
CD 172.0 62.0 57.0 17 356 290 142
ML 162.5 62.5 57.1 20 311 325 129
CM 168.3 60.S 51.9 17 320 295 108

INI=INITIAL, HT=HEIGHT in cm, WT=WEIGHT in Kg
LBM=LEAN BODY MASS in Kg , AGE=AGE in years
NREM=minutes of Non-REM Sleep, SWS= minutes
of slow wave sleep, REM= minutes of REM sleep
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TABLE 9.3

Sleep and lean body mass data for 34 subjects
in the mixed study with both fit and unfit subjects

INI HT WT LBM AGE NREM SWS REM

DH 180.0 68.5 57.8 19 336 131 084
MA 180.5 68.5 59.8 28 277 073 073
KM 174.3 61.0 56.4 29 329 159 083
CT 183.4 76.0 62.7 20 320 099 100
PE 177.5 60.5 56.5 21 338 113 082
PI 187.5 79.3 61.5 21 327 063 093
IR 193.3 77.6 59.7 21 324 067 096
«G 175.6 81.2 61.5 21 329 089 091
RM 180.3 74.2 59.1 20 326 076 094
SM 187.5 79.6 59.1 21 325 096 093
or 181.5 79.3 66.4 20 330 110 091
GD 168.1 68.5 60.5 22 333 068 087
MS 184.2 71.5 57.7 20 249 086 116
KD 176.1 71.5 61.5 20 361 121 059
RL 177.6 61.8 54.7 19 367 111 053
FC 189.9 78.5 65.5 21 327 088 093
CL 190.0 70.8 58.5 19 296 109 124
GG 177.4 70.5 60.4 20 295 117 073
GS 183.0 82.0 56.5 19 303 084 118
MB 185.0 70.8 57.5 20 341 112 080
CD 178.8 67.6 58.1 22 318 126 102
GM 184.6 65.0 56.2 19 330 119 090
GR 183.0 76.0 59.1 21 281 057 140
Lti 171.0 70.0 59.2 22 358 077 062
PB 180.8 63.5 58.0 22 338 087 083
BR 133.2 71.0 56.3 19 331 080 089
HF 178.5 84 0 59.0 20 389 067 032
DT 175.3 60.5 54.2 19 333 111 087
GG 177.0 58.0 54.6 17 249 065 061
GL 166.0 53.5 51.1 21 238 063 060
PM 167.0 55.5 51.5 17 237 064 057
DG 166.0 51.5 53.5 21 245 061 059
CM 169.5 51.0 53.9 17 247 063 062
iC 169.0 60.5 55.5 17 253 068 064

INI=INITIAL, HT=HEIGHT in cm, WT=WEIGHT in Kg
LBM=LEAN BODY MASS in Kg , A.GE=AGE in years
NREM=minutes of Non-REM Sleep, Si/vS= minutes
of slow wave sleep, REM= minutes of REM sleep
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Figure 9•1

Correlation of non-REM sleep and lean body mass

in 18 subjects of the nutritional study
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Figure 9*2

Correlation between non-KEM sleep and lean body mass

for the army recruits
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Figure 9-3

Correlation between non-KEM sleep and lean body mass for

fit and unfit subjects
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Discussion

Part of the reason for this study was the

suggestion that differences in lean body mass and

cardiovascular fitness may explain the equivocal

results in studies relating fitness to sleep patterns.

These studies were based on the comparison of

different groups of subjects and have been discussed

in chapter 5. The results from this study suggest

that there is a relationship between lean body mass

and non REM sleep in three groups of subjects, viz. a

largely sedentary population (with both males and

females in the group), a group of army recruits

undergoing training (in which LBM was shown to change

over the duration of the training period), and in a

mixed group of males, both athletes and non- athletes.

These results suggest that lean body mass and

presumably daily metabolic activity are related to

non-REM sleep. The study in chapter 6 suggests that

cardiovascular fitness is also related to sleep

patterns. There are numerous other influences on

sleep patterns, including age and medical status. It

is therefore not surprising that the correlations,

although significant, are not very strong in this

study.

The studies described in this chapter support a

relationship between daily energy expenditure and

sleep patterns. This is in agreement with

phylogenetic studies which have shown a positive
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correlation between sleep quota and metabolic rate

(Zepelin and Rechtschaffen, 1974).

In studies using skinfold thickness or creatinine

excretion as indicators of LBM, Trinder et al

(personal canmuni cation) found that "larger

individuals have less SWS. These studies were carried

out in Edinburgh and Hobart, Australia. Trinder is

critical of creatinine technique and states "The

possibility that the data are unreliable must be

considered". It should be noted that some of the

subjects in their Edinburgh group are the same as sane

of the sample in the third group described in this

chapter.

In summary a total of 48 subjects comprising

three subgroups had LBM and sleep recordings carried

out. In one group of 8 subjects these measures were

carried out on three occasions. In each subgroup

there was a significant correlation between LBM and

duration of NREM sleep in a defined sleep period.

Although a single correlation cannot be taken as

suggesting causality, it is notable that the

association is significant in all three groups. Of

particular interest is the correlation in the group of

army recruits in whom NREM time correlated with

changing LBM. This may have implications for the

relative subjective satisfaction with sleep in the

elderly population. The popular stereotype is of the
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inactive old person complaining more about sleep. This

may be related to a greater than usual loss of

metabolically active tissue in such an individual

(i.e. greater than the 1% per annum loss of

metabolically active tissue said to occur after the

age of thirty- five). It would be of particular

interest to study the relationship of LBM and sleep

patterns in the elderly - particularly in view of the

findings of Adam (1977) discussed above.
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CHAPTER 10

Discussion of results vis-a-vis the restorative theory

and clinical implications

Feeling tired is a common experience and the need

for sleep appears to be ubiquitous. There are many

emotional and psychological overlays relating to sleep.

The essential feature about sleep appears to be the

removing of the sense of tiredness and returning the

organism to a state in which optimal functioning is

again possible. This process of returning to

fatigue-free functioning is a powerful subjective

experience and a part of much folklore.

While there are several theories of sleep function

(see Hartmann 1974; Shapiro, 1974 and Shapiro and

Girdwood, 1981 ) the only theory to clearly take account

of this fundamental subjective experience of change in

ability is the restorative theory of sleep described by

Oswald and recently reviwed and elaborated on in two

papers (Oswald, 1980; Adam, 1980). The range of

evidence in support of these theories has been alluded

to in Chapter 1 . Basic physiological processes

occurring in cells can be described as a combination

of catabolic and anabolic events. These two

processes can be characterised by catabol ism occurring
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at a rapid rate when a subject is exercising

strenuously, using energy and producing heat.

Anabolism can be characterised by the subject at rest

following the ingestion of nutritional requirements for

synthetic processes and without any competing

activities to decrease cellular energy. The essence

of restorative theory could be stated as anabolic

events occur to a greater extent during sleep than

during wakefulness leaving the organism in a state of

physiological readiness for further functioning and in

a state of psychological well-being i.e. feeling

rested. Sleep would appear to be the ideal period for

such processes to occur. There are, in fact,

demonstrations of lower levels of cellular ATP in human

muscle cells following the performance of exercise

(Karlsson et al, 1 972) and during sleep there are

raised levels of ATP (van den Noort and Brine, 1970).

In any organism one must presume that at any one

time there are numerous anabolic and catabolic

processes occurring simultaneously. It is merely the

balance between these that is in question and it

appears self evident that there must be a continuum

between largely catabolic and largely anabolic periods.

Within sleep, it has been suggested that there may be

periods which are most conducive to net protein

synthesis (Adam, 1 980; Shapiro, 1981a). This would be

stage 4 of slow wave sleep when the rate of restoration
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may be at a maximum or in more biological terms it may

be that stage 4 is a period when cellular work is at

its lowest ebb and the possibility of an increase in

energy charge in the cell greatest. Cellular ATP may

rise most rapidly during stage 4 sleep. High cellular

energy charge levels have been found during sleep in a

variety of tissues (Durie et al, 1978), and the

possibility of lower rates of degradation during sleep

has previously been suggested (Walton and Gill, 1975;

Adam, 1980). The processes of synthesis are well-known

to require the expenditure of energy, a

1catabolic-like' activity but the absolute amount of

energy used in protein synthesis as compared to (for

example) muscular work or maintaining ionic gradients,

is smal1.

If the above is a description of the requirements

for restoration and such restoration occured

predominantly during sleep then one of the corollaries

is that heat production would be low during sleep. For

many years, measurements of oxygen consumption during

sleep have been made. These have been reviewed in

Chapter 2 and despite many notable exceptions, the

overall conclusion reached is undoubtedly that most

studies have found a lowering of oxygen consumption

during sleep. The techniques available for measuring

heat production have improved and yet the results

reported do not vary widely in the description of the
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decline of oxygen consumption during sleep. Many

studies have reported a drop in oxygen consumption of

approximately 10 per cent during sleep. It is only

recently that the possibility of comparing heat

production during different components of sleep has

beccme a reality and it is scmewhat surprising that few

studies have in fact been attempted in the last 25

years. There is no previous study that has attempted

to clearly look at each sleep stage and its associated

heat production. In the study described in Chapter 4,1

have attempted this. The results obtained are most

illuminating. It would appear that there is no

difference in heat production between REM sleep and

stage 2 (of non-REM sleep) in the level of heat

production. Heat production during stage 3 sleep is

lower than that found in either stage 2 or REM. Heat

production during stage 4 was the lowest recorded. In

obtaining these results, every possible precaution was

taken to avoid the influence of extraneous factors.

For this reason, the best statement of these results

would be "when all things are equal, heat production is

lowest during stage 4 sleep" . In the everyday

situation, all things may not be equal. For example,

stage 4 sleep may be concentrated at the beginning of

the night when body temperature is higher and therefore

heat production greater. Comparison of the heat

production levels obtained during different stages of
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sleep and during wakefulness (i.e. standard metabolic

rate) and after a defined nutritional load provide

useful comparisons for heat production to other resting

states. Results obtained in the study described in

Chapter 4 are both consistent with the restorative

theory and with the idea that slow wave sleep may be an

intensity component of the sleep process. These

results have now been published (Shapiro et a 1, 1984a).

Another observation suggesting that maximal

restoration is during slow wave sleep is that of the

association of growth hormone release and slow wave

sleep. While this association is not invariable,

it appears to be the pre-eminent episode of growth

hormone release during the 24 hour day. The implication

of this maximal release occurring during sleep and

particularly the possibility of this peak of secretion

of growth hormone being triggered by slow wave sleep

has been discussed in Chapters 7 and 8.

As discussed in Chapter 1, the observation of slow

wave activity on the EEG is probably merely an indicator

of physiological and biochemical changes that are

occurring during sleep. It is the physiological

observations of decrease in heat production and

increase in GH release during sleep which bring one

closer to an identification of the process of

restoration during sleep.
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To further test the suggestion that growth hormone

release is part of the restorative process, the case-

study in Chapter 7 was carried out. In this study, the

physiological changes during and the subsequent sleep

following a 338 mile continuous walking event were

recorded. This event provided a combined fatiguing

process of physical exercise of an extreme form and

sleep deprivation of a relatively extreme form with the

subject spending over 130 hours walking. Although the

subject walked at approximately 55 per cent of maximal

oxygen uptake,i.e. not close to peak levels, and with a

heart rate ranging slightly over 100 beats per minute

and blood lactate remaining below 2 mmol/l, it is the

duration of this event that has provided the stress.

Following this extreme marathon, the subject demonstrat¬

ed a very short sleep onset latency and rapid entry in¬

to slowwave sleep. Growth hormone release was compared

in the 72 hours following this extended marathon with a

baseline period of 72 hours. Growth hormone release

following the stress event was substantially higher on

the post-walk days as compared with the baseline days.

This applied particularly to the first 24 hours

following the marathon. When comparing this observation

with the results obtained in a study on the effect of a

92 km marathon on sleep patterns (Shapiro et al, 198ib)

once again a recovery process appears to occur for

several days after an extreme stress but appears to be

initially more intensive. This case study provides
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further evidence that growth hormone release during

sleep is a component of the restorative process.

In order to investigate this possibility further

in a controlled manner, 12 healthy volunteers were

studied on baseline and post-sleep deprivation recovery

nights. Following a period of 40 hours of sleep

deprivation, the subjects are fatigued for two reasons.

Firstly, there is the loss of sleep on the night they

have spent awake and secondly, there is a longer

pre-sleep waking period. Both of these factors may

contribute separately to the effects of recovery on

sleep. In this control study, blood samples were

collected at regular intervals throughout the sleep and

subsequently analysed for growth hormone prolactin and

Cortisol. Plasma concentration curves were then

plotted. Results (described in Chapter 8) showed the

expected increase in both sleep duration and the

proportion of slow wave sleep on recovery nights.

Growth hormone was significantly raised over the first

two hours of sleep on the recovery night. Growth

hormone secretion is particularly related to slow wave

sleep and most slow wave sleep occurs early in the

night. Implicit in these statements is that the most

relevant period vis-a-vis growth hormone release is the

first couple of hours sleep. The observation that

growth hormone release was significantly increased over

the first two hours of sleep suggests that a profound
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restorative process was occurring at this time that was

not observable through the later hours of the night.

In some ways this observation is analogous to the

observation by Home and Porter (1 975) of increase in

slow wave sleep in the earlier parts of the night

following moderate exercise but the lack of any such

observations for the later part of the night. The

analogy is that in both situations restoration may have

occured in the early part of the night and therefore

no significant changes are observed in the later part

of the night. In the more extreme situation, for

example, that of the marathon run or the case report

described above, the most substantial changes are

recorded on the nights immediately following the

stressful events but the aspects of recovery are seen

for a more prolonged period. In the sleep deprivation

study, prolactin secretion was seen to be significantly

greater over the whole recovery night with the

exception of the first hour of sleep. Prolactin is an

anabolic hormone (see Chapter 7) and as such may

contribute to the synthetic (and restorative) aspects

of sleep. Cortisol is usually associated with

catabolic processes and there was no change in Cortisol

level following the extended period of wakefulness.

There are a variety of reasons to explain this

observation which are discussed in Chapter 8. All of

these hormonal observations are consistent with the
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restorative theory of sleep and can be seen to be

complimentary to the previous observations in this

area.

As discussed above sleep is generally considered

to be restorative and the notion of exercise being

associated with changes in subsequent sleep is popular

but has only been recently demonstrated. There is

still some debate as to the exact effect of exercise on

sleep (see Chapters 1 and 5). There are several facets

of the exercise performed that appear to influence

on sleep. These include, the intensity and duration of

the exercise and the interval between the cessation of

exercise and sleep onset. Other factors which may

alter sleep after exercise are the age and fitness of

the subject and his lean body mass. Most studies on

the effect of exercise on sleep can be interpreted as

being partially or totally supportive of the

restorative theory of sleep function.

Sleep deprivation alters performance and one may

expect as with other physiological parameters which

have a normal range, certain sleep patterns may be

conducive to better athletic performance. These sleep

patterns may be influenced by physical training.

Extreme endurance events result in sleep deprivation.

It would appear important to identify the clinical

manifestations of this sleep deprivation.

The interaction of exercise and sleep has
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implications for both theoretical models of sleep

function and practical aspects of athletic performance.

Following early studies I performed in which I had

shown that with increasing exercise there is an

increasing amount of slow wave sleep as an acute

response (Shapiro et al, 1 975) and following extreme

exercise there is a clear profound increase in slow

wave sleep (Shapiro et al, 1981b). I felt it approp¬

riate to consider the effect of fitness per se.

For this reason, I studied the process of fitness

acquisition on sleep pattern. To do this, I studied a

group of army recruits as they progressed through their

initial basic training. Both fitness measures and

sleep studies were carried out on three occasions and

this study is described in Chapter 6. The results of

the study showed that as fitness increased, there was a

concomitant change in sleep patterns. These changes

were in the direction predicted, i.e. of, for example,

more slow wave sleep occurring in the fitter subjects.

My understanding of the restorative theory predicts

that the chronic increase in energy expenditure

associated with the fit state would require greater

recovery in the form of 'more or better' sleep. The

study described in Chapter 6 cannot determine if it is

the state of fitness per se or the exercise performed

to achieve and maintain fitness which alters sleep

state. The two are closely related and frcan this and
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other studies (Shapiro et al, 198! b; and Griffin and

Trinder, 1978) it appears that both are important. The

subjects in the study described in Chapter 6 had as a

result of their varied training, changes in both body

composition as reflected by measures of lean body mass

and changes in fitness as reflected by maximal oxygen

uptake and lactate turn point levels. The study

described does not clearly resolve Which of these

factors is more relevant or if it is a combination of

both factors. A possible study to resolve this

difference may include studying fit athletes with

varying muscle composition. Problems that would be

encountered would be the variation in iscmetric and

isotonic exercise performed by such groups of athletes

and the amount of aerobic and anaerobic energy

expenditure performed by these athletes.

To evaluate the effect of lean body mass on sleep

patterns, three separate experiments were carried out.

These are described in chapter 9. The results in all

three studies suggest a correlation between lean body

mass and non REM sleep. This observation supports a

relationship between metabolic activity and sleep

pattern, further enhancing the evidence in favour of

the restorative theory of sleep.

As part of the studies of fitness in the exercise

studies carried out on the army recruits, a

consideration of 2,3-DPG level in response to exercise
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and following changing fitness was performed. The

literature of previous studies on the effect of

exercise on 2,3-DPG is reviewed in Appendix 2. It can

be seen that much of the literature produces

conflicting results but possible reasons include the

use of subjects of varying fitness and the use of

different exercise stresses. What I believe is the

most systematic study of both the effect of exercise

and fitness as influences on 2,3-DPG levels produced a

unifying concept that explains the results described in

Appendix 2 and explains most of the discrepancy in the

literature. In general, 2,3-DPG levels rise with a

hypoxic stimulus. This allows greater dissociation of

oxygen from haemoglobin. In the study desribed in

Appendix 2, fit subjects were observed to have higher

resting levels of 2,3-DPG than unfit subjects.

However, after a standardised exercise load unfit

subjects increased their 2,3-DPG levels to a greater

extent. This can be explained as the chronic

occasional hypoxia that occurs in fit subjects (as a

result of their performance of exercise) leading to a

chronically raised 2,3-DPG level. In these situations

of acute exercise, which is of a standardised amount,

there is greater aerobic capacity in fit subjects and

hence greater ability to cope with the hypoxic stress

in the fit subjects. This is the result of a variety

of phsyiological adaptations and apparently including

the chronically raised 2,3-DPG level. In the unfit
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subjects, the acute hypoxic effects are greater and

2,3-DPG levels are swiftly increased and thus enable

the unfit subject to better deal with the hypoxia

induced by the exercise load. It will be exciting to

test this observation in further studies. The

possibility that 2,3-DPG may be altered during sleep in

certain pathological situations has not been considered

but may explain the apparently extremely low oxygen

saturation levels occasionally recorded.

As a result of the observations made in plotting

the lactate turn points in the army subjects on their

various tests, I realised that the shape of the curves

was more that of an exponential curve than two straight

lines with a point of intersection. Inspection of the

available literature does not allow one much insight

into this possibility but the occasional presentation

of raw data in research papers on this subject provides

the suggestion of a exponential curve being

appropriate. For this reason, an empirical formula

describing lactate change during the process of

converting from aerobic to anaerobic metabolism was

described. The advantages of this system are described

in Appendix 1 and include elements of accuracy in both

conception and representation of data. Perhaps the

most important advantage of this system will be the

ability to test the unfit subjects including patients

following myocardial infarctions (in whom exercise
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testing is gaining increasing relevance) without

needing to stress the individual to maximal levels.

The increased safety and hence the greater ability to

collect information in this area, may provide valuable

insights into pathological processes and recovery in a

variety of disease states.

In the several studies orientated towards

considering metabolic aspects of sleep with particular

reference to the restorative theory, each study

provided new insight and evidence consistent with the

restorative theory of sleep. One of the values of this

theory is that it generates testable experiments which

continue to yield new information about sleep

physiology. Unfortunately in recent years, there has

been a slight decline (perhaps after the initial boom)

in basic physiological research into processes

occurring during sleep. These studies are essential if

further advances are to be made in understanding both

the clinical disorders of sleep and the disruption to

sleep that occurs in a variety of other medical

conditions .

As with most studies, those described in this

thesis appear to have produced more questions, a few of

which have been indicated in this chapter.
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The conclusions to be drawn from most of the

studies described can be conceptualized as supporting

the restorative theory of sleep. This theory provides

insight into the "performance of the Whole organism" as

described by Eccles (1977) in summarising the purpose

of research vhen he stated "But in biology, the

findings of analysis achieve scientific meaning only

When they are synthesized into principles of functional

operation. In the final synthesis, models can be

constructed that provide the basis for understanding

some performance of the whole organism".
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Int roduction

It is well known that training can induce an

improvement in maximal oxygen consumption (Astrand and

Rodahl, 1970). The level of oxygen consumption that an

individual can exercise at, before an increasing pro¬

portion of the energy requirements for the particular

exercise activity must be obtained frcm anaerobic

metabolism is a reliable estimate of a subject's

fitness.

When anaerobic metabolism occurs there is usually

a sudden rapid increase in lactate concentration in the

blood as lactate is a byproduct of anaerobic

metabolism. The increase in lactate is not invariable

as the inborn error of metabolism involved in McArdle's

disease allows such patients to demonstrate anaerobic

threshold on the basis of changes in ventilation

without any increase in lactate levels (Hagberg et al,

1981 and 1982) . Despite such special circumstances the

point at which an increase in lactate at a particular

workload occurs provides a reliable measure of the

level of fitness. The correlation between methods

using lactate and gas exchange to determine anaerobic

threshold has been shown to be highly significant

(Davis et al, 1976). Unfortunately even recent studies

measuring anaerobic threshold by means of lactate

measures have used a rather crude indication of lactate

change. One study using irregular blood sampling use!
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"the transition point at which the blood lactate

concentration exceeds the resting value" (Yoshida et

al, 1 981 ) .

Earlier studies (Huckabee, 1958; Wyndham et al,

1962) had shown that frcm a knowledge of oxygen

consumption at various work loads and blood lactate

concentrations at various work loads a lactate

turnpoint (LTP) could be derived from the intersect of

two lines fitted by means of a least squares method.

In this method if one has lactate measures along the y

axis and oxygen consumption measures along the x axis

(see Figure Al and A2) , then the essentially horizontal

line fitting the lower values represents that portion

of work performance which during increasing oxygen

consumption there is no increase in lactate level

because the work is being performed aerobically. The

second fitted line with a positive slope represents an

increasing proportion of work being performed

anaerobically with increasing lactate until fatigue

enforces cessation of the work.

Blood concentration of lactate is dependent on the

production, removal, diffusion and distribution of

lactate (Mader et al, 1978) but despite this complex

equilibrium (confounded by the observation that lactate

itself can be metabolised aerobically with the

production of energy) a point at which the lactate

turnpoint occurs, has been reliably shown to increase
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with increase in fitness (Williams et al, 1967) and is

arguably one of the best methods of assessing fitness

(Hickson et al, 1 977). One of the problems inherent in

this method of calculating LTP is that without a

measurement at or close to the LTP there is likely to

be seme error in the measurement. Although groups of

subjects show a right shift in the LTP with training,

an individual may only improve fitness level (by the

above criterion of anaerobic threshold as a percentage

of V02 max) by approximately ten per cent with a

reasonably intensive training programme lasting two

months or more. If one is attempting to compare groups

of fit and unfit subjects then randcm shift of a few

percent on each measurement is not too relevant but

when trying to measure the progress of an individual

under training then such errors are unacceptable.

For this reason and because the plots of V02
against lactate in my data and that of other workers

(Hermansen, 1971; Wasserman et al, 1 973) suggested to

me that the curves appear to better fit an exponential

curve rather than the constraints of two straight lines

an attempt was made to find an alternative way of

expressing the observation of higher anaerobic

threshold occurring in better trained subjects.
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Figure A1

Measures of lactate and oxygen consumption at three

points during a training programme

Subject R. B.
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Figure A2

Fitted curves for lactate turn point
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Method

One the basis of measurements in 8 subjects

studied at the start, middle and end of an 18 week

training period and a further 4 subjects studied on two

occasions, LTP was calculated by plotting lactate

against VO^ . The methods of deriving LTP by fitting
lines by means of a least squares method as described

in previous studies was calculated (Wyndham et al,

1 962, see Figure Al and A2, and Table Al ) .

In addition, VO^ was plotted against the lactate
for each subject on each occasion.

Results

It was found that the non linear curve of the form

Y = A(1 - exp -x fitted the data well. Y = V0o
2(A-B)

and x = lactate. The raw data is given in Table A2 and

the results of the regression in Table A3. Since the

curve is non-linear the values of A & B were estimated

by using a method of maximum likelihood (instead of

linear least squares) assuming the errors about the

line are normally distributed. It can be seen that as

lactate approaches infinity V02 approaches A and as the
gradient dy/dx = l/2, then VC>2 = B. Thus A (the
asymptotic value of the curve) can be interpreted as

V02 max and B (dy/dx i.e. the gradient of the curve) as
the lactate change point. This is schematically shown

in Figure A3. Thus the greater the degree of
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curvature, the lower the lactate change point. The

higher the level of the plateau of the exponential

curve, the greater the maximum oxygen consumption. The

difference between the two methods is shown in Figures

A2 and A4 which represent the measurements obtained for

a typical subject on the three successive occasions

(separated by nine weeks of training) plotted by the

two methods. Figure A1 shows data obtained by

simultaneous measurement of VO^ and lactate on a

progressive exercise test for a single subject on three

occasions. It is these values which are used in the

curves shown in Figure A2 and A4 .
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Table A1

VC>2 at LTP and confidence limits for 12 subjects on 32 occasions
Phas e:

ro.

V°2
% o f Max

VCb

V0„

VO,

% of Max

VCb

V°2
% of Max

V°2
% of Max

V°2
% of Max

I II III

Change Upper Lower Change Upper Lower Change Upper Lower
Point Limit Limit Point Limit Limit Point Limit Limit

1620

5 2

2040

% of Max 36 '

1430

% of Max 51

1150

% of Max 57

vo2
% of Max -

V02 1250
% of Max 47

V02 1 81 0
% of Max 72

VO^ 1940

78

1190

% of Max 5 5

1540

64

1540

69

1620

81

1850 1300

2130 1760

1710 1150

1320 880

1460 934

1990 1430

2110 1400

1520 580

1680 1360

1940 1234

1680 1530

1850

55

1120

37

1 880

45

1290

43

2310

65

1 850

62

1960

55

2130

71

1330

54

21 80

21 80

81

1640

57

2000 1670

1570 1660

2080 1650

1650 750

2560 1900

2010 1640

21 70 1700

2270 1910

1470 1150

22

2270 2030

1760 1480

2320

57

1650

59

1 880

50

1630

62

2040

56

1675

54

1890

58

1730

51

1850

62

2500 2060

1750 1520

2150 1510

1830 1340

2400 1390

1820 1490

2220 1270

1960 1420

1990 1670
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Table A2
Raw data of oxygen consumption and lactate levels

visit 1 visit 2 visit 3

V02 . 1
Lactate vo2 1

Lactate, ,V02 1
Lactate

ml.min- mmol.1- ml.min- mmol.l- ml.min- mmol.l-

572 0.66 710 1.79 748 0.62
909 0.80 1095 1.35 1066 0.61

1305 1.16 1539 2.02 1588 0.69
1866 2.04 1778 2.10 1847 1.24
1813 3.84 2065 3.02 1960 1.98
2037 5.35 2345 3.97 2065 2.54
2159 6.87 2406 5.16 2167 3.09
2254 8.34 2675 6.07 2551 3.67
2737 9.69 2783 6.85 2607 3.45
2912 12.01 3276 7.67 2999 6.38

3595 10.05 3183 6.46
4202 13.33 3513 9.25
4138 14.63 3729 13.18

visit 1 visit 2 visit 3

vo2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vo2 Lactate

ml.min-1 mmol.I-1 ml.min-1 mmol.l-1 ml.min-1 mmol.l-1

529 0.50 532 0.88 655 0.72
824 0.52 1058 0.91 888 0.83
1310 0.64 1517 0.94 1291 1.02
1706 1.08 1938 1.52 1940 1.33
2014 1.49 2108 2.24 2306 2.40
2234 3.37 2447 2.62 2557 2.98
2242 4.03 2840 3.26 2874 3.17
2099 4.64 2932 4.42 3177 3.78
2218 5.47 3184 4.53 3329 4.47

3349 6.13 3321 6.43
3562 7.15 3350 5.69
3523 8.45 3628 7.12

visit 1 visit 2 visit 3

vo2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vd2 Lactate

ml.min-.1 mmol. 1-"*" ml.min-1 nmol. 1-"*" ml.min-
1

mrnol.l-

520 1.19 580 1.71 565 0.83
794 1.63 847 1.24 789 0.80

1107 1.88 1365 1.93 1162 0.86
1644 3.06 1680 2.15 1495 1.24
1833 4.58 2022 2.48 1699 1.19
2130 6.16 1972 3.04 1945 1.71
2348 7.40 2212 3.75 2217 2.32
2645 7.84 2513 5.69 2159 3.37

2958 7.95 2399 3.86
2850 9.14 2515 4.22

2712 5.38
3078 6.21
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VISI

V02
ml .m

593
750
975

1469
1648
1 771
1758
1 865
1949
1974

VISIT

V°2
ml .mi

508
674

1036
1259
1315
1557
1663
1 870
2005

VISIT 2 VISIT 3

Lactate VCU Lactate V02 , Lactate
mmol.l- ml.mm- mmol.l- ml.min- mmol.l-

0.88 762 1 .49
1 .21 956 1 .44
1.02 1395 2.40
3.06 1725 2 .65
2.90 2016 3.95 NO DATA
4.94 1992 5.24
6.40 2262 6.40
8.53 2392 8.14
10.57 2566 9.72
13 .72 2877 11 .48

Lactate

mmol.1-

1 .24
0 .94
1 .77
2 .40
2 .79
2 .75
5 .41
5.52
8.78

VISIT 2

ml . min-^"

496
944

1522
181 7
1990
2210
2369
2669
2 981
2847
2 943

Lactate

mmol.1-^

0 .88
1 .08
1 .88
2 .82
3 .62
4.55
6 .82
7.29
7 .29
6 .07
8.58

VISIT 3

ml .min-^

462
714

1311
1591
1698
20 24
2031
2295
2601
2563
2568
2610

Lactate

mmol. 1-^"

0 .88
1 .21
1 .68
1 .66
1 .93
2 .62
4.17
4 .86
5 .30
6.13
6 .71
7 .31
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VISIT 1 VISIT 2 VISIT 3

V°2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vo2 Lactat

ml.min-^- mmol. 1-^" ml .min-^ mmol. 1- ml .min-^ mmol.1-

579 I .02 956 0 .94 46 4 0 .83
667 1 .13 1428 1 .10 708 0 .97

1027 1 .46 2019 1 .57 1235 0 .97
I 359 2 .82 2299 3 .45 1753 1 .1 7
2045 4.61 2702 5 .00 2165 1 .59
2261 7 .31 2 992 7 .09 2232 3.28
2389 7 .67 3033 8 .56 2706 4 .89
2287 9 .03 3539 9 .90 31 76 6 .38
2528 10 .76 3438 10 .40 2957 8 .42
246 3 11 .59 3549 12 .1 7 3101 7 .87

32 82 9 .41
3279 9 .83

VISIT 1 VISIT 2 VISIT 3

V°2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vo2 Lacta

ml .min-^ mmol. 1-^" ml .min-^ mmol.1- ml .min-^" mmol. 1-

576 0 .66 530 1 .10 43 3 0 .69
750 0 .72 743 1 .21 13 93 1 .43

1 213 1 .24 1466 1 .85 1 701 0 .93
1451 2.18 1 786 3 .04 1908 1 .78
1 767 3 .86 1 792 2 .54 21 74 3 .31
2064 4.58 2223 3 .26 2349 3 .88
2361 6.62 2431 4.36 2499 4.55
2371 8 .56 2694 7 .42 25 30 5 .24
2416 10 .46 2841 7 .84 2627 6 .06
247 5 12 .70 3001 10 .79 3157 7 .18

3372 8.69
315 0 9 .68

VISIT 1 VISIT 2 VISIT 3

V°2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vo2
ml .min-^ mmol. 1-^" ml.min-^" mmol. 1-^" ml.min-^

553 1 .10 568 0 .99
770 1 .21 703 0 .97
1254 2 .02 909 1 .21
1464 3 .97 1233 1 .38
1664 4 .94 1409 2 .24 NO
2114 9 .00 161 9 2 .93
21 82 9 .47 1 788 4.20
209 0 13 .63 2061 5 .60

2033 7 .45
2453 9 .94

Lactate

mmol. 1-
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VISI

V02
nil .m

500
821

1413
1612
1706
1957
2164
2142
2412

VISI

V°2
ml .m

505
740
950

1663
2215
21 78
2222

Lactate

mmol. 1-*"

0.80
1 .10
1 .19
2 .10
2 .71
4.25
5 .71
7 .56
9 .94

Lactate

mmol. 1-*"

1 .1 3
0.99
1 .27
1 .96
3 .34
5.33
7 .98

VISIT 2

ml .min-^"

VISIT 2

ml.min-^"

523
794

1510
1869
2231
2425
2685

Lactate

mmol. 1-*"

Lactate

mmol.1-

0 .99
1 .55
1 .57
2 .10
2 .48
3.73
7 .40

VISIT 3

vo2
ml .min-^

499
686

11 81
1677
2046
2169
2369
2599
2803
2987
2838

VISIT 3

vo2
ml .min-^

NO DATA
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VISIT 1 VISIT 2 VISIT 3

V°2 Lactate vo2 Lactate vo2 Lactate

ml .min-^ mmol. 1-"'" ml.min- mmol. l-^ ml .min- mmol.1-
697 0 .91 614 0 .97 496 0 .97

1028 0 .94 1280 0 .69 973 0.88 -

1468 1 .05 1498 0.88 1490 0 .88
1 71 9 1 .57 1950 1 .24 2125 1 .10
2130 2 .59 2287 1 .96 2212 1 .57
2592 3 .40 26 64 3 .31 2689 1 .93
2739 4.72 2740 4.00 2784 2 .35
311 8 6 .27 3064 4.83 3010 3 .06

3332 5 .05 3211 3 .89
3246 5 .25 3455 4.00
3347 5 .80 3589 5 .11

4043 5 .66

VISIT I

ml .min-^

831
1142
1329
1649
1792
2147
2255
2365

Lactate

mmol.1-

1 .08
1 .19
1 .38
1 .93
3 .12
3 .95
5 .49
7 .98

VISIT 2

ml .min-^"

452
79 6

1253
1667
1993
2323
2495
2560
3057

Lactate

mmol. 1-^

0 .66
1 .57
1 .57
2 .59
4.14
4 .72
6 .32
8.03
7 .92

VISIT 3

vo2
mlml .min-^"

415
755

1596
181 6
210 3
2167
2468
2592
271 5
281 6

Lactate

mmol.1-

1 .21
0 .86
1 .24
1 .82
2 .54
3 .20
4.53
5 .13
5 .24
5.52
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Table A3

Regression of V02 on lactate
A B

I II III I II III

Coeff SE Coeff SE Coeff SE Coeff SE Coeff SE Coeff SE

3.32 0.29 3.42 0.26 4.24 0.43 2.11 0.13 2.45 0.13 3.06 0.2^

2.40 0.10 2.12 0.31 2.81 0.13 1.44 0.062 1.24 0.15 1.90 0.07

2.50 0.17 4.40 0.28 3.42 0.22 1.47 0.19 1.58 0.16 2.27 0.17

2.09 0.21 3.12 0.21 2.81 0.19 0.67 0.11 1.45 0.12 1.52 0.0=

2.25 0.11 3.69 0.20 3.79 0.1 9 1.79 0.089 2.46 0.10 2.57 0 . 0E

3.14 0.36 3.19 0.33 2.94 0.21 0.67 0.20 1 .48 0.16 1.98 0.11

2.59 0.083 3.37 0.15 3.22 0.18 0.87 0.10 2.15 0 .14 2.09 0.1E

2.43 0.069 3.13 0.17 3.13 0.22 1.28 0.076 1.50 0.10 1 .93 0.14

2.18 0.094 2.32 0.12 - - 0.66 0.13 1.07 0.092

D 2.30 0.14 - - 2.91 0.19 1.32 0.11 - - 1.82 0.12

>L 2.45 0.28 3.03 0.51 - - 1.29 0.18 1.70 0.24

2 1.94 0.053 2.79 0.15 - - 0.95 0.077 1.03 0.13
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Figure A3

Idealised curve of lactate against VC>2 max
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A comparison of the measures of anaerobic

threshold as calculated by the line fit method and by

the lactate change point derived from the current

formula is shown in Figure A5 and the Spearman Rank

correlation between these two methods was r = 0.654

(p<0.001). At the same time as measurements of VO^ and
lactate concentration were made on the subjects during

incremental exercise, breath by breath measures of

oxygen and carbon dioxide (using a mass spectrcmeter)

as well as exhaled oxygen and carbon dioxide (per

minute) were carried out. Comparing anaerobic

threshold (i.e. point B in the above formula) by the

new technique to that of anaerobic threshold derived

for simultaneous measures of oxygen and carbon dioxide,

i.e. the methods of measuring anaerobic threshold

described by Wasserman et al (1973), the correlation is

slightly better (r = 0.764) than using the older line

fit (least square) method (r = 0.652) although both

correlations are highly significant (p< 0.01).

A comparison of VC>2 max derived from the new
formula (i.e. point A) to actual VO2 max recorded on
the erganeter is shown in Figure A6. The correlation

is r = 0.864 which is significant (p<0.00l). These

values of VO2 max are slightly lower than those
recorded for the same subjects on a treadmill run

carried out within two days of the ergometer measures.

Although both VO^ max measures calculated by the new
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formula (i.e. point A) and direct measures derived

from the ergcmeter exercise were significantly-

correlated with VC>2 max measures on the treadmill, the
correlation was slightly better for the calculated

value (A) of V02 max.
In the data base from which the present equation

was derived, using the value of A as a measure of VO^
max, VO^ max at the start was less than VC>2 max at 9
weeks in all subjects, but only 2 subjects showed

further increase in VC>2 max at the end of the training
period. For B, the estimated lactate change point at

the start is less than B at 9 weeks which in turn is

less than B at 18 weeks. This implies that there is,

as expected, an increase in the lactate change point

with training.
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Figure A4

Curves using new formula of oxygen consumption against

lactate
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Figure A5

Correlation of VO^ at point B and VC>2 at LTP
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Figure A6

Correlation of VC>2 max as calculated by new formula and
VO^ max measured
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D iscussion

These results indicate that anaerobic capacities

can improve independent of change in VO^ max, the
limits of which are probably more dependent on genetic

constitution. This new method, using the formula

Y = A(1 - exp -x ) appears to be superior to
2 (A- B)

the previous methods used, for the following reasons:

1) the formula described above uses all the individual's

data to obtain the two measures of athletic potential

and of fitness (i.e. VO^ max and lactate change point)
and is therefore not dependent on having a measure made

at the LTP; 2) the data appears to fit a curve rather

than two straight lines (see Figure 1 , Yoshida et al,

1981), also the method of estimation of intersection

presents problems of a theoretical nature in a

statistical hypothesis; 3) the standard errors and

hence the reliability of the estimates can be obtained

with the new method; 4) subjects need not be measured

at VC>2 max as VC>2 max can be obtained from A in the
equation. This is of special relevance in estimating

anaerobic threshold in young children, elderly and in

patients recovering frcm cardiac and respiratory

disease. I would suggest that point B in the formula

be referred to a 'lactate change level' to distinguish

it from the 'lactate turn point' described previously.

The derivation of the above formulae was with the

help of the statistician, B. Adams.
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Int roduction

The sigmoid shape of the oxygen disssociation

curve can be seen, teleologically, to be an adaptation

allowing the release of oxygen to the tissues over a

range of partial pressures such that at low partial

pressures of oxygen the dissociation curve is steep and

large amounts of oxygen are liberated per unit drop in

PC>2 • The shape of the curve is essentially dependent
on the allosteric interaction of the 4 heme molecules

attached to the 4 protein chains. There are a variety

of factors which influence the setting of the

dissociation curve. The best known of these are

temperature and acidity (pH). A rise in temperature or

a fall in pH both cause a rightward shift in the oxygen

dissociation curve, such that at the same partial

pressure of oxygen more oxygen will be released to the

tissues. In 1 925, 2 ,3-d iphosphogly cerate (2,3- DPG )

was first described (Greenwald) but it was only in 1967

that the functional significance of 2,3-DPG was

realised (Benesch and Benesch, 1967; Chanutin and

Curnish, 1967) although a preliminary report had

appeared earlier (Chanutin and Curnish, 1965). An

increase in the 2,3-DPG level in the red blood cell has

been shown to cause a rightward shift in the

haemoglobin dissociation curve (Benesch and Benesch,

1969; Eaton et al, 1970). Such an increase in 2,3-DPG

has been shown to occur in a variety of hypoxic
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conditions including anaemia. Raised levels of 2,3-DPG

are found in congestive cardiac failure," following

myocardial infarct, in right to left shunts and has

also been described to occur in subjects at altitude.

This appears to represent a physiological adaptation to

hypoxia. Conversely, polycythaemia occurs in

haemoglobinopathies involving high affinity binding of

2,3-DPG. Altered 2,3-DPG levels can be the result of

inherited enzyme deficiencies with low levels found in

hexokinase deficiency and high levels occur in pyruvate

kinase deficiency. The left shift of the oxygen

dissociation curve in umbilical cord blood, is a result

of haemoglobin F not interacting with 2,3-DPG in the

same manner as haemoglobin A. The outline of the path¬

way by which 2,3- DPG is formed is shown in Figure BL

and it is postulated that the mechanism for 2,3-DPG in¬

crease in hypoxia is a result of the increase binding

of 2,3-DPG with deoxyhaemoglobin and the removal of end

product inhibition on 2,3-DPG mutase (Dahm and Gerlach,

1971). 2,3-DPG is a major product of the glycolytic

pathway in the red blood cell and is an energy source

for ATP. The interaction between 2,3-DPG and

haemoglobin levels was probably first considered by

Eaton and Brewer (1968).

One area of interest vis-a-vis 2,3-DPG level is

that of exercise physiology. At the start of the

performance of exercise there is a sudden increase in

tissue requirement for oxygen. It has been suggested
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that this may act as a trigger to increase 2,~3-DPG

production. The effect of exercise on 2,3- DPG

production is likely to depend on a variety of factors.

The intensity and duration of exercise are probably the

most pertinent influences as they would determine the

level of tissue of hypoxia and hence the potential

stimulus for increased production of 2,3-DPG. The

prevailing level of fitness of the subject may be an

important determinant as it would determine the overall

physiological response of the subject to the exercise

stress and also determine the point at which and the

extent to which lactate level would tend to rise in

that subject with a particular exercise load. Among

the other changes that occur with increased fitness are

alteration in blood viscosity and mean cell haemoglobin

concentration (MCHC) both of which may influence

2,3-DPG production (the latter, directly) (Simelaro et

ad, 1980) . The effect of lactate is paradoxical in

that lactate tends to inhibit 2,3-DPG production by

causing a drop in pH (which has an inhibitory influence

on 2,3-DPG synthesis).
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Figure B1

Pathway of 2,3-DPG formation (after Gerlach et al 1970)
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This is one mechanism of negative feed-back control

by which 2,3-DPG controls its own synthesis. However,

lactate is also an indirect measure of the shortfall

of oxygen delivery (it being a by-product of anaerobic

metabolism) so that in situations of increased lactate

production, one may expect an increase in 2,3- DPG

synthesis allowing for greater oxygen delivery at the

tis sues.

With these factors in mind it is not surprising

that attempts to consider the effect of exercise

on 2,3-DPG production have produced conflicting

results. These studies are listed in Table B1 together

with some of the details of each study. It is

noteworthy that there are no studies that have

considered the effect that training a group of unfit

individuals may have on 2,3-DPG level. Prior to the

execution of the present study I predicted that

2,3-DPG would increase with training in keeping with

other physiological changes that occur with an increase

in fitness which suggest more efficient physiological

functioning in the trained state.

Methods and materials

Eight new army recruits (who gave their informed

consent) were studied at the start, middle and end of

their initial 18 week training programme. At each of

these times, each subject was studied in an exercise

laboratory. A resting blood sample was taken and the
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subject then has a 10 minute warm up and adaptation

period walking on a treadmill, followed by

approximately a 30 minute break, after which a V02 max

run was carried out to determine maximal oxygen uptake

(V02 max; ml.min-^" .Kg-*- STPD) . To obtain VC^ max
the subjects exercised on the treadmill at an incline

of 6° at increasing rates designed to produce V02
max within 5 to 7 minutes.

These studies were part of the fitness tests de¬

scribed in chapter 6 . I was helped by a team in the

laboratory at the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary in the

execution of these studies. Members of this team are

acknowledged at the start of the thesis.
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Table B1

Gcmparison of studies on 2,3-DPG levels before and

after exercise

Exercise load Duration Kb Fit Sex Age Ebst Ex FT Ref

Treadmill 3.5mph Variable 25 U 6M19X 7-15 7.6% T 1
Treadmill 9 15 U X 9.8% T 2

Speed canoeists 4 8 F M 15-25 f ? t 3
Treadmill 70% max 50-120 4 F 4/NC 4
Basketball 60 10 F&U M 21-45 18%?.NC 30'5
Ergcmeter 70% max 50 10 F&U M 13% t ? 6

Ergcmeter max 8-12 6 F&U 10% 6
Exhaustive wark 120-240 7
12 week training 7 U-F M 23-36 NC 8

Ergcmeter 3x5 10 ? M 20-23 4- 9
Treadmill exhaus 10-15 16 M 25-40 t-NC 10
Ergcmeter 13-20 30 <F>F 18-20 >4 <T 11

Ergcmeter 15&30 6 U M 19.8%..? 13
42km 6 F 24-33 14

Ergcmeter HR170 10 6 U M c20 (4) 15
Ergcmeter exhaus 6&60 5 F M 25-50 NC then,.? 16
Variable variable 86 40U46F ?M NC 17
5km & 15km 14-42 8 F M 15-32 7.6% _.4 19

8 F X 15-32 1.9% _.4 19
42km 150-120 10 F M 13.7% . .4 19
6 m training varied varied U-F M ?10% 20
21 or 22km varied 22 7U M 9% T 20
8 w train 25-75% max 3x10 3 U-F M 21-38 NC /fi6% 21
5 or 15 or 42 km 15/47/cl35 8M8X 15-32 22
Treadmill max 1.5-7.5 10 5F&5U 21-40 -T F>U 23
Long run 51.5 8 F 21-39 6.3%4F>U 24
Short run 5.5 10 F 21-39 15% f 24
30%, 40%,66% 9,9,56 6 U 25-41 NC 25

Legend: No. = nunber F = fit U = rnfit Ebst Ex =2, 3DPG change
after exercise FT = 2,3DF>G after training M = male
X = female Duration is in minutes of exercise.
T = increase 4 = decrease NC = no change

Ref: 1 Austin 1967; 2 Bonner et al 1975; 3 Bosv^art et al 1975
4 Danpsey et al 1971; 5 Eaten et al 1969; 6 Faulkner et al
1970; 7 Hasart et al 1973; £ Hasart et al 1975; 9 Jaroszewicz
et al 1973; 10 Klein et al 1960; 11 Kunski & Sztobryn 1976;
12 Lenfant et al 1968; 13 Ohno et al 1979; 14 Magazanik et al
1980; 16 Meen et al 1981; 17 Rand et al 1973; 18 Remes et al
1973; 19 Remes et al 1975; 20 Rorth et al 1972; 21 Schappel
et al 1971; 22 Schroter & Winter 1967; 23 Taunton & Banister
1972; 24 Tauton et al 1974; 25 Thomson et al 1974.
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Immediately prior to completion of the test three

estimations (at three different work loads) of VO^ and

VCO2 were made. At the end of the run, the subject was
able to sit in a chair placed 2 metres behind the

treadmill and a post maximal exercise blood sample was

obtained within 1 minute of completion of the run.

Each subject was studied at approximately the same time

of day on each of the three occasions. Three hours

later a submaximal test of fitness was carried out on a

simple bicycle ergcmeter. Both tests had concomitant

ECG monitoring.

On a second (non consecutive) day, the subject

performed a progressive exercise test on an Elema

Schonander Ergometer. Work load was increased at two

minute intervals such that VC>2 max was reached within
18- 24 minutes. During the second minute of each work

load, a venous blood sample was withdrawn from an

indwelling catheter for estimation of lactate

concentration and a sample of mixed expired gas was

taken and analysed for VC>2 and VC02. Lactate acid
turnpoint was calculated by plotting lactate acid

concentration (analysed by a Boehringer Kit Method)

against oxygen consumption recorded and a line fit

computed. The oxygen consumption at this lactate

turnpoint when expressed as a percentage of maximal

oxygen consumption (as assessed on the treadmill) has

been used as a measure of fitness (Williams etal,
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1967). A further sub- maximal test of fitness was

based on the heart rate recorded after a standard ten

minutes on the ergometer.

Blood samples before and after the VO^ max run on

the treadmill were drawn and immediately mixed with

trichloracetic acid, kept cool for at least 5 minutes

and then centrifuged for 10 minutes at 3000 r.p.m.

The supernatant was separated and stored at -40°C until

completion of the study when all specimens were then

further analysed. The technique used for 2,3-DPG

analysis was a modification of that described by Rose

and Liebowitz (1970) using a kit from the Sigma

Chemical Company. The assays were kindly carried out

by R. Dawkes.

Results

A significant increase in fitness (as described by

lactate turn point) occurred over the first 9 weeks of

the training period (p<0.05). There was a high

correlation between the tests of fitness (viz. level

of oxygen consumption and lactate turn point determined

on the ergometer expressed as a percentage of the

maximum oxygen consumption determined on the treacbrull)

and the submaximal ergometer tests, r = 0.91. There

were smaller changes in fitness (as defined by these

tests) in the second 9 weeks of training.
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The comparison of pre- versus post-exercise levels

of 2,3- DPG is shown in Figure B2 and Table B2 . Due to

technical problems, a post exercise 2,3-DPG sample was

not obtained for 1 subject at the time of the last set

of tests. This subject has therefore been eliminated

frcm the calculations at this time (i.e. the sample

size at the time of each testing was 8,8 and 7

respectively). When considering the results at each

time of testing the post-exercise levels tended to show

higher levels of 2,3-DPG but this was not significant

on all occasions. However, if one considers all 23

pairs of measures then a simple paired t test shows a

significant (p<0.02) increase in 2,3-DPG after

exercise. While there were no significant changes in

the post-exercise concentration of 2,3-DPG from one

phase to another, the resting level of 2,3-DPG showed a

progressive rise through the training period (see

Figure B2) . The difference between the first and last

set of measures is significant (p<0.05).
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Figure B2

Comparison of pre- and post- ex ercis e levels of 2,3-DPG
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Table B2

Raw data of 2,3-DPG measures

PHASE 1

Pre Post

1 .79 1 .71

2.34 2.49

1 .74 2.51

1 .74 1 .99

2.00 2.05

2.36 2.45

2.08 2.13

2.40 2.36

PHASE 2

Pre Post

1 .60 1 .88

2.28 2.49

2.09 2.28

2.14 2.29

2.13 2.31

2.25 2.23

2.02 2.06

2.16 2.34

PHASE 3

Pre Post

1 .68 1 .76

2.00 2.25

2.19 2.36

2.37 2.35

2 .1 2 1 .87

2.57 2.37

2.02 2.22

2.85

A correlation analysis failed to show any

correlation between pre- and post-exercise 2,3-DPG

levels. However, the change in 2,3-DPG concentration

(from pre- to post exercise) was significantly negative¬

ly correlated (p<0.05) (r = -0.47) with the resting

2,3-DPG levels and the absolute resting 2,3-DPG was

found to be significantly correlated (p<0 .01 ) with the

level of fitness (see Figure B3). The change in

2,3-DPG concentration fran pre to post exercise was

closely related to the level of fitness (see Figure

B4 ) .
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Discussion

The results show a clear increase in 2,3-DPG

concentration after a short intensive bout of exercise.

This is in agreement with most previous studies on the

effect of exercise on 2,3-DPG concentration (see Table

B1 ) , particularly when considering those studies of

short duration ( and hence capable of providing a

maximal stimulus in the form of hypoxia to 2,3-DPG)

production. A good example of the importance of the

short duration of exercise is the study by Taunton

et al (1 974) who showed a decrease in 2,3-DPG concen¬

tration in long distance runners (running on average

51 .5 minutes) but an increase in 2,3-DPG concentration

in short distance runners (running for on average, 5.5

minutes). One exception to this observation is the

study by Markiewicz et al (1980) . They found no

significant change in 2,3-DPG level after short duration

exercise. Two studies (Ohno, 1979 and Eaton et al,1969)

which sampled at two points in longer ergcmeter exercise

periods (30 and 50 minutes respectively) showed no

change at the time of the first sample but did find an

increase in 2,3-DPG concentration by the end of the

exercise load. One possible explanation may be that if

the subjects knew the duration of the exercise event

they may 'sprint' at the finish, i.e. they may perform

aerobic work for most of the duration of the event and

anaerobic work at the end.
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Figure B3

correlation of restittj 2,3-DPG and fitness level
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Figure B4

2,3-DPG change with exercise correlated with fitness

level
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A recent paper by Meen et al (1981 ) supports the

latter observation but they found an initial decline in

2,3-DPG after short duration exercise and a subsequent

rise in 2,3-DPG level. Austin et al (1973) reported

almost in passing that sampling during an exercise test

showed a rise during the exercise which is sustained

after the completion of the exercise. Sixty minutes of

"essentially aerobic" work "to exhaustion" produced a

similar rise in 2,3-DPG concentration during the work

period and this rise was sustained for several hours

after the cessation of work (Meen et al, 1981).

There are only 4 studies in which the effects of

training on 2,3-DPG concentration have been considered

(Shappel et al, 1971; Hasart et al, 1 975; Remes et al,

1 979 and Boswart, 1 980). None of these studies

quantify change in fitness level and none specify when

the analysis of the 2,3-DPG samples were done - leaving

open the possibility of a systematic error in the

estimation of 2,3-DPG level, if they were done at

separate times. The study by Shappel et al (1971)

suffers by having only 3 subjects. Remes et al (L 979)

do not have the same group of subjects participating at

the different times of their study, and the exercise

load varied at different levels of fitness. Boswart _et

al (1980) started with a group of highly fit ubjects

(the top 16 canoeists in the country) and while the

training they underwent presumably increased their
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fitness - this study deals with the top end of the

fitness spectrum. In relation to the effect of

exercise on 2,3-DPG level Boswart et al (1980) state

that an increase occured. This statement agrees with

our findings and most other observations but

calculations on their raw data do not bear out the

statement in their study. The results obtained by

Hasart et al (1 975) (not often quoted) agree with our

findings (although they did not clearly formulate the

connection between fitness and exercise effects) of

similar increase in 2,3-DPG in post- exercise values in

fit subjects. They found post-exercise levels to be

inversely related with fitness levels. This agrees

with the sentiment expressed in the papers by Eaton _et

al (1 969 ) and Faulkner et al (1 970) (from the same

laboratory) which suggested that greater increases in

2,3-DPG level were seen in those subjects who were most

stressed. In the former study after 50 minutes of

exercise, only 3 subjects did not show an increase in

2,3-DPG concentration and it is those 3 subjects who

had not increased lactate production. In the latter

study the increase in 2,3-DPG in the fit group was only

5 per cent whereas in the unfit group, it was 16 per

cent. Using heart rate as a titration point,

Markiewicz et al (L980) came arrived at a similar

conclusion. In their study those subjects (two) doing

the least work to achieve a heart rate of 130 showed a

rise in 2,3-DPG whereas the remaining subjects (four)
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showed a fall in 2,3-DPG level. However, Austin et al

exercised children till they achieved a heart rate of

190 and found an inverse relation between lactate and

2,3-DPG concentration. Rand et al (1 973 ) found no

difference in "resting" 2,3-DPG concentration in highly

trained athletes and sedentary controls but some of

their measurements were done after the athletes had had

a training session which may have distorted their

results. The effect of body temperature may be of

relevance in that although temperature increases the

P50 it is possible that there is an inverse

relationship between temperature and the effect of

2,3-DPG concentration in altering the setting of the

oxygen dissociation curve.

The results from this study support the general

observation of an increase in 2,3-DPG after a short

burst of intensive exercise. It would appear that with

the acquisition of fitness there is an increase in the

resting concentration of 2,3-DPG in the red blood

cells. On exposure to intensive exercise, less fit

subjects show a greater increase in 2,3-DPG level.

These conclusions derived frcm the present study appear

to resolve many of the currently conflicting results

described in the literature and it would appear that

many of the differences can be explained by the

different exercise loads imposed on subjects of varying

fitnes s.
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This appendix is based largely on the chapter

considering the use of calorimetry in surgical

patients (Goll, 1981). It provides supplementary

documentation to the methods section in chapter 4 and

the description of the "Glasgow system" in chapter 3.

I. Introduction

Since continuous gas flow measurement of oxygen

and carbon dioxide concentrations became available in

the 1950's (Garrow, 1974), continuous calorimetry has

been possible. Using a suitable mouthpiece or mask

and one way valve expired air can be analysed, breath

by breath or after mixing (Wilmore et al, 1976). This

technique has the advantage of relatively high

(approximately 5%) changes in gas concentrations

produced by the subject allowing accurate analysis

with the possibility of also measuring other

respiratory parameters. However rapid sampling or

effective mixing of the gas flow is required and the

relatively low (approximately 5 l.min-M pulsatile

flow can be difficult to measure accurately. The

valving provides some resistance to air flow and

subjects can also find mouthpieces and facemasks

unacceptable (Spencer et al, 1 972).
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Use of an open or closed canopy system

(ventilated hood system) instead of a mouthpiece or

mask requires a relatively high air flow (25 - 50

I.min-^) to be drawn through the canopy to keep

the carbon dioxide concentration around the patient to

within acceptable physiological limits (i.e. less

than 1%). The diluting effect of the increased air

flow requires high accuracy of the gas analysers.

However, the subject in the canopy notices no effect

on his breathing and the constant air flow through the

system can be measured with a simple gas meter.

Adaptations of the canopy system have been used by a

number of clinical investigators (Gump et al, 1970;

Danielsson et al, 1976; Aulick et al, 1 979 ; Long et

al, 1979).

II. Calorimetry Design

(a) Canopy and Temperature Controlled Rooms

A closed rather than open canopy design has been

used so that gaseous losses, particularly those of

carbon dioxide, could be avoided and changes in the

gaseous concentrations of the ventilating air, when

staff were close to the canopy, could also be

eliminated. The canopy (figure 3.1) was a 300 x 300 x

500 mm perspex box constructed by the Department of

Clinical Physics and Bioengineering, Glasgow, to the

design of Kinney et al (L964).

A hinged top allowed access for the head of the

subject which rested on a pillow while in the canopy.
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A silicone rubber sealing strip was attached to the

base to provide an airtight seal when the top was

closed and secured with two quick release fasteners

mounted on the box front. Two 25 ran diameter

stoppered ports allowed EEG or other cables to be

passed out of the canopy while retaining a seal. Two

ports on the canopy sides, sealed with plastic bags,

allowed the subject access to his face should he have

an itch during a calorimetry period. These bags were

also sensitive indicators of any imbalance in air

pressure between the canopy and the rocm.

A seal was required to stop any air leaks around

the neck. A semi-rigid plastic ring was made to fit

the 250 mm diameter hole in the canopy front. For

each calorimetry run a clear polythene bag of

approximately 250 mm diameter was attached to the ring

using two elastic bands. The other end of the

polythene bag was cut to fit between the base of the

neck and the shoulders and around the top of the chest

and back. This was attached to the skin of the

subject using a non allergic aerosol adhesive (Medical

adhesive B, Dow Corning Ltd.) sprayed onto the

plastic. It was found to give a reliable seal with no

problems of tightness around the neck (Spencer et al,

1 972) .

The canopy was used by Kinney et al (1968) on

patients lying flat on top of a bed. Slots were let
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into the canopy base to allow the canopy to be hung

from the bed back using 12 mm wide strapping with

adjustable buckles. The canopy could then be placed

around the head of the subject with little

disturbance. Benedict and Benedict (1924) have

reported no differences between the metabolic rate of

subjects lying and reclining. However, because most

of the study period was conducted with the subject

lying with a small cushion to support the head, the

waking measures were carried out in the same way.

The calorimeter studies were carried out in a

single bedded metabolic room at the side of ward 33,

Glasgow Royal Infirmary. Appropriate piping and

cabling allowed collection of gases and electrical

signals from the roan, the analysis and processing

being performed in a separate laboratory 20 m away.

The roan had an air conditioning system capable of

maintaining the air temperature to within + 1°C of

a preset value. The monitored relative humidity was

below 55%, with typical values being 35 - 45%. The

room had a colour television which provided some

diversion prior to the start of each study.

(b) Gas Collection and Analysis Circuit

The gas circuit layout is shown in Figure 3.2.

Air was drawn from outside the building so that oxygen

and carbon dioxide background concentrations were

constant. Most of the air (approximately 35

l.min-T-) was pumped down 25 nm stainless steel
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tubing to the patient room using an oil free pump

(type 2D-416-2-2e, Compton Ltd.). A small amount of

air was diverted for analysis by the reference cell of

the oxygen analyser. The air was returned from the

canopy using a diaphragm pump (type DAA-120, Gast

Pumps Ltd.) at a rate set to produce a pressure close

to atmospheric in the canopy. Usually the canopy was

at a slight negative pressure (about 25 mm of water)

so that any leaks would be inward.

The total flow of gas caning from the canopy was

measured with a wet gas meter (type M809ra, A. Wright

and Co., London) . Any leaching of water frcm the

meter, which would affect its calibration accuracy,

was prevented by using a humidifier to saturate the

air before it reached the meter. The temperature and

pressure of the gas at the meter was monitored using a

thermistor (YSI 44011, Yellow Springs Instruments

Ltd.) and pressure guage (R52764, Blease Medical

Equipment Ltd.) to allow the correction of the flow

rate to dry gas conditions at standard temperature and

pressure. The output of the wet gas meter was

obtained in the manner described by Carter (1975). A

disc with 360 holes at one degree intervals around its

circumference was attached to the main rotor of the

meter. The holes were detected as they passed between

a fixed light emitting diode and photo-transistor

(type 306-061, Radiospares Ltd.). The pulses of light
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switched the photot rans is tor into conduction which

triggered a monostable (SN74121, Texas Instruments

Ltd.)- The logic pulses from the monostable were

converted to analogue output by a ratemeter (N.E.

4607, Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.), the output of which

was regularly recorded by a computer controlled data

logging system.

After flow measurement most of the gas was

exhausted. Two to three litres per minute were taken

for gas analysis. This gas must be desaturated to

stop any condensation in the analyser cells. The

external air taken for reference oxygen analysis must

also have its water vapour pressure reduced to a known

level. A moderate humidity would be acceptable if it

were accurately measurable and did not produce

condensation in the analyser. Therefore an insulated

cool bath, operating at a temperature of 4 to 5°C

maintained by a circulator (LC 10, Grants Instruments

Ltd.) with refrigerating capacity, was used. A heat

exchanger made from 8mm O.D. copper tubing for the

sample air flow and another made from 6mm O.D. copper

tubing for the reference air flow, were immersed in

the bath. Suitable drain points were included to

allow the drainage of condensed water. To allow

calculation of the water vapour partial pressure, a

thermistor (YSI 44011, Yellow Springs Instruments

Ltd.) was inserted in the exit air stream from the

sample circuit heat exchanger. The use of the cold
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bath removed any requirement for consumables and

avoided any occlusion of the gas piping.

The gas, of known dew point, was analysed for

oxygen concentration using a dual cell paramagnetic

oxygen analyser (0A184 , Taylor Servatiex Ltd.) and for

carbon dioxide concentration using a single channel

infra-red gas analyser ( IRGA 20, Grubb Parsons Ltd.).

The oxygen analyser was wall mounted to reduce any

effects of vibration. The flow into the oxygen

analyser cells was set at 75 ml.min-^ with approx¬

imately 0.5 l.min-^ being taken via a bypass

flowmeter. The bypass air ensured that flow and

pressure conditions in the measuring cell were stable.

The flow through the carbon dioxide analyser was set

at the 1.67 l.min-^" recommended by the manufacturer,

(c) Additional Signal Sources

Monitoring of the subject and room temperatures

was required during calorimetry. An estimate of core

temperature was also required but it was felt that the

use of a rectal probe could be a stress big enough to

cause a rise in the RMR (resting metabolic rate) of a

subject. Although there is a temperature gradient

along the auditory canal (Cooper et al, 1964;

Greenleaf and Castle, 1 972), the amount of the

underestimate of core temperature by a probe in the

canal should be the same for a given subject on

successive days in a constant environmental
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temperature. In the study described in chapter 4,

the main use of core temperature measures was for

comparison between successive stages of sleep. Aural

temperature satisfies this requirement. Therefore a

silicone rubber earpiece, originally designed as a

sound deadener in noisy situations, was fitted with a

thermistor (YSI 44011, Yellow Springs Instruments

Ltd.), the tip of the thermistor just emerging frcm

the rubber moulding. The rubber ridges around the

moulding allowed an easy but comfortable placement in

the auditory canal. A similar thermistor was set

permanently into the canopy near the air inlet to

monitor the air temperature.

Room temperature was monitored using a caged

thermistor (YSI 405, Yellow Springs Instruments Ltd.).

This was hung at bed level behind the subject, the

metal cage protecting it from any physical damage.

Thermistors (YSI 409, Yellow Springs Instruments Ltd.)

with a 9mm diameter flat metal surface were taped onto

the subject to measure skin temperatures when

re qui red.

Because of the importance of measuring metabolic

rate during both resting and sleeping periods where

movement was at a minimum, an activity monitor was

constructed. It allowed continuous monitoring of the

subject and exclusion of any portions of the

calorimetry period that were affected by restlessness.

The detector used was a microwave Doppler module
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(CL 8960 Mullard Ltd.) that contained both a microwave

generator (Gunn Diode) and a mixing diode. The

frequency of the microwave beam (10.7 GH ) from
z

the Gunn diode was altered by 69 Hz for each one

m.s-^ of relative axial movement between the

target and the module. A fraction of the original

beam was coupled to the mixer diode so that difference

frequency was produced on reception of the reflected

beam. This audio frequency was then amplified with a

voltage gain of approximately 10000 (80 dB) using

three operational amplifiers (SN72741, Texas

Instruments Ltd.). Because of the susceptibility of

the circuit to mains frequency interference, the

amplifier output was modified using a twin-tee 50 Hz

bandstop filter. This did not restrict the detection

of activity because movements which produce a 50 Hz

signal have axial velocity of 0.7 m.s-^ and these

are unusual in a subject on a bed. Also a large

number of movements occur obliquely to the beam and

all have significant low velocity components because

they start and finish at rest.

The filtered signal was then detected using a

threshold sufficiently high to ensure that there was

no false triggering when there was no target movement.

The number of pulses produced by the detector was

approximately proportional to the distance moved by

the target in the beam. The pulses were used to drive
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a light emitting diode to give a visual indication of

the amount of movement detected. The leading edge of

the pulses was also used to triger a monostable

(CD4098B, RCA Ltd.) which input a fixed charge per

pulse into an integrator, built using an M.O.S.F.E.T.

input operational amplifier (CA3130, RCA Ltd.) with a

low leakage polycarbonate capacitor as feedback. The

time constant of the integrator was reduced to 40

seconds to be compatible with the sampling frequency

of the data loging equipment, by connecting a high

value resistor across the capacitor. The movement

detector was used in a qualitative role to exclude

periods of restlessness rather than in a quantitative

role to allow correction of values affected by

movement.

(d) Data Logging and Computer Equipment

The electronic signal sources were all either low

D.C. voltages or pure resistances. A four and a half

digit voltage and resistance meter (DMM 1041, Datron

Ltd.) giving a precision of + 1 in 20,000 and a

calibrated accuracy of + 1 in 10,000 on the ranges

required was utilised to convert the analogue input

signals to digital form. The signal sources were

switched through low thermal e.m.f. relays in a

scanner unit (1200 Scaner, Datron Ltd.) to the DM1

(figure 3.3). The appropriate relay to be closed was

selected by a command transmitted over the I.E.E.E.
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488 ccmmunications bus frcm the microcomputer (PET

2001, C.B.M. Ltd.) to the scanner. The DMM range and

mode (i.e. voltage or resistance) for that particular

signal was selected and the analogue to digital

conversion started by another command frcm the

microcomputer.

On completion of the conversion, the digital

representation of the measurement was transmitted back

to the computer. The signal sources could be measured

at a rate and in an order determined by the

programming of the computer.

The results of the measurements were stored by

the computer on mini-flexible discs for later

reprocessing. The current values of the instrument

outputs plus the calculated heat production and RQ

were displayed on the computer screen and the

calculated values recorded in graphical form on a

matrix printer.
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III. Development and Testing

(a) The Gas Circuit

Having established the gas circuit as shown in

Figure 3.2, it was necessary to leak test the length

of stainless steel pipe (approximately 25 m) bringing

the gases back frcm the calorimeter. As the pump

acted as a block to static air pressure tests, the

piping between the pump and the wet gas meter could

not be tested at the same time. The piping was

occluded in the subject room and a manometer (Airflow

Develcments Ltd.) and a three way tap were attached to

the piping instead of the pump in the laboratory.

Evacuating the pipe to its approximate working

pressure of -3 00 mm of water, pressure returned to

atmospheric at a rate of 2.5 mm of water per minute.

As the pipe with an internal diameter of 20 mm had a

volume of 7.9 1, there was a leak of about 70 mis of

air per minute. As this represented less than 0.2% of

the total air flow and could only constitute an error

if its composition varied markedly from the air input

to the canopy, the effect of the leak was negligible.

Pressure testing the short length of pips from the

pump to the wet gas meter gave a rate of pressure drop

of less than 1 mm of water per minute at a pressure of

300 mm of water. This was similarly a negligible

error.

The mixing of the expired gases before analysis

needed to be enough to eliminate breath to breath
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variation but still allow general changes in gaseous

production to be detected within about one minute. As

the gases were collected in the canopy frcm a

perforated perspex tube in front of the mouth of the

subject, the canopy only contributed a small amount to

the mixing. The response of the circuit from the

outlet of the canopy onwards was checked by

introducing a gas of known concentration (0.8% carbon

dioxide and 99.2% nitrogen, i.e. similar to the

carbon dioxide concentration during a calorimetry run)

at two points in the circuit. Firstly the gas was

rapidly introduced (i.e. in as close an approximation

to a step function as possible) directly into the

carbon dioxide analyser in the laboratory. The

analyser response to the gas was traced on a chart

recorder. Secondly the gas was introduced at 35 to 40

litres per minute into the piping frcm the outlet port

of the canopy in the calorimeter room. The carbon

dioxide analyser responses in these two situations are

shown in Figure CI.

When the gas was introduced directly into the

analyser, the output increased rapidly to reach 90% of

its final level in six seconds. When the gas was

introduced in the patient rocm there was a 36 second

delay before any response was seen at the analyser.

This transit delay was consistent with 20 to 25 litres

of dead space between the canopy outlet port and the
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analyser. As the volume of the stainless steel tubing

and wet gas meter totalled approximately 15 litres,

the transit delay was close to the expected value.

The analyser took another 37.5 seconds (i.e. 73.5

seconds in total) to reach 90% of its final output.

Assuming that the response was a single expontential

Concentration at analyser = (1 - e-t/T) x C„ C .1F

where t is the time in seconds after the transit delay

and Cp is the final concentration, then the time
constant (T) is 16.3 seconds. A perfectly mixed

volume V(l) having an input flow rate F (l.s )

would have a time constant (T) defined by equation C.2

(Sorkin et al., 1980).

T = V/F C.2

The effective mixing volume of the gas circuit

can be calculated to be about 10 to 11 litres. As

laminar (i.e. non-mixing) flow could be expected

along most of the stainless steel piping, this value

agreed with the volume of the pump and wet gas meter.

The time constant (16.3 seconds) was sufficient to

average breath to breath variations as it would cover

a minimum of three breaths in the normal patient. The

response however was fast enough to allow minute to

minute variations in metabolism to be measured.

When the test gas was introduced into the piping

in the calorimeter room, the final concentration at he

analyser was 99.6% of the value obtained with direct

input to the analyser. This demonstrated that there
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was negligible entrainment of air into the portion of

piping operating below atmospheric pressure. Any-

outward leaks between the return pump and the analyser

would not be detected, though leaks in this direction

were not important once the total flow had been

measured at the wet gas meter.

(b) Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide Analyser Calibration

The linearity of both oxygen analyser cells was

checked using the pressure calibration method of

Hammel et al. (1 958). The oxygen analyser measures a

quantity related to the number of oxygen molecules in

the cell, so that reducing the cell pressure reduces

the effective oxygen concentration. Using this method

the concentration could be varied over the range 19 -

22% which exceeds the normal operating range (20

-21 % ) .

A manometer (Airflow Development Ltd.) was

connected to one side of the analyser and a needle

valve and 60 ml syringe were connected to the other.

The syringe allowed the cell pressure to be varied

over the range required and the cell pressure with

respect to atmospheric pressure was read in mm of

water from the manometer. The linear regressions

performed on the results for the reference and sample

cell are shown in Table CI . The calculations show

very high correlation coefficients and a sample

standard deviation from regression (i.e. the standard
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deviation of the differences between the measured

oxygen concentrations and those values from the fitted

regression line) of 0.01% of oxygen for both

analysers. This last value represented about 1% of

the change in oxygen concentration produced by a

patient during a calorimetry run so that the analysers

were sufficiently linear for use on the calorimeter.

Table CI :

Linear regression calculations on data from the
linearity calibration of reference and sample

oxygen cells.

Correlation coefficient (r)

T value of correlation (T)

p value (p)

Degrees of freedom (d.f.)

Regression coefficient (b)
in % C>2 per mm of water
Standard deviation of
the regression coefficient (S,

Reference

0 .99998

591.6

***

35

1.997X10--

3 .38xlO-6

Sample

0 .99999

479 .6

* **

23

2.036x10

4 .25xlO~6

-3

9 .57x10
-3

9.92x10
-3

Sample standard
deviation frcm
regression % 0- (S^ 2 v y. x

(see Snedecor and Cochran (1967) p.138)

Routine calibration of the gain of the oxygen

analyser required a procedure simpler than the

pressure test and a two point calibration using a span

gas (atmospheric air with an oxygen concentration of

20.95% (Thompson et al., 1979) and zero gas (oxygen

free nitrogen) was employed. When comparing the
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sensitivity of the analysers by the two calibration

methods, account has to be taken of the diamagnetic

property of nitrogen. It has a magnetic

susceptibility of -0.3% of that of oxygen. As

pressure was reduced in the analyser cell the amount

of nitrogen in the cell was also reduced and the

change in analyser output was less than if just the

oxygen had been removed (Carter, 1975). Also the

replacement of 21% of oxygen with nitrogen when the

zero gas (oxygen free nitrogen) was used to calibrate

the analyser has to be corrected for the diamagnetism

of nitrogen. After these corrections had been

performed the sensitivities of the reference and

sample cells by the pressure calibration were 99.6 and

100.2% respectively of the sensitivities measured by

the two point calibration technique. Therefore the

two point calibration technique was adopted as the

routine calibration procedure as the average

sensitivity over the 0 to 21% range was within + 0.5%

of the sensitivity over the operating range 20 - 21%.

Initial use of the carbon dioxide analyser showed

that it was prone to some drift due to temperature

changes in the gas cells following small rocm

temperature alterations. As this instrument did not

have a thermostatically controlled heater for

maintaining gas cell temperature, a proportional

temperature controller was built to keep the internal

temperature of the instrument at a nominal 36°C.
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Proportional control was used to minimise temperature

variation and the proportional range was set to cover

35 to 37°C . A thermistor (YSI 44011, Yellow

Springs Instruments Ltd.) sensed the instrument

temperature and a controller integrated circuit (305 -

800, Radiospares Ltd.) supplied triggering pulses at

points of zero mains voltage to switch on a triac (TRI

400-8, Radiospares Ltd.) for the required proportion

of the heating period. When the triac was on, power

was supplied to two 25W soldering iron elements

mounted inside a small metal box in the analyser. The

analyser still required 1 to 1.5 hours to reach

temperature equilibrium from cold, so a 24 hour time

switch was used to switch the heater on a few hours

prior to use.

The linearity of the carbon dioxide analyser was

checked by mixing air in different proportions with a

bottled gas of composition 0.8% carbon dioxide and

99 .2% nitrogen to produce a range of carbon dioxide

concentrations between 0.03% and 0.80%. The

concentration of carbon dioxide was measured

indirectly by the oxygen analyser because as the

percentage of carbon dioxide introduced frcm the

bottled gas rose so the percentage of oxygen in the

mixture fell in direct proportion. A high correlation

(r = 0.99985, p < 0.001) and a sample standard

deviation from regression of 0.005% carbon dioxide
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demonstrated that the analyser was linear to within +

1% over its normal operating range (i.e. 0 to 1%

carbon dioxide) .

The analyser was routinely calibrated using the

same zero gas as the oxygen analyser and a span gas of

about 0.8% carbon dioxide (balance nitrogen) which was

produced gravimetrically (Gold Star, B.O.C. Ltd.) and

checked by the Lloyd Haldane method by the Department

of Physiology, Glasgow University.

Routine calibration of both analysers was carried

out using the zero and span gases described above.

All the measurements were made under computer control.

The readings were corrected for atmospheric pressure

and in the case of the air used as a span gas for the

oxygen analyser for its moisture content. The

computer calculated correction factors, close to

unity, to account for the long term gain drift in the

analysers. Gain and zero drifts of the instruments

were not corrected using the various mechanical and

electronic adjustments available, but the correction

factor was applied by the computer during the

calculation of results. The long term stability of

the analysers was improved with less interference and

interdependent effects which made accurate setting

difficult (e.g. a change in gain on adjustment of the

zero point) were avoided.

As the analysers were measuring small

concentration differences despite the precautions
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taken above the analyser output was subject to short

term drift during a calorimetry period. The main

reasons were:-

i) Roan and analysis gas temperature changes

ii) Atmospheric pressure changes

iii) Air flow alterations in the analysis cell.

To correct for this drift, measurements using

external air were routinely made at the beginning and

end of a calorimetry period. Any change in the

readings was assumed to have occurred at a linear rate

through the run. The measured gas changes during

calorimetry were then recalculated by the computer

using this linear baseline. With a typical subject in

the 'resting' runs, with an RMR or 75 W, a maximum

error of 0.7% and an average error of 0.3% was noted,

(c) Wet Gas Meter Electronics

The conversion of the pulse output from the wet

gas meter to analogue form by the ratemeter was

calibrated using a pulse generator (PG 2B, C. Lyons

Ltd.) and a pulse counter and clock (Nim Range,

Nuclear Enterprises Ltd.). The stability and exact

frequency of the pulse generator were checked using

the counter and clock.
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The generator frequency was varied to cover the

normal input range. The manufacturer's calibration

for the meter (i.e. that one revolution producing 360

pulses frcm the phototransistor was equivalent to 15 1

of gas) was used to convert the pulse output to a

range of gas flow in litres per minute (F).

The fitted regression line was:-

F = 75.9 x V - 0.059 (1 min"1 ) C.3

where F was in litres per minute and V in volts was

the ratemeter output. The correlation coefficient was

high (r = 0.99999, p < 0.001) and the samle standard

deviation from regression was 0.08 l.min-^ . The

small negative intercept reflected the voltage offset

of the ratemeter at zero frequency input.

(d) Gas Circuit Calibration

The overall accuracy of the indirect calorimeter

can be checked in several ways. Though calibrated

gases can be bled into the system at known flow rates

(Kinney et al., 1964; Thompson et al., 1979), this

depends for its accuracy on the flow meter and gas

specifications. A simpler technique of burning a

known weight of a fuel to simulate a subject (Caldwell

et al., 1966; Kinney et al., 1968) was adopted to

avoid further dependency on gas and flow meter

calibrations.

Ethanol and butane were selected as appropriate

fuels with 'respiratory quotients' of 0.667 and 0.615

respe ctively.
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Initially ethanol (Analar grade, 99.7% pure) was

burnt using a small lamp placed in the canopy. The

lamp was weighed immediately before and after use and

the total oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide

production for that period calculated by the computer

program normally used for processing calorimetry runs.

If the ethanol was assumed to have been completely

oxidised as in equation C.4, then the recoveries of

oxygen and carbon dioxide were 91.4 and 88.9%

respectively of the calculated amounts (Table C.2).

C2H5OH + 302 - 2C02 + H20 C.4
It was noted that during the test the normally

blue burning flame occasionaly became partly yellow

and sane carbon deposits were also seen. On partial

oxidation of ethanol, carbon being in a solid phase

and unable to be oxidised further at the flame

temperature, would condense out. Some carbon monoxide

would also be formed but as it is a gas and could be

oxidised further in the flame it would contribute a

smaller error than carbon production. The conversion

of ethanol to carbon is shown in equation C.5.

C2H5OH + 02 - 2C + 3H20 C .5

If a percentage of the ethanol was burnt in this

manner then as observed the'RQ' would be lower than

that calculated from equation C.4. Assuming no error

in the separately calibrated gas analysers, the
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measured 'RQ' of 0.649 can be used to estimate the

proportionate contribution of each reaction. If Z

mols of ethanol were used in reaction C.4 and y mols

in C.5 then:-

Initial weight of lamp + ethanol = 525.5g

Final weight of lamp + ethanol = 515 .2 g

Ethanol used = 10.3 g assuming oxidation as in equation

C.4 .

Table C.2:

Calibration of the calorimeter using
ethanol assuming either complete or partial
oxidation as detailed in equations C.4 to C.9.

Measured
mol 1

Calculated
mol 1

Oxygen consumed 0.613 13 .73 0.671 15.03

Carbon Dioxide
produced

RQ

0.398 8.91 0.447 10.02

0.649 0.667

Assuming oxidation as in equations C.4 to C.9

Measured
mol 1

Calculated
mol 1

Oxygen consumed 0.613 13.73 0.637 14.26

0.398 8.91 0.413 9.26Carbon dioxide
produced

Total ethanol used
Total oxygen consumed
Total carbon dioxide produced
and therefore the 'RQ'

Measured
Calculated

(%)

91.4

88 .9

97 .3

Measured
Calculated

(%)

96 .2

96 .2

z + y mols C.6
3Z + y mols C.7
2 % moIs C.8

2Z C.9

(3 Z + y)
The solutions for Z and y are:-

Z = 0.2066 and y = 0.0169

indicating that 8.2% of the ethanol burnt to carbon.

C .1 0
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The percentage recoveries of oxygen and carbon dioxide

increased to 96.2% of that calculated.

However, because of the varying reaction products

and the possibility of ethanol evaporation at the

edges of the low temperature flame, calibration with

butane gas was tested. Commercial butane gas (Camping

Gaz Ltd.) in a cartridge was burnt in a small

luminaire designed for auxilliary lighting purposes

(Lumogaz, Camping Gaz Ltd.). The apparatus was

self-contained and could fit inside the head canopy.

The manufacturers stated that the gas composition

should be between 100% butane and 90% butane with 10%

propane added. Analysis using gas chromatography by

Dr. Anderson, Department of Forensic Medicine,

Glasgow University showed the mixture to be 93.30%

butane, 0.34% propane and 6.38% butene. Comparison of

the amount of oxygen consumed and carbon dioxide

produced per unit weight of gas (Table C.3) for the

three mixtures of gas mentioned shows the relative

ins ensi tivity of the calibration procedure to

differences in the gas composition.
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Table C.3:

The consumption of oxygen, production of
carbon dioxide and ' RQ" of various fuels per g burned

Consumption Production
of Oxygen of Carbon
(mmol)

per g Butane

per g of 90%
Butane + 10%

Propane

per g of fuel
as analysed

111.8

112 .0

111.5

Dioxide
(mmol)

68 .8

68 .7

69 .0

•RQ*

0.615

0 .614

0.619

The result of burning the gas mixture in the

canopy is given in Table C.4. The high temperature

flame produced (approximately 700°C) should give

complete oxidation of the gases as in equations C.10

to C .12.

Initial wt of lamp + butane fuel = 852 .70 g

Final wt of lamp + butane fuel = 830.64 g

Weight of fuel used = 22 .06 g
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Table C .4 :

Calibration of the calorimeter using the
composition of the commercial butane
fuel as analysed in Section (d) above.

Measured
mol 1

Calculated
mol 1

Measured
Calculated

%

Oxygen consumed 2.391 53.59 2.460 55.14 97 .2

Carbon dioxide 1.482 33.22 1.521 34.09

produced
97 .4

Initial wt of lamp + butane fuel = 852 .70 g

Final wt of lamp + butane fuel 830.64 g

Weight of fuel used 22.06 g

Butane 2 C4 h1q + 1302 - 8C02 + 10H20
Propane CgHg + 502 - 3C02 + 4H20
Butane C^Hg + 602 - 4C02 + 4H20

The recovery of oxygen was 97.2 and of carbon

dioxide was 97.4% of the calculated value. These

results were similar to the corrected results obtained

when burning ethanol. As there was an almost equal

error for oxygen and carbon dioxide, a flow

measurement or gas leakage error affecting both gases

was indicated. As earlier experiments have shown gas

leakage from the circuit to be negligible, an

undermeasurement of flew by the wet gas meter was the

most probable source of error. The test described

above was used as the system calibration and both

oxygen and carbon dioxide measurements were increased
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by a factor of 1.028 to account for the underestimate

of flow.

(e) Calibration of Thermistor Temperature Probes

Two types of precision thermistor frcm one

manufacturing source (Yellow Springs Instruments Ltd.)

were used. A simple thermistor bead (YSI 44011) with

a resistance of 100 k at 25^C was used for instrument

temperature measurement. Roan and patient

temperatures were measured with series 400 thermistors

(resistance 2k at 25^C) which used a similar

thermistor head but with different physical

exteriors to give protect- ion during use. All the

thermistors were manufactured to a replacement

tolerance of +0.1^C.

Using a linearising bridge and stable excitation

voltage, a thermistor can produce a direct voltage

reading of temperature (Carter, 1 975). However, as

the digital meter employed (1041, Datron Ltd.) had

resistance measurement capabilities, the thermistor

was read directly. The test currents and duty cycle

under normal logging conditions were below the level

that would cause self heating in the thermistors.

The conversion of resistance to temperature was

performed in the computer. Conversion using a formula

rather than a 'look-up' table would save computer

memory space and conversion time so as the theoretical

resistivity of a pure semiconductor (Millman and

Halkias, 1972) varies as shown in equation C.13, a
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multiple regression fit using a logarithmic term was

per formed.

Resistivity = T~3/2 x eE^2kT C.13

where T is the absolute temperature, E the semi¬

conductor energy gap at 0°K and k the Boltzman

constant.

The regression fit was not to the required

accuracy (+ O.l^C) however graphical inspection of the

error terms showed that extra terms in resistance

might reduce the errors. Addition of two extra terms

brought the formula and manufacturers values into

tO.l^C agreement over the range used (5 to

40(">C) . The formula (equation C.14) could be used

with either type of thermistor with a suitable choice

of constants (see Goll, 1980 p21 2) for A^ to

A3 '

Temperature (°C) = A^ + A^ R + A2R2 + A3log (R)
where R is the resistance in k and A^ to A^ are
are constants.

As resistance measurements were two wire rather than

four wire, the measured resistance in the leads

between the meter and the thermistor was subtracted

before conversion. An overall check of the procedure

was performed by comparing the measured temperature of

a water bath, using a partial immersion mercury

thermometer accurate to O.l^c (Gallenkamp Ltd.),
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with the computer readout of the temperatures of

thermistors completely immersed in the bath. All the

thermistors were within + O.l^C of the thermometer

temperature over the required range (5 to 40<">c) .

(f) Data Processing

The microcomputer (PET 2001, C.B.M. Ltd.) had

control over the data logging equipment via the IEEE

488 communications bus (see Section lid). This meant

that most of the operational checks and analyser

calibrations as well as calorimetry data processing

could be controlled by software in the computer. A

number of programs were written to cover the main

areas of calorimetry operation. These areas were:-

(i) Routine switch on and equipment checks

(ii) Manual weight, etc.) plus any other values

(atmospheric pressure etc.) not available electron¬

ically through the logging equipment.

(iii) Checks on the stability of the equipment before

the subject entered the head canopy.

(iv) Logging of all instrument outputs at the required

repetition rate and recording of the data.

(v) Display of the current instrument values and the

calculation of heat production and RQ during the

calorimetry period.

(vi) After the subject leaves the canopy, checks on

the drift of the gas analysers since (iii).

(vii) Security storage of data in case of later

equipment or operator error.
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(viii) Calculation of calorimetry results over any

required period, including corrections for atmospheric

pressure, pressure and temperature at the gas flow

meter, water vapour pressure correction, gain cali¬

bration factors for the gas analysers and analyser

base-line drift.

(ix) Numerical and graphical printout of the results.

(x) Control of the procedure and calculation of the

results of the routine calibrations of the gas

analysers.

The calculations used in these programmes are

given in Appendix C in the thesis by Goll (1980).

Heat production was calculated from oxygen consumption

and carbon dioxide production using the same equation

(Weir, 1949). No correction for variation of the

fraction of protein calories from the 12.5% of total

heat production assumed in this equation has been

made. Neglecting a common range of protein derived

calories of 12 - 18% this order of variation

introduces an error of less than 0.5% in heat

production calculation.

Heat production has been expressed in Watts where

appropriate. However, unlike RQ, heat production is

known to vary with the size of individual (Mitchel,

1 962). Therefore sane form of standardisation

procedure was necessary to compare results from

subjects of different height and weight. The most
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widely used method is to express the results per unit

surface area, usually using the formula of DuBois and

DuBois (1916 )

Surface area (m2 = 0.2025 X (W)0,425 X (h)0*725
where W is the weight in kg and H is the height in m.

This calculation has the disadvantage of

underestimating surface area by 7% and showing a

coefficient of variation of 11% when compared against

an accurate geometric technique (Van Graan and

Wyndham, 1964 .. , . , , _J
. The causal connection between surface

area and metabolic rate is tenuous and the association

is more likely to be between lean body mass and

metabolic rate (Halliday et al., 1979). Durnin (1959)

suggested that use of weight alone was a good enough

reference standard. This neglects differences in

build and Durnin and Passmore (1 967) produced a table

of normal resting energy expenditures for men at

different weights with four degrees of fatness. At 70

kg going fran fat to thin involves an increase of 15%

in RMR as lean body mass increased. This type of

variation is implicit in equation C.15, because at a

constant weight, as height and therefore leanness

increase, so does surface area. As no direct estimate

of lean body mass was available for the other studies

for which the calorimetry system was used and all

correction procedures derived from simple measurements

are to seme extent arbitrary) the formula of DuBois



and DuBois was used to allow easier comparison with

previous workers' results. None of the subjects was

considered to have a grossly abnormal build which

might put them beyond the established range of the

formula. Subsequently LBM of the subjects in the sleep

study described in chapter 4 was estimated using the

techniques described in chapter 9. These subjects'

sleep records obtained in the study described in

chapter 4 were not incorporated into the study in

chapter 9 because of the extremely artificial nature

of the sleep situation in the calorimeter. This

criticism does not apply to the results of chapter 4

as an intrasleep comparison is made there.

Predicted values of K4R show some variation with

age. Where predicted values have been quoted they

have been derived using surface area and age from the

table of Fleisch (1951). This table was compiled frcm

24 sets of published data from other authors but it

shows close agreement with the table of Robertson and

Reid (1 952) who measured the RMR of over 2000 British

men and wcmen. However the standards of Fleisch are

more commonly quoted than those of Robertson and Reid

(Wilmore, 1 977 ).
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS FROM EXPERIMENTS

1. Heat production falls during sleep and is

lowest in stage 4 sleep.

2. As a subject improves his fitness, sleep

efficiency improves; the number of wakenings

during the night decline and the proportion

of time spent in SWS increases.

3. The non-linear curve of the form

Y = A (1 - exp x ) provides a useful
2(A-B)

way of measuring change in fitness (Y = V02 and

x = lactate).

4. 2,3-DPG increases after short intense

bouts of exercise. With increasing fitness,

resting levels of 2,3-DPG increase. Fit

subjects have smaller increases in 2,3-DPG

after exercise than unfit subjects.

5. After extreme stress, sleep related GH

release is raised for at least 72 hours.

Both growth hormone and prolactin show

increased release in sleep after sleep

deprivation as compared to baseline nights.

Cortisol concentration shows no change after

sleep deprivation.

6. Lean body mass correlates with non-REM

sleep.
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